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Propositions
1. Bothanalyticunderstanding andexperiential engagementmustbesharedbetween actors
acrosssocial-ecological systemstocreatesystemwideaction for change (thisthesis).
2. Mediadesignersandartistsshouldbeacoreaudiencefor sciencecommunicators (this
thesis).
3. Inanygroupofpeopleindividualperspectives offer moreinsightsintothe future thana
groupperspective shapedbyconsensus.
4. Itiscrucial for thewestern sciencecommunitytounderstand howtheresearch industries
ofemergingglobalpowersframe ideasabout scientific truth andknowledge.
5. Technological innovation istheDeusExMachinaof futurologists.
6. Environmental scientistsaremostlyblindtohumanity's staggering complexity;
anthropologists areoverwhelmedbyit.Thismakesthemidealpartners inresearchand
life.
7. Individualswhomaketheeffort toappreciatemusictheyhavealwayshatedbutthatother
peopleadoredevelopmorecapacityfor empathythanthemusically close-minded.
8. Toincreasetheirchancesoflong-termlove,smartsinglesshouldmeetasmanypeopleas
possible andtakethingsvery,very slowlywith allofthem.
Thesepropositions arepart ofthePhDthesis Traming futures: Visualizingperspectives on
social-ecological systemschange'byJoostMattheusVervoort, tobedefendedonNovember 2$h
attheAula, Wageningen.
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Chapter1
Introduction
Followme,thewiseman said,buthewalked behind.
-Leonard Cohen, Teachers, 1967

Chapter is based on:
J.M. Vervoort, Kasper Kok, P-J Beers, R. van Lammeren, A. Veldkamp, in preparation. Exploring interactive
visualization strategiesfor communicationaboutsocial-ecological systemschange

Chapter 1

1.1 General introduction
We live in an increasingly interdependent world, characterized by accelerating social and
environmental change (Gallopin 2002). Thereality of this interdependence expresses itself
inclimatechange,global threatstofood security,economic crises andwidespread degradationofecosystems(MillenniumEcosystemsAssessment2005). Theseconditions challenge
thelimits ofhuman understanding and scopes ofconcern because linksbetween causes and
consequences across systems, levels and domains are complex and uncertain (Levin 1999;
Stern 2000).

Newperspectives oncomplexsystems
Therealization ofthecomplexity anduncertainty thatcharacterizes linkedhuman andnaturalsystems,orsocial-ecologicalsystems (Folke2006)acrossallscalesandlevelshasproliferated throughout the sciences inrecent decades (Kok and Veldkamp 2011). An increasing
understanding in different disciplines of the characteristics of such complex systems has
led to new models of knowledge development (Gibbons et al. 1994; Hermans et al. 2010)
and governance (Cash 2006; Buizer et al. 2011). Faith in the power of mono-disciplinary
expertise to achieve complete understanding of a system is starting to be replaced by the
recognition thatdeep uncertainty characterizes complex systems. Awiderange of societal
perspectives is needed to begin to address uncertainty (van der Sluijs 2005). Collaboration across system levels and dimensions is crucial to the ability of societal actors to make
system-wide sustainable changes (Rotmans 2005;Cash2006;Buizer etal. 2011).

The role of communication in the framing of societal understanding,
engagementandaction
Communication technologies and strategies are central to the development of knowledge
and action in the face of complexity and uncertainty. Theories and definitions of what
'communication' is in different contexts abound (Craig 1999). In this thesis, we use the
transactional communication model as our basic framework for communication (Barnlund
2008). Following thismodel,we seecommunication asasimultaneous receiving and sending of information by groups and individuals. Importantly, how this information is shared
and received depends highly on the form and of the communication used, which we see as
ranging from style of writing in some instances, body language, images, communication
platforms andotherattributes of communication form.
While the transactional model is useful to describe communication dynamics, we use
the constitutive model todescribe the effects of communication thatcommunication is not
merely an exchange of information but that it reflects and creates individual and shared
perceived realities (Craig 1999).
Through various media, the framing of societal perspectives in the form of images,
mental models and discourses can play a key role in guiding the directions of change in
social-ecological systems (Ravetz 2006,Beersetal. 2010,Apeldoorn etal. 2011).
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Societal images act as gathering concepts that simplify complexity to metaphors with
affectively strong associations, such as 'frankenfoods' (Johnson-Laird 1983) or 'climategate' (Barrouillet et al. 2000). They play up certain elements of issues while obscuring
many others (Lakoff and Johnson 1980; Beers et al. 2010). Similarly, the mental models
that societal actors maintain as ways to frame, structure and make sense of the world also
highlight and obscure system dynamics andrelationships (Johnson-Laird 1983;Barrouillet
et al. 2000). Another perspective on the societal role of ideas and conceptualizations is
that of discourses. On the level of social interactions, discourses frame and shape what is
discussed and considered important, and what light is shed on different issues (Hermans et
al. 2010).
Seen through the constitutive model of communication, images, mental models and
discourses represent perspectives on how the complexity of the world is mapped in human
communication, with analytic as well as affective associations. All are generally framed
by competing societal interests and are generally too simple to capture the complexity of
systemssuchassocial-ecological systems(HollingandGunderson2002;Beersetal. 2010).
Conflicting images, mental models and discourses can play up or omit crucial information
about the future and can block orfacilitate the seizing of opportunities for systems change
(Pritchard and Sanderson 2002). They provide simple and risk-averse frames that tend to
focus on single system levelsordomains (Holling and Gunderson 2002).

Thisthesis:thepotentialofinteractive visualization
As described by the transactional model of communication, the content of communication
is inextricably tied to its mode and format (Barnlund 2008). Dominant media formats and
modes of communication arerestrictive in terms of their ability to capture perspectives on
complex systems change. However, newforms are emerging.
This thesis focuses on the potential of interactive visualization to help move beyond
theselimitationsoftheforms societalcommunication aboutcomplexityin social-ecological
systems(Beersetal. 2010). Visualization, thevisualrepresentationofcontent,isexceptionally suited to capture both the analytic and affective dimensions of human communication
(Sheppard 2005). Interactive visualization allowsfor the sharing andinteracting with contentasper theconstitutive model, and thereby captures thefull potential of communication
increating and sharingrealities.
Interactivevisuals,especially whenlinked toothermodalities,haveproventobepowerful means for the generation of affective engagement (Al-Kodmany 2002; Sheppard 2005;
Freeman 2010; van Lammeren et al. 2010). Finally, interactive media offer many ways to
increase the accessibility of different types of content (Gooding 2008). However, there is
very little precedent for the use of interactive visualization tools to specifically exchange
and communicate arange of perspectives on social-ecological systems.
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1.2 Project context
Theresearch inthis PhDthesis ispart of theTransForum agro-ecological knowledge innovation network. TransForum functioned as an innovation institute for agricultural development in the Netherlands. It was set up as a six year project that ended in early 2011. Its
goal was triggering transitions towards sustainable agricultural development (Veldkamp et
al. 2008). Awiderangeofpractical andtheoretical projects relatedtoagro-ecological innovationwerebroughttolifebyTransForum (TransForum 2010). Theseprojects incorporated
very different images and mental models of sustainable agriculture. Specific attention was
given tothisplurality of perspectives through the scientific research theme 'images of sustainable development', of which Beers et al. (2010)provide anoverview aswell astherole
offraming andimagesinagricultural transitions. Theworkthatresulted inthisPh.D.thesis
waspartof thattheme.

1.3 Theobjective ofthis thesis
The overarching objective of theresearch inthisPhD thesisis:
To harness thepotential of interactivevisualizationfor the elicitation and communication
ofsocietalperspectives onsocial-ecologicalsystemschange.
Because this objective delineates research that draws from many different disciplines and
has no direct tradition to build on, it brings up a number of new, specific challenges that
must beidentified before research questions canbe introduced.

1.4 Communicating about complexity in social-ecological
systems: challenges
Theresearch inthisPhD thesis focuses ontwofundamental challenges for theuseof interactive visualization inthecommunication of complexity in social-ecological systems.
Challenge 1: In order to elicit and share analytic perspectives on complexity in socialecologicalsystems,consciousnessamongsocietalactorsofcomplexsystemscharacteristics
isessential.
Social-ecological systems exhibit the characteristics and behaviors of complex systems
(Levin 1999). This has many consequences for the development of shared societal understanding about thedynamics of these systems:
• Complex systems arehighly connected acrossdifferent systemlevelsand scales,and
therefore changes in sub-systems can have large repercussions, just like high level
changes canhaveimpacts onthe smallest levels (Cash et al. 2006).
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• Feedbacks are crucial in cross-level and cross-scale interactions because they can
amplify and propagate changes to create non-linear effects with system-wide consequences.
• Social-ecological systems consist of interacting social and biophysical systems, and
non-linear effects can extend from the biophysical tothe social and vice versa, with
different outcomes (Westley etal. 2002).
• The characteristics of complex systems refute claims about full system knowledge.
Instead, complex systems arenot only characterized by predictable uncertainties but
also by deep uncertainties where measurement is notpossible (van der Sluijs 2005),
anduncertaintiesthatmayhavepreviouslybeenregardedasmanageablebutthathave
sinceleft thepossibility of control (RamrezandRavetz 2011).
Challenge2: Theneed to elicitand shareanalyticperspectives on the complexityanduncertaintyinherentinsocial-ecologicalsystemshastobecombinedwiththeneedfor societal
engagementasapreconditionfor action.
Thischallengeiscrucialbecauseengagementisaprecondition for societalactorstotakeaction towards change (Sheppard 2005). Without engagement, communications about socialecological systemschangeremainuninvolved andintellectual andfail tostimulateindividualstodraw ontheirtrueresources. Butthecomplexityinherentin social and environmental
change canbedisengaging, andeven intimidating:
• Individual' affective engagement with a given issue is generally strongest when that
issue is perceived as clearly and directly related to individual or communal experiences,identities andaspirations (Xiang andClarke2003).Becausecausesand effects
in complex systems are often indirect and multiple inorigin andresult, fostering engagement with theseprocesses is achallenge (Levin 1999).
• Also, the uncertainty that characterizes complex social-ecological systems makes it
hard for individuals to develop clear ideas about the future that would lead to emotional investment (Marx etal. 2007).
• This challenge is compounded by the fact that many competing images associated
with social-ecological systems exist that grossly oversimplify system dynamics but
thathavestrong affective associations (Beers et al. 2010).

1.5 Practical preconditions
The previous section's challenges have been used to design the research questions that
formed the basis for the work in this Ph.D. thesis. In all our designs and experiments,
however, wehavebeen conscious of several practical preconditions for successful communications:
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• Accessibility toa diversity ofsocietal actors: Because of the realization that perfect
knowledge of complex systemsis notpossible in conditions of deepuncertainty, itis
essential that connections are made between different, complementary perspectives
(Gibbons et al. 1994). From the knowledge development perspective, people from
different positions in social-ecological systems maintain different images and mental models and can provide insights that allow us tobetter understand complexity in
these systems (Berkes and Folke 2002). From the engagement perspective, the involvement and engagement of a range of societal actors is key to creating systems
change (Ostrom 2009). Communication strategies should help share fundamentally
different perspectives onthe dynamics and structures of social-ecological systems.
• Flexibility to capturedifferentperspectives, systems and casestudies: Complex systemstheoryisaconceptual framework thatcanbeappliedtoawiderangeof systems,
perspectivesandcasestudies. Communication strategiesandtoolsthataimtocapture
arange of perspectives on social-ecological systems change should have theflexibility for different societal actors to express these perspectives in ways that are true to
their understanding.
• Feasibilitytobedeveloped,usedandadapted: Thereality of science communication
projects and participatory knowledge development platforms is that these settings
are often directed or facilitated by small groups of experts. The communication of
interactive media could be nearly unlimited when endless resources and manpower
would be available. But this is generally not reality. To understand the trade-offs
and choices that have to be made in the development and deployment of feasible
communication tools,theresearch inthis Ph.D.thesis focuses onrealistic feasibility.

1.6 Research approach and scope
Three tenets have shaped the research in this Ph.D. thesis: interdisciplinary synergy, researchby design andparticipatory research. Firstly, our approach to communicating about
social-ecological systems change was to combine the strengths of a range of science domains and design traditions to transcend the limitations of individual fields. Secondly, we
studied the strengths and weaknesses of interactive visualization by designing and developing tools from the ground up. Finally, we developed and deployed these tools not in a
lab setting but in real contexts of social-ecological systems management and governance,
working with key actors in these systems. While this approach is limited compared to the
rigour for testing that could be achieved in a more controlled environment, it has allowed
us to understand the strengths and weaknesses of tools and strategies in the contexts for
which they weremeant, and for stakeholders inthese contexts toprovide feedback on their
usefulness.
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1.7 Disciplinary perspectives and interdisciplinary collaboration
The research team behind the work in this Ph.D.thesis approached the challenges of communicating about social-ecological systems change from an interdisciplinary background.
In terms of disciplinary perspectives on social-ecological complexity, our initial perspective was rooted in ecology, physical geography, land use change, agricultural systems and
environmental management and policy. More specifically, the social-ecological systems
perspective (Gunderson and Holling 2002) and broader complex systems theory (Lansing
2003; Levin 2003) served as our starting point. In this context, the post-normal science
perspective (Hermans et al. 2010) and mode-2 scientific practice (Gibbons et al. 1994)
have informed our views and methods. In terms of science communication, we started out
from a mix of backgrounds in scenarios communication (Xiang and Clarke 2003), landscape and geo-visualization (Bishop and Lange 2005) andparticipatory modelling (Voinov
and Bousquet).
The research in this Ph.D. required us to bridge to other fields such as cognitive and
visual psychology, communication and education science, design andaesthetics and tocollaborate with experts in these fields. In terms of science communication strategies, we
explored visual analytics (Thomas and Cook 2007), information and knowledge visualization (Card andMackinlay 1996;Eppler andBurkhard 2005),seriousgaming (Squire2005),
social media (Gooding 2008), group interactions (Johnson-Laird 1983) and art and design
(Barrouillet et al. 2000).
Practice context: exploring futures inmulti-stakeholder settings
Theresearch inthis Ph.D. thesis has been conducted inmulti-stakeholder and community settings where the focus is on issues that touch broad sections of society (e.g. global
environmental change). Wehave chosen to research our methods and tools directly in this
typeofcontextbecauseitisherethatchallengingcomplexitiesanduncertaintiesareencounteredandthevalueoftheexplicationofanalyticandexperientialperspectivesbecomesmost
clear.
In this, the research relates in a number of ways to multi-stakeholder scenario development. Scenarios are descriptions of possible futures thatreflect different perspectives on
past, present, and future developments (Gallopin 2002, van Notten et al. 2003). In singleand multi-stakeholder settings, scenarios can be used to explore future uncertainties. In
multi-stakeholder settings specifically, scenarios focus on the future can be used as a relatively open space where perspectives can be shared and collaborative ties, commitments
andideas canbeforged (Wilkinson andEidinow 2008,Kahane 2010). Other methods such
as visioning and back-casting focus more directly on strategizing toward desired futures
(Robinson et al.).
In this practice context, this thesis takes a different approach by mostly focusing on
individual scenarios andvisionstocreateassemblages ofindividual perspectivesratherthan
group perspectives. The principal reasoning behind this approach is that it enables us to
examinemoredirectlythedifferent perspectivesthatcometogetherinmulti-stakeholder and
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community settings. Thisapproachenablesustosaymoreabouttheabilityofdifferent tools
toelicit perspectives. Importantly,itfocuses on astepthatis normally skipped in scenarios
development and visioning, because these processes jump to the development of content
withentiregroups. Wewilldiscussthepotentialof afocus onindividualperspectivesinthe
context of theexplorations offutures inwith communities andmulti-stakeholder groups.

1.8 Casestudies
Theresearch ineachofthechapters inthisthesishasinvolvedbroadregional communities,
communities of specialists and selectedkey individuals,depending ontheobjectives of the
studies.
• IntheUnited Kingdom,weworkedwith sustainable development communitiesinthe
county of Oxfordshire (Chapters 2, 3,5),both during workshops andon-line. There
are a large number of sustainable development initiatives in this county with strong
links topolicy makers and research atmultiple system levels. Arunning relationship
of the research team with key actors in this region has made long-term collaborative
work possible,andenabled ustoreach awide demographic.
• Because the research in this PhD thesis was part of the TransForum network, the
Dutch agricultural context in which TransForum operated made for an ideal case.
The focus ofTransForum was on system-wide action and innovation and cross-level,
cross-sector andcross-disciplinary knowledgedevelopment, whichmatched perfectly
with our objectives. Furthermore, the research team had easy access to the organization and its partners. We worked with a number of key agents of change Dutch
agriculture connected toTransForum (Chapter4).
• Wecollaborated withgroupsofartistsanddesignersatDutchartseducationinstitutes.
Thesegroupsweremadeupof arangeofnationalities upto23different nationalities
in one workshop group. This provided us with arange of cultural perspectives in the
collaborative visualization work donein theseworkshops (Chapter 6).
• As part of a European-level network and series of seminars, environmental scientists intheMETIER network consisting of acollection of European nationalities and
institutes cooperated asparticipants inourevaluation of anon-line interactive visualization tool (Chapter5).

1.9 Research questions
Onthebasis of ouroverallobjective andthechallenges thatthisobjective raises,we formulated a series of research questions, each of which provides the basis for a chapter in this
thesis.
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First,werequiredabroadexplorationofthe stateof the art:
• What is the current state of the art in different science communication fields relevant toourobjective, how dothesefieldsdeal with the challenges of communicating
about social-ecological systems change, and how could strengths be combined and
weaknesses overcome (Chapter 2)?
Then, we focused on our first challenge: facilitating theelicitation and sharing of different
analyticperspectivesonsocial-ecological systemschange. Weexploredtwocomplementary
strategies:
• How can basic analytic perspectives of a wide range of societal actors on socialecological systems be elicited in an accessible, flexible and generalizable fashion
usinginteractive visualization (Chapter 3)?
• How can interactive visualization help capture in-depth, extensive views of how key
actors structure theirperspectives on social-ecological systems (Chapter 4)?
The second challenge, combining the elicitation of analytic perspectives with generating
experiential engagement was also approached using two complementary strategies guided
bythefollowing questions:
• How can toolsfocused specifically ontheelicitation of analyticperspectivesbecombined with toolsfocused specifically onexperiential engagement togeneratecomplementary benefits (Chapter 5)?
• Howcananalyticunderstandingofandexperientialengagementwith social-ecological
systems change be integrated fully to facilitate a new type of engaged and strategic
knowledge development (Chapter 6)?

1.10 Thesisoutline and reading guide
Figure 1.1 shows the structure of this Ph.D. thesis. The thesis is structured based on the
twomainchallenges forcommunicating aboutcomplexity insocial-ecological systems,and
further organized using the above research questions. Using these questions, each chapter
provides a slightly different view on the challenges to relate them to the specific research
context.
Chapters 3to 6all present one ormore different tools. All four studies inboth lines of
research make different choices with regard to crucial preconditions of accessibility, flexibility and feasibility. Chapter 7provides a discussion of the project in its entirety, overall
conclusions, andrecommendations for future research.
First, in chapter 2, we provide an overview of multi-media communication strategies
currently usedinseveralsciencecommunication fields: scenariocommunication, landscape
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Challenge1:
Accessible,
Facilitateanalytic generallzable
understanding
(Chapter3)

Communicating about
complexity insocialecological systems:
challengesand state of !
the art (Chapter2)

n-depth, dimensions
andscales
(Chapter4)

Discussion,
conclusions,
recommendations
Challengesmet,
gaps,alternatives,
context.
(Chapter7)

Preconditions :
accessibility,flexibility,
feasibility(Allchapters;

Challenge2:
combine

Combine

t00 s
understandingand
'
engagement(5)
(Chapters)

Full
Integration
(Chapter 6)

Figure 1.1: Thesisoutlineand structure. Thethesisis structured based onthetwochallengesdiscussedinthischapter,andthetworesearchquestionsperchallengethatprovidedifferent strategies.
Thepreconditionsofaccessibility,flexibility andfeasibility helptoshapethesestrategies.

visualization, serious gaming and visual analytics. These strategies are evaluated on their
potential for the communication of complex dynamics in social-ecological systems. The
criteria we use for this evaluation combine the challenges from this chapter in a slightly
different structure, and go into them in more detail. Our starting point in terms of the type
of content of the communication isparticipatory scenario development. Thisgoal provides
the evaluation with amore specific focus than communication about complexity in socialecological systemsingeneral. Basedontheresultsofthisevaluation,wepropose guidelines
for thedevelopment of acommunication framework thataimstointegratethemost valuable
characteristics of these science communication strategies. Elements of this framework will
bedeveloped into tools andusedfor more specific purposes in subsequent chapters.
Chapter 3 presents the first of the two complementary tools developed and evaluated
for theelicitation andcommunication of analyticperspectives on social-ecological systems
change. This method, the System Perspectives Scope, is a web-based, interactive visual
formalism that allows users to explicitly express their perspectives on the dimensions and
dynamics of present andfuture environmental issues. Thedesign strategy aimedfor accessibility and flexibility as well as generalizability and comparability of outputs. Using the
insights thatthismethodproduces,participatory process designers can tailor theirplanning,
scenario or modelling process to fit stakeholders' priorities in the dimensions and dynamics they find most relevant. Conversely, it allows for the recognition of issues, levels and
dynamics that arenotconsidered by the stakeholders. These 'gaps' in stakeholder perspectivescanbeusedinparticipatory processes tostimulate stakeholders tofocus onissuesthey
had notconsidered in terms of these levels and dynamics. The System Perspectives Scope
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also brings signification relationships to light between different elements of participants'
perspectives.
Chapter 4 presents the results of a different approach to the elicitation of analytic perspectives on social-ecological systems change. Instead of focusing on a quick, accessible
and highly comparable approach, the Scale Repertoire is based on extensive one-to-one
facilitation. The tool elicits in-depth and rich information about the fundamental ways in
which key societal actors frame and structure their understanding of social-ecological systems change. Through the Scale Repertoire, the unique insights on cross-scale dynamics
maintained by change agents in social-ecological system innovation were captured. These
conceptual insights, born from practice, have much to offer current interdisciplinary explorations of scale and scale dynamics, as well as insights for practical governance where
cross-scale dynamics play aprominentrole.
In the next section of the thesis, we focus on challenge 2: combining the elicitation
and communication of analytic perspectives with generating experiential engagement with
social-ecological systems change. Again, twodifferent, complementary strategies are used.
In chapter 5, we focus on the psychological differences between processes of analytic understanding and experiential engagement, and evaluate how the complementary benefits
of these processes can be combined. In community workshops in Oxfordshire, we combined the System Perspectives Scope from chapter 3 with a live version of the ScenarioCommunities tool based on the design framework in chapter 2. The combination of these
methods proved to be synergetic: participants reported being engaged and challenged to
imaginepersonal,experientialperspectivesofthefuture bycreatingnewscenario storylines
through the Scenario-Communities method, while using theSystem Perspectives Scope to
explicate their analytic perspectives on the social-ecological systems they were a part of.
Linksbetween theanalytic andexperiential contentwerefound. Thestudyresults indicated
that moving from a mode of experiential engagement to a mode of analytic understanding
is themost intuitive and effective.
Incontrast totheuse of separate methods inchapter 5,inchapter 6weexplore how the
facilitation ofanalyticunderstanding andexperiential engagement canbefully integratedin
asingleinteractiveconcept. Todothis,weexplorethepotentialofcommunication strategies
thatliebeyondthevarioustraditionsofsciencecommunication thatprovidedtheinspiration
for the tools discussed in theprevious chapters. In this chapter, we present the results of a
collaboration with groups of interactive media designers and artists. Weput the challenge
of combining analytic understanding of andexperiential engagement with social-ecological
systems complexity to these groups. The results of this challenge took the form of a large
number of communication concepts, either in the shape of first designs or fully-fledged
installations and visualizations. These concepts were selectedfirstby theworkshop participants and thenby panels of communication and complex systems science experts in terms
of how well they tackle the challenges of communicating about social-ecological systems
change. Anumber of games, interactive group concepts and social media storytelling conceptsemergedashavingthehighestpotentialtodealwiththesechallenges. Wediscussthese
concepts and thedirections andrecommendations they provide for future developments.
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Chapter 1

In chapter 7, the synthesis, we discuss the conclusions and recommendations that can
bedrawnfromtheresearch inthis thesis. Westartby summarizing thechapters' individual
conclusions, andthen explore how ourdifferent tools and strategies havehelped us takeon
and combine the twin challenges of facilitating analytic understanding of, and experiential
engagement with, social-ecological systems change. Wediscuss anumber of lessons learnt
fromtakingonthesechallenges. Thepracticaldesignofthetoolsbasedonthepreconditions
of accessibility, flexibility andfeasibility has led to a number of lessons as well. Then, we
discuss the complementaries between the different tools in the thesis, and where gaps lie
thatcould be explored byfuture research. Building on thisanalysis,weidentify alternative
overall research strategies that could be taken, again to point towards future work. We
alsodiscuss theup-scaling of thepotential impact of complexity-conscious communication
tools. Then, we stepbacktodiscuss thesocietalcontexts of sciencecommunication andthe
consciousness of the different possible roles of the science communicator. Finally, we end
with anumber of overall conclusions and recommendations.

Chapter2
SteppingintoFutures: Exploring
thepotential ofinteractivemedia
forparticipatory scenarioson
social-ecological systems
Someone turn thelights on.
-Cursed, OldMoney, 2005

Chapter is based on:
J.M. Vervoort, K.Kok, R. van Lammeren, A. Veldkamp, 2010. Stepping intoFutures: exploring thepotential of
interactivemediafor participatory scenariosonsocial-ecological systems. Futures42,6.
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Chapter 2

Abstract In this chapter, wepresent a strategy for thedevelopment of interactive media scenarios
to help communicate uncertainties and complexities in coupled human and natural systems. Insights
arising from complex systems theory advocate the need for more adaptive perspectives on natural
resources management. For the collaborative exploration of future complexities and uncertainties,
participatory scenario development has proven to be a powerful approach. A range of communication strategies withbenefits for conveying complexity,however, has notyetbeen adopted by scenario
developers. We present a framework of criteria with which we structurally analyse the benefits of
interactive media communication. First, weconsider requirements of feasibility, flexibility and stakeholder contributions. Then, we synthesize criteria for communication on social-ecological systems.
Finally, we setcriteria for communicative clarity and engagement. Using this framework, wereview
several science communication fields, including landscape visualization, serious gaming and visual
analytics. We then develop a strategy for interactive media communication inparticipatory scenario
development, including twowork-in-progress examples. This strategy employs mixed media, microgames and accessible stakeholder contributions in ageo-web context,andissuitable for participatory
workin live settings aswell ason-line,from alocaltoaglobal scale.
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2.1 Introduction
In recent years, an urgent need for a paradigm shift in natural resources management has
arisen (Gallopin 2002). Policies based on an engineering perspective on natural systems
havecreated dramatic examples of ecosystems collapse thatshow thedangers of simplified
understanding andtheillusion offull knowledge (HollingandGunderson 2002). Moresubtle,inclusive andhumbleperspectives have sincegained afoothold across various scientific
disciplines,based ontheviewthathuman andnatural systems arefundamentally connected
asSocial-EcologicalSystems (SES) (Folke2006). Their analysis through complex systems
theory (Levin 1999)hasspawnedmanynewinsights. However,themessagesresulting from
these insights are far from straightforward. The complex systems' perspective encourages
policy makers to consider non-linear effects and sudden shifts, to take multiple scales of
organization into account, to use complementary knowledge from different types of expertise (Yorque et al. 2002), and to be 'at once bold and careful' (Lempert 2007). However,
these messages from complex systems theory arise from a world of conceptual metaphors
based on scientific systems thinking, presupposing a background that is unfamiliar for a
wide range of societal actors (Anderies 2008). There is arisk that the arguments for more
adaptive natural resources management are lost in translation (Beers et al. 2006; Hoogstra
and Schanz2009).
In this chapter, we explore the potential of interactive media to aid communication on
natural resources management from a complex systems perspective. Because humans are
able to process information much more effectively in visual form than though any other
communication channel, visualization can reduce the need for information simplification,
as well as decrease risks of miscommunication (Tufte 1990). Also,interactive visual communication can makewhat iscommunicated morevivid andengaging (Sheppard 2005).
The potential of interactive media to facilitate education and dialogue in this mode of
thinking is only beginning to be explored. A number of scientific communication niches
with specific interests and strategies exist, andbeyond them, there is a world of interactive
media applications that is as yet mostly untapped by science communicators. Meanwhile,
generations of 'digital immigrants', people thatlearned tomakeuseof computers at alater
age, are being succeeded by generations of 'digital natives' whohave grown up interacting
withthe digital world andfor whomthis world is second nature (Prensky 2001).
Here, we choose to link the potential of interactive media to an approach to socialecological complexity that has already shown great promise in terms of communication:
participatory scenario development (Martens and Rotmans 2005). We define scenarios as
descriptionsofpossiblefutures thatreflectdifferentperspectives onpast,present, andfuture
developments (Gallopin 2002;vanNotten et al. 2003). Participatory scenario development
involves a wide range of societal actors in the co-construction of scenarios. These stakeholders exchange insights and perspectives on future uncertainties and complexities. In
termsof communication, thescenariomethoditself hasanumberof cognitiveand affective
benefits (Xiang and Clarke 2003). Wepropose that linking these benefits with the potential inherent in visualization will create a compounding effect that will aid in dialogues on
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Figure 2.1: Thechapter sections asstructured byasuccession of criteria. Each stepinthecriteria
succession(thearrow)narrowsdownchoices,untilweendupwithaspecific strategy for theuseof
interactivemediainscenariocommunication. Forsection 2.3,2.5and2.6,paragraphscorrespondto
stepsinthecriteriasuccession.
adaptive naturalresources management.
The objective of this chapter is to provide a guidingframework for scenario developers to navigate through the spectrum of interactive media possibilities offered by different
science communication disciplines. The first sections (2.2, 2.3, 2.4, 2.5) function as an
exploration of the potential and challenges of interactive media scenarios. Within this exploration, sections 2.4 and 2.5 serve as a reviewof several research domains in interactive
media communication. In section 2.6, we build on this review to advocate a specific strategyfor scenario developers, which is accompanied by two example projects based on this
strategy.
The arrow infigure2.1provides thebackbone for ouranalysis, as well as for thechapter's structure. It stands for a succession of criteria that we will consider inturn. Each step
in the succession narrows down the choices The first step consists of a combination of basicrequirements: feasibility, flexibility and theparticipatory character of the approach. We
need to consider theserequirements first for any method tobe useful for participatory scenariodevelopment atal. Whentheserequirements aremet,wefocus onamethod's abilityto
represent thecontent: social-ecological systems change. Then, theclarity of these communications becomes the next step for consideration. Finally, the power toengage audiences
prompts thefinalchoice for onemethod overothers.
Weusethiscriteria succession severaltimesthroughoutthepaper,particularly in section
2.3, 2.5, and 2.6. We start, however, with an overview of the communicative benefits of
interactivemedia (section 2.2). Wearguethatthesesubstantial benefits areessential tokeep
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in mind while exploring requirements, limitations and possibilities in interactive scenario
communication. Then,weintroducethecriterialinkedtoeachstepinthecriteria succession
(section 2.3). Next, weprovidean overview of a spectrum of science communication fields
(section 2.4). Returning tothecriteria succession, wecompare thesefieldsinan evaluation
(section 2.5). Based on this evaluation, we propose a strategy that follows these criteria,
accompanied by twoprojects thattheauthors arecurrently developing (section 2.6).

2.2 Interactivemedia: broadeningthe communication
channel
Visualization
Visualization is the main focus for most research on new media communication. We define visualization as 'any communication that uses visual structures to represent objects,
concepts and relationships' (Pylyshyn 2003). In this broad definition, everything from a
data table to a virtual reality environment is visualization. Sheppard (2001) describes visual communication as having three types of potential effects: cognitive, affective, and
behavioural. Concerning visualization as an aid for cognition, Thomas and Cook (2007)
and Tufte (1990) give us some clear benefits. Firstly, visual representations can increase
the informationavailabletoauser atany onetime,intermsof presentation, and following
this,in terms of memory retention. Theperceptual system cantakeover apartof theworkload from what would otherwise have to be handled by cognitive inference, and therefore
moreinformation canbetakenin. Thisbenefit isamplified bythehumancapacity tohandle
parallel informationwhen itispresented visually. Also,thestrategicpresentation of visual
information can clarifypatterns of value, relationships and trends, further reducing cognitive workload and search time for users. And unlike speech or written text, information
presented visually allows for different personal viewing styles and patterns of examination
and re-examination (Tufte 1990). Visual imagery can also trigger emotional responsesinstantly, because humans are set up for the visual recognition of, and subsequent response
to attractive, puzzling or threatening elements in their environment (Nicholson-Cole 2005;
Sheppard 2005). Therefore, visualization has the power to amplify the attention given to
what is being communicated, as well as further improving memory retention through this
link with emotional engagement (Eppler etal. 2008).

Interactivity
Levels of engagement with visual imagery can be further enhanced when an interactive
format is used (Thomas and Cook 2007). Direct interactivity demands a higher level of
engagement from users. Interactive features alsogiveusers morecontrol tofollow through
onideasaboutwhatisvisualized, allowingthemtochangeperspectivesandrevisitobservations. Users can both receive and give feedbacks on their interpretations and choices. This
way, interactivity has the benefit of helping users focus on elements of the visualization
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that are salient tothem. Afluid interaction with an interface that gives clear feedbacks can
improve theuser's general experience aswell (Csikszentmihalyi 1990).

Multiple modalities
Most research on scientific communication has focused on communication through visual
imagery. However, there is potential for the combination of multiple modalities of perception (e.g. auditory, tactile) to increase the bandwidth of human-computer interactions.
Humans areabletohandle acombination ofinputs from thesedifferent modalities (Sharma
et al. 1998;Oviatt 1999). In this regard, our attention goes mainly to audiovisual communication as it is the most accessible combination of modalities. In research on combined
audiovisual communication, ithasbeen demonstrated thatmore inputcanbe dealt withby
the user when different perspectives on the same information arepresented through audio,
image and text simultaneously (Hecht et al. 2006). Additionally, when auditory and visualinput with different content arepresented in aharmonious, coherent way,there islittle
interference between visual and auditory perception (Roach et al. 2006).

On-linemedia: web2.0and beyond
All this potential of interactive media will amount to very little if it fails to contact key
audiences. There is much potential in the use of on-line media to expand thereach of participatory processes in scenario development beyond the small group of stakeholders and
thelimited timeof aworkshop. Itmight sometimesbepreferable toselectkey stakeholders
and reap the benefits in engagement and immersion that more high-tech formats can provide (Al-Kodmany 2002). Our goal here is to focus on widely applicable communication
strategies, thus keeping technical requirements to a minimum. Moreover, whatever value
is generated within a scenario exercise willbe harder to convey to the world at large if the
communication isconfined toalimited timeand number of attendees. Finally, thewebhas
become amoreandmoreparticipatory affair: awiderange oftechniques for user-generated
interactions and content-mix-ups, known collectively as 'web 2.0' (Gooding 2008), have
come todominateon-line space. Inthe next sections,wewill show how,through pervasive
gaming methods (Jegers 2007), web 2.0 strategies can also be used to achieve a kind of
immersion thatcircumvents theboundaries of other forms of communication.

2.3 Criteria for participatory scenario communication
In this section, we explore the criteria succession shown in figure 2.1. Practical considerations, SES science and scenario development all pose challenges that have to be faced
whentheaimistodevelopcommunicative andengaging interactivemedia scenarios. These
challenges haveconsequences bothfor the scenariocontent andthemedia strategy used.
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Feasibility,flexibilityand participation
Communication is socentral toourlives thatits technologies arenaturally drivenby strong
commercial, political and scientific interests (Eppler et al. 2008). The fast-paced developments that result from these drivers provide somany possibilities that with sufficient resources,theskyisessentially thelimitforinteractivemedia. Thecommercial gameindustry
is an example of this: the highest-grossing games, developed with budgets in themillions,
feature staggering graphics,virtual environments ofenormous sizeandcomplexity, andextensive support structures (Squire 2005). However, the reality in scenario development is
that far less resources are generally available for communication facilitation, whether scenarios are developed by scientists working with local initiatives or for collaborative efforts
on a global level. In order totake this limitation into account, wefirstneed toevaluate the
feasibility ofcommunication strategies from theperspectiveofsmallresearchprojects, consistingof arelatively smallnumberof scientistsandtechnicians. Thisperspectiveforces us
tofirstconsider which interactive media strategies wecan translate to such aproject scale.
Thisscopehasconsequencesfortwootherprerequisites: flexibility andtheco-construction
of content with stakeholders. If amethod cannot be used in avariety of SES scenario contexts,itwillhaveverylittlerelevance. Andbecauseofourfocus onparticipatory scenarios,
weare explicitly interested in an approach that allowsfor content co-creation and dialogue
with stakeholders rather than one-way communication. Weseepossibilities for synergy between thefeasibility of constructing oradapting atoolwith limitedresources, requirements
for its flexibility and the possibilities for stakeholder contributions to the content and insights. As we will demonstrate in sections 2.5 and 2.6, new, creative uses of technologies
are available tomakethis synergy areality.

Capturingsocial-ecologicalsystems characteristics
Whendevelopedinaparticipatory fashion, scenarioscanbeabasisfor thesharingofknowledge and the building of consensus in the face of future complexities and uncertainties
(Biggs et al. 2007; Kok et al. 2007). Constructing scenarios from a SES perspective can
helpcreate asense oftheroleof complexity anduncertainty inhuman andnatural systems.
Instilling this understanding can in turn help recognize the need for adaptive management
perspectives.
AnexampleofascenarioexercisethataimstocaptureSESdynamicsin social-ecological
systems is theMillennium Ecosystem Assessment (MA) (Millennium Ecosystems Assessment2005). TheMAisanextensiveUN-funded assessmentoftheconsequences ofchanges
inecosystems for global human well-being andbiodiversity. Partof the assessment isa set
of scenarios that has resilience (Folke 2006) as its coreperspective on SES.The MA documents and related papers (Bennett et al. 2003; Cumming and Peterson 2005) discuss the
importance of including ecological processes and feedbacks in scenarios. However, they
alsopoint out that very few scenario sets have included them sofar, instead limiting themselves toenvironmental impacts.
Extending thephilosophy of theMillennium Assessment, wepropose thatboth the see-
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nario content and theinteractive media strategy used should be able to convey atrue sense
of SES dynamics. Characterizations of complex systems exist for a number of contexts
(Holland 1998), (Grus et al. in press). We choose to examine complex systems from the
social-ecological resilience perspective and synthesize what we see as the most basic requirements for interactive media scenarios toabletocommunicate on SESdynamics:
1. The capacity to show the connectedness of social and ecological systems and their
drivingforces: the SES perspective isfirstand foremost aproduct of systems thinking. System elements, their relationships and feedbacks should be represented in an
accessible way (Westley etal. 2002).
2. The capacity toportray non-linear change: Toprovide areal sense of changes, discontinuitiesandsurprisesinsocial-ecological systems,wehavetobeabletoshowthe
interplay of their dynamics rather than static snapshots or linear storylines (Holling
and Gunderson 2002). Van Notten et al. (2005) provide an overview of the role
of surprise and discontinuity in recent scenario development, and observe that true
discontinuities and surprises areoften avoided in scenarioexercises.
3. The capacity toportray multiple levels on scales of time, space and organization:
Without the capacity for a multi-scale perspective and the depiction of cross-level
interactions, our ability to depict fundamental change in social-ecological systems
will remain incomplete (Holling et al. 2002). Biggs et al. (2007) investigate the
value of multi-level scenarios and argue that these arebetter able to capture system
dynamics and maintain value through different scales of organization. Kok et al.
(2007) point out that the level of coherence between levels in a scenario should be
carefully considered.
4. Thecapacity to incorporateand exchangedifferentperspectives and types ofexpertise: From the perspective of resilience, natural resources management often suffers
from fatal blind spots tocrucial system interactions. When an effort is made to connectdifferent sourcesof expertisetoadialogue,thereisabetterchancethattrapscan
be avoided. (Berkes and Folke 2002). Kasemir et al. (2000) show that stakeholders,
when given the chance, may choose to express deliberate ambiguity of messages in
their scenario content.
All of these four elements of system descriptions from the SES perspective present challengesfor humanunderstanding andcommunication: 1.Systems thinking isby nomeansa
cognitive strategy that pervades all of society (Senge and Sterman 1992). 2. People do not
generally make non-linear future projections (van Notten et al. 2005) 3. Multi-scale thinkingdoesnotcomenaturally tohumanbeings (Dorner 1996).4. People aretoalarge degree
bound to their implicit perspectives and world views (Rorty 1989). This is the compound
challengewehavetoface whenconsideringnewwaystocommunicate oncomplex systems
thinking.
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Communicative clarity
Xiang and Clarke (Xiang and Clarke 2003) provide a set of credentials for scenarios that
help us set the challenges for interactive scenarios in terms of clarity as well as engagement. Instrumental for communicative clarity, amain function of scenarios is captured by
a concept from cognitive psychology known as chunking: the grouping of smaller, less
meaningful units of information into larger, more meaningful and cognitively ergonomie
chunks (Miller 1956). In the case of scenarios, this means that ideas about elements of futuredevelopments areintegrated intocoherent alternative storylines,giving themfocus and
internallogic. Coherenceplaysalargepartinkeepingscenariosintelligibleandimaginable.
Conversely, scenarios shouldrepresent adiversityofperspectives toprovide comprehensive
insight. However, comprehensiveness should be balanced with the need for coherence and
clarity. Coherence also needs to be balanced with comprehensiveness, which allows for
greater realism but can work against clarity. Human cognitive procedures used for judgements areoften determined by whatinformation ismostreadily available andrequiresminimal mental adjustment from the status quo (Tversky and Kahneman 1974). Tohelp break
from this pattern, the scenario approach links drivers, relationships and consequences that
were previously lost in the selection of information, or falling outside the scope of considered possibilities, tostretchparticipants' thinking (2003). Both stretching and chunking
functions servetoletscenarios have abridgingfunction between different stakeholders and
different sources of knowledge. Tofurther enhance this process, good scenarios should be
bothplausible yet unexpected, stimulating creativity while retaining credibility (Schwartz
1991). Also, qualitative and quantitative methods can be used in tandem to contribute to
clarity: numbers can be clarified by storylines and vice versa. Finally, a good scenario set
should take questions of cognitive ergonomics into account in its design decisions, such as
the number and time span of the scenarios and whether they follow a single or multiple
themes (XiangandClarke 2003).

Engagement
As focused on practical feasibility, scientific soundness and clarity as a scenario exercise
may be, it will have very little impact if it does not engage and stimulate stakeholders
to participate. Many of the aforementioned benefits and requirements of the scenario approach serve not only clarity, but also engagement. When scenarios areboth plausible and
surprising, coherent and comprehensive, this increases theirpower to drawparticipants in.
Concreteness, detail and specifics also add to engagement, especially when presented in a
sensorially direct way, which is where interactive media come in. Interactive media can
alsobeinstrumental in creating abasic vividnessfor the scenario content: peoplerelate the
inferential weight of information directly to its vividness (Nisbett and Ross 1980). Contributingdirectly tovividness areimaginabilityof thecontent, relevancetotheparticipants'
personal interests and a closeproximity in terms of either or both space and time to their
circumstances. The last criterion poses a particular challenge for scenarios with a longer
time-line.
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thechallengesdiscussedinthissection. We advocateconsideringthechallengesineachstepinturn,
asonesetofchallengeshastobeovercometoconsiderthenext.
If multi-scale scenarios are actually meant for stakeholders on the different scales included, care should be taken to recognize the different relevant issues for stakeholders on
each scale (Biggs et al. 2007). We can expand this notion by stating that communication
methods ondifferent scales should alsofit their audience,andthishas consequences for the
appropriateness of communication onmultiple scalesin asingleinteractive method.

Scenariocriteria synthesis
Sections 3.1 to 3.4 have explored the challenges for scenario communication focused on
SES. Figure 2.2 summarizes thesechallenges. Again, the arrow represents thecriteria succession leading to a specific strategy. We propose that scenario developers consider and
dealwiththechallenges ineach stepinturn. Feasibility,flexibilityandthecapacity for participation form thebasicrequirements. Then, scenario developers have to consider what is
needed tocapture SEScharacteristics asrepresented bythecriteria wepropose. Finally, interactivemedia shouldbuildonthefunctions thatscenarioshaveintermsof communicative
clarity and engagement.

2.4 Overview: interactive media in science communication
In section 2.2, acasehas been made for thepotential of interactive media for participatory
scenario communication. In the following section we investigate several fields of science
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communication, their strategies,benefits and drawbacks,inthelight of therequirements of
participatory scenarios. Wedo not pretend to capture the full spectrum of media communication research. Wedefine research domains fairly broadly to include promising lines of
research that may beonthefringes these domains.
Weexplore thefollowing fields of science communication:
• Scenario communication: scenarios are our starting point, and scenario developers
havethemselvesdonetheir shareofscenariocommunication, thoughaswewillshow,
these strategies only cover apart of theinteractivemedia communication spectrum.
• Landscapevisualization(Sheppard2001;Al-Kodmany2002;MacFarlaneetal. 2005)focusesontheaccuratevisualization of landscapes andenvironments. Thisdomain has
much in common with scenario development, but there are also crucial differences,
mainly related to the planning perspective that makes up much of this field, and the
lack of emphasis onprocesses of change.
• Serious gaming (Wachovich et al. 2002; Giasolli et al. 2006; Breslin et al. 2007;
Slager et al. 2007),the study of how thecommunicative power of games can be harnessed for educational purposes,is afieldof study with awiderange of applications,
and some of them bear relevance to scenario thinking. Serious games developers
focus onaffective engagement aswell ascognitive understanding of thegames' educational contents.
• Visualanalytics: Visual analytics focuses on the visualization of and intuitive interaction withlarge,complexcollectionsofinformation. Thisfield contains valuableinsights ontherelationships of perception, cognition, analysis andinteractivity (Mazza
2004;Andrienko andAndrienko 2007;Thomas and Cook 2007).
Figure 2.3 sketches thegeneral scopeof each oftheseresearch domains. Themainbody of
scenario communication focuses on relatively abstract, conceptual communication (graphs
and diagrams, with land use change maps and snapshot images at the more realistic end).
Yet,researchfrom landscapevisualization hasshownthatrealismincommunicative content
isabenefit ingettingaudiencesbothcognitively involved andemotionally engaged (Bishop
1994; Appleton et al. 2002; Appleton and Lovett 2003). Additionally, visual analytics as
wellasseriousgamingdemonstrate theaddedvalueofdynamiccommunication andinteractivity,both for engagement and learning. Onthis dynamic sideofthe scale,serious gaming
focuses mostly on experiential/environmental communication, while visual analytics deals
with abstract representations.

Interactivemediacommunication inscenario development
Toprovide a point of reference, we start with the state of the art in communication within
scenario development. Scenarios dealing with social-ecological systems are often developed through complementary strategies, using both qualitative techniques like storylines,
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and quantitative techniques like models. This is particularly common with scenarios on a
continental or global scale (Millennium Ecosystems Assessment 2005;UNEP 2007;Volkery and Ribeiro 2007). Output from quantitative models is typically in the form of graphs
andmaps. Acommunicatively powerful versionof thisnumerical outputcomesinthe form
ofdynamically changing maps,showing e.g. land usechangehappening overthe scenarios
time span (Verbürg et al. 1999; Volkery and Ribeiro 2007). Output from the qualitative
approach consists mostly of storylines, sometimes accompanied by images. In both components, visual communication plays a relatively minor role. In the Millennium Assessment (Millennium Ecosystems Assessment 2005), for instance, the section containing the
qualitative storylines is accompanied by nothing but small drawings. The Global Scenario
Group (Gallopin 2002) and GE04 (UNEP 2007) scenarios have similar images representing each scenario. An interesting exception is the PRELUDE (Volkery and Ribeiro 2007)
scenario set, which ispresented on-line in amulti-media package thatincludes a combination of small animated films, thematic music and voice-overs, as well as different fiction
approaches suchasfictionalstakeholdermeetings ande-mailexchanges,alongsidealibrary
of quantitative information andland usechange animations.
The story-and-simulation (SAS) approach (Alcamo 2008) tries to bridge the gap between quantitative and qualitative approaches by an iterative process of output exchange
between the two. Fuzzy Cognitive Mapping (Kok and van Delden 2008) and Causal Loop
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Diagrams (Sendzimir 2007) are methods that have strong potential to help scenario developers, due to their relatively accessible, semi-quantitative approach, and are now being
integrated withtheSASmethod (Vlietetal. inpress). Besidetheirbridgingfunction, these
methods have strong communicative potential intheirownright.
Considering this common approach, we are especially interested in evaluations of the
communicativeeffectiveness ofscenariosetsintermsoftheirformat andpresentation. Evaluations have,however, largely been limited totheir content (van Notten et al. 2003; Xiang
andClarke 2003). Scenario setsthatcapitalizeoninteractive media are still aminority.

Landscapevisualization
Landscape visualization (Sheppard 2001),(Brink et al. 2007) is acatch termthat describes
only a part of the more comprehensive field of geo-visualization. We choose to focus on
this designation herebecause it captures the workin geo-visualization thatdeals most with
audienceengagement andinteractivity. Wecandelineate landscapevisualization asthepart
of digital geographic visualization thatdeals with 3Dvisuals (Sheppard 2005). We furthermoreincludeinsights from other, connected geo-visualization sub-domains such asParticipatory Spatial Planning inthis category (Al-Kodmany2000;Jansen etal. 2007). Thebook
'Visualization for landscape and environmental planning' serves as a good introduction in
landscape visualization (Bishop andLange2005).
Ghadirian and Bishop (2008) discuss Appleton's (2001) division of landscape visualization based onthe techniques used: image draping, photo-realistic rendering, and virtual
worlds, adding augmented reality (virtual images superimposed over and enriching reality) in their own research. Image draping and virtual worlds feature more user freedom,
but often at the expense of the realism achieved with rendering tools like Visual Nature
Studio (Schroth et al. 2006; Appleton 2007),though the use of commercial game engines
in visualization is making this less of a trade-off (Herwig and Paar 2002; Paar and Rekittke 2005; Salter et al. 2008). An example of landscape visualization linked to a process
model is the SIEVE project (Stock et al. 2008). In this project, the developers are working towards a direct translation of management choices made in an environmental process
model to one of several scenarios in the form of landscape visualizations of different land
cover types. Another work-in-progress example of this attempt to link process models to
spatial visualization is the IPODLAS project (Isenegger et al. 2005). Similarly, a model
linksagent-based modelling tovisualization of alpinetourism scenarios (Walzetal. 2008).
Withthedevelopment ofmobilemediaplatforms, theuseofmulti-platform visualization in
landscapevisualization shows additional promise (Stock etal. 2007).
Recently, web-based tools have opened up new possibilities for extended and asynchronous stakeholder contributions (Lammeren and Bergsma 2006; Seeger 2008). A fairly
recent development that is rapidly changing the range of options for participatory landscapevisualization and spatialplanningistheintroduction ofgeo-web tools. These 'virtual
globes' likeGoogleMapsandGoogleEarth(Brodersen2006;Compietaetal. 2007;Clough
andRead2008;Cutler2008;SheppardandCizek 2008),NASAWorldWind(NASA 2006)
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and Microsoft Virtual Earth (Microsoft 2008) offer a geographical way to organize online
data. With Google Earth, users can move into the third dimension, and even the fourth
for some information put in time animations, for instance showing ecological and climatic
change (Singh et al. 2008). Also, in Google Earth, expansions can be made with relatively little skill in web-design, and tools like Google Sketch-Up (Google 2008) allow
users to make easy 3D components to enrich the virtual world. Because of the high exposure and rapid rate of development of these tools, they offer new possibilities for geovisualization and indeed for interactive scenario communication that gobeyond benefits in
access. Craglia et al. (2010) propose a number of future research avenues for web-based
interactive geo-visualization.
Accelerating technological developments in landscape visualization have run ahead of
researchtoassesstheireffectiveness (Orlandetal. 2001;Brinketal. 2007),(Mahdjoubi and
Wiltshire 2001;Sheppard 2001). McFarlane et al. (2005) have described that this strong
focus onthetechnicalsideoftheequationhasresultedinvisualization toolsthatarerunning
ahead oftheorytoguidethem,and sobecome 'hammers lookingfor anail' (Hacklay 2002).
Seriousgaming
Seriousgamingcanbedefined asacomputer-based contestwithan artificial intelligence or
otherplayers thatusesgameenjoyment for trainingpurposes (Greitzeretal. 2007). Serious
gaming and its associated concepts of e-learning, edutainment and game-based learning
form arapidly growingfieldof interestfor trainingprogramsin governmental, commercial
and scientific sectors (Susi et al. 2007). Serious gaming borrows its techniques from the
fast-moving commercial gaining industry, where gamers immersion andengagement in the
games have consequences for the success of the project. The commercial gaming industry
has surpassed the film industry in financial size and cultural influence (Association 2004).
Togetasenseofthepotential scaleofasuccessful applicationof seriousgaming, America's
Army, a freely downloadable serious war game created for the U.S.government, has been
downloaded 17million times and has a community of around 4 million registered players
(Susi et al. 2007). Considering that so many people worldwide willingly spend their time
oncomputer games,educational bodieshavebeen researching howtoharness this intrinsic
motivation for engagement with trainingpurposes.
When serious games deal with sustainability issues, their use of scenarios starts to
overlap with the approaches in traditional scenario development. Games like Floodranger
(Discovery Software andView the World), Splash (Desdemona), VGAS (Artlab2004) and
Fishu@lis (Artlab 2004) have focused on scenarios that get their players to experience the
complexities of human interactions with environmental issues on ahousehold, regional, or
inthecaseoftheWorldWatergame(Delft Hydraulics),global scale. Now,withtheincreasing possibilities offered by broadband internet, games can be run online, lowering the participation threshold thatmuch more: Red Redemptions games Operation: Climate Change
and Climate Challenge (Miller 2007; Red Redemption 2007; Red Redemption 2007) are
excellent examples of how to bank on this benefit, using fairly simple yet clear imagery
and game dynamics to draw in large audiences 128 000 players in the case of Climate
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Challenge. At the same time, in virtual social environments such as Second Life (Linden
Research 2008), volunteers have started bottom-up initiatives on sustainable development
(Miller2007).
Finally, another recent genre of games has recently been connected to serious gaming:
alternatereality gaming (ARG),alsoknown asor overlapping with pervasive or ubiquitous
gaming (seeNieuwdorp (2007) for adiscussion ondefinitions). The gamerealities of alternatereality games extend acrossplatforms, even using thephysical world asan interaction
arena to engage players in a suspension of disbelief. This isbest summed up in the motto
of the genre'sfirstmainstream title,theBeast: 'this is not agame' (Steward 2008). Recognizing thepotential toharness players' enthusiasm tofocus on sustainability issues, serious
ARGs have been developed, drawing on an additional potential pool of players because of
theplausibility and relevance of their focus. Thebest example of this isWorld Without Oil
(Writerguy 2007), where thousands of players worldwidejoined in a 'what-if' interaction
concerning an early peak oil crisis in 2007. Players were responsible for a large part of
theproject's content. Other examples of serious games with ARG elements include AECO
(DVTG Adventure Ecology Team2007) andTomorrow Calling (Wolff 2008).

Visualanalytics
Visual analytics is the science of analytical reasoning supported by ahighly interactive visualinterface (Thomas andCook 2007),(Thomson etal. 2005),(Andrienko and Andrienko
2007). In a comprehensive research agenda, Thomas and Cook (2007) discuss the current
stateof Visual Analytics as well as guidelines and avenues for future research in thisfield.
Their focus is mainly on Visual Analytics tools driven by United States homeland security
and emergency response systems, and stress its relevance for these types of application.
Similarly, Andrienko etal. (2003) set upacatalogue of Visual Analytics systems and show
a wide range of strategies according to queries on time, space and target identity. These
authorspoint out thatmany of these strategies areinneed of further development and evaluation when held against theirrequirements.
VisualAnalyticsisayoungfield,andwebelievethattherigouranddepthofitstheoretic
underpinning is asyetmoreuseful for interactive scenario communication than specific applications. Chen et al. (Chen and Benford 2007) conclude that many visual analytics tools
havebeenlimited intheircombining of space,timeand attribute components,and have not
yetfully been abletofacilitate human pattern recognition andinterpretation. But the focus
that Visual Analytics research has on information representation, analysis and interpretation complements the insights from serious gaming concerning engagement and emotional
affectation. Additionally, resilience scientists already makeuseof heuristic models such as
theadaptivecycle,thepanarchymodel,andtheball-and-cupvisualizations (Gunderson and
Holling2002)thatcanbesaidtofallwithinthewiderdomainofinformation andknowledge
visualization.
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2.5 Evaluating benefits and drawbacks
Here, we use the criteria formulated in section 2.3 to evaluate the potential of the different
science communication domains we introduced. Wefollow the criteria succession (figure
2.1) to structure our evaluation.

Feasibility,flexibilityand participation
For a small budget project, feasibility is a major issue: strategies should either make use
of pre-existing standards,orwhenbuiltfrom the groundup,berelatively easy to construct.
Landscape visualization tools provide relatively easy ways to translate geospatial data to
3D environments (Appleton et al. 2002). The problem with these tools is that they are
relatively limited in any capacities beyond the basic visualization of landscapes. Using
manipulated photography is simpler, and can generate sufficient realism (Dockerty et al.
2006), but also lacks in flexibility. Conversely, from the serious gaming perspective, the
problemisreversed. Thediversity ofcommunication strategiesthatexistwithincommercial
gamingandtoasmallerdegreeintheseriousgamingworldoffer aworldofopportunities to
handle thechallenges thatourresiliencecommunication criteria offer. Butthese techniques
have to be built from scratch. Certain types of commercial game setups lend themselves
relatively well for straightforward adaptations, as Herwig and Paar (2002) show by using
a game engine for the visualization of environments. But when we want to make use of
more complex game characteristics such as artificial intelligences and intricate interaction
procedures,theamountofresourcesneededtomimictheseelementsincreases steeply. High
profile games involve hundreds of developers (Squire 2005). Visual Analytics platforms
show a similar mix of potential and development difficulty to serious games, but generally
lack theability toinclude narratives (Andrienko et al. 2003).
Paired to the feasibility of an approach is the required flexibility of the resulting tool.
We are looking for participation tools that are ideally as widely applicable as the low-tech
workshop techniques that currently make up the participatory scenario developer's arsenal. Meanwhile, we still want to harness the potential interactive media offers in terms of
communication bandwidth (Al-Kodmany 2002). Theleastcomplex landscape visualization
methods offer us adegree of flexibility because of their standardized conversion of geospatial information. Again, the feasibility problems that serious games and visual analytics
present also affect their flexibility and transferability.
Finally, our emphasis on using interactive media as a platform for dialogue and stakeholder contributions rather than unilateral communication links into feasibility and flexibility issues, because the content of the communication should be controlled as much by
theparticipants asby the developer. This is where traditional landscape visualization falls
short. Conversely, interactivity is highly integrated in serious gaming. With the onset of
online gaming and the creative communities that have risen up with it, players have been
making active contributions to thegames content, often greatly extending the scope of experience (VanDoorselaer and Coppens 2003). The challenge is that in commercial games,
communities are often tech-savvy and committed enough for very sophisticated contribu-
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tions,whereaswithseriousgames,theintendedparticipantswilloften notmatchthis profile
(Susi etal. 2007).

Capturingsocial-ecologicalsystems characteristics
Whenreviewing landscape visualization inthe lightof theSEScommunication criteria, we
conclude that methods in thisfieldgenerally lack the capacity torepresent systems change
in a continuous fashion. A notable exception is the work of Stock et al., whose work on
linkages to dynamic models point to future development in that direction (2008). Other
challenges in capturing SES generally tend to fall beyond the scope of landscape visualization. Non-visible ornon-environmental systemcomponents such asfast socio-economic
interactions, whenpresent at all,areintegrated in a static fashion. Andmaintaining thedomain's high standard ofrealism willbe challenging when thereis aneed for fundamentally
differentrepresentations of multiple scales of space,time and organization.
In contrast, digital games are essentially communication arenas with internal rules and
temporal dynamics that can lead tocomplexity both asemergence and asconscious design
(Westera et al. 2008), including the capacity to incorporate surprises and transformations
of the environment. As such, they areparticularly suited tobe linked to dynamic scientific
models in order togiveparticipants understanding of spatial-temporal dynamics. The analoguebetween gamesinternal models andresearch models isdiscussed by Sawyer (Sawyer
2002), who advocate conscious linking up between the two to bank on the experience in
thegaming community with artificial intelligence, design for accessibility and engagement.
Thisanalogueholdsfordealingwithqualitativelydifferent representations oftemporal,spatial and organizational levels. Butcommercial gamesthatreach thislevelofcomplexity are
generally developed on much larger budgets than serious gaming projects, and therefore
much of this broad potential for complex systemdynamics stillremains untapped (Westera
et al. 2008).
Visual analytics focuses on the usage of multiple scales and perspectives, as well as
interactive temporal dynamics tomake complex information more accessible. The focus in
this field is more on the exploration of meaningful patterns in raw, unstructured data, and
is focused onprimary discovery rather than onthecommunication of insights in a scenario
context (Thomas andCook 2007). VisualAnalyticsdoeshavepotentialfor thefirstanalysis
of information on complex systems. One can imagine a future situation where even at this
stage,interactive visual facilitation would be transparent enough for sense-making by nonexperts. In terms of scenarios, however, strategies employed in Visual Analytics can serve
as complementary to the more accessible communications in landscape visualization and
serious gamingrather than asa standalonebasis.

Communicative clarity
Realismisalargepartofthefocusoflandscapevisualization. Becauseoftheworkontranslating GISandmodeldatadirectly intolandscapevisualization tools,thisfocus is combined
withanemphasis onaccuracy withregardtoavailabledata. Thisisespeciallyrelevantwhen
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visualizations become more life-like, because their relation with underlying processes becomes lessclearwhen increasedrealismmuddles theoriginal information (Orland 1994).
With seriousgames,thefocus islessonrepresentational realismandaccuracy andmore
on the transparency and clarity of the communication, though training games that are set
up topreparepeoplefor specific tasks domake realism their priority (Breslin et al. 2007).
VisualAnalyticsdealswithabstractinformation andistherefore notconcernedwithrealism,
butallthemorewithaccuracy,clarity andreliability,inawaythatcanbecomplementary to
theenvironmental approach of landscape visualization (Brath etal. 2005),(Tory andMller
2004).

Engagement
Seriousgaming,landscapevisualization,andvisualanalyticsareusedforverydifferent user
interaction goals. Landscape visualization isoften used inaworkshop setting,though there
arealsoexamplesofon-lineplatforms for alargenumberofparticipants (Dykes2000). The
geo-web revolution plays an instrumental role in geo-visualization's move towards on-line
interaction andparticipation. Generalizing, though, we can say thatin landscape visualization participants take the role of visitors in a virtual environment. Interaction is generally
limited to moving around and possibly commenting. In comparison, serious games are
built on a much higher degree of interaction. The participants act as the protagonists or
even the directors of virtual worlds,not only interacting with the game world but also with
other agents controlled by the computer or by humans (Wachovich et al. 2002). Squire
(2005) finds that commercial games, as well as serious games built by producers with a
commercial gaming background, often have very sophisticated ways to deal with learning
curves and cognitive ergonomics. These games let the players get familiar with expanding perspectives and increasingly complex interactions in an intuitive fashion. To achieve
this,many games work with asituational scenario-based approach, focused on creating the
appropriate experiential context for learning. In this regard, again, serious gaming offers
the most possibilities and the most difficulties in execution. Visual Analytics,finally,distinguishes itself from otherinformation visualization genres mainly because of itsfocus on
humaninteractionswiththeinformation platform andwithotherexperts(ThomasandCook
2007). Again, theseinteractions aretoo specific andtoo abstract to serve asabasis for scenariocommunication inanarrative sense, andservebetter ascomplementary strategies toa
mix of landscape visualization and serious gaming benefits.

Reviewsynthesis
See figure 2.4 for a summary of this review section. Again, we structure the benefits and
drawbacks of different fields according to the criteria succession. The scores in each box
roughly represent our evaluation of each communication domain per step. Landscape visualization and serious gaming have complementary benefits and weaknesses, each ending
up with 9 points. The structure of the criteria succession again shows that the benefits of
serious gaming are offset by practical considerations. Landscape visualization is generally
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communication domain is todeal with each challenge, with totals for each evaluated research domain. l=unsuited, 2=moderately suited, 3=wellsuited. Thetextsgiveaquick sketchofbenefitsor
drawbacksconsideringeachstep.
deficient initsabilitytocaptureSESdynamics. Inbothcases,wehavetoconsiderthateach
step should be dealt with in turn. If scenario developers want tobenefit from the advantage
seriousgamescanhaveintheirability toconvey SEScharacteristics,theproblemswith feasibility andflexibilityhavetobeovercome. Conversely, whenpurely focusing on landscape
visualization, feasibility and flexibility are its advantages. But scenario developers will
thenrunintothelimited capacity of landscapevisualizations toconvey SES characteristics.
For both domains, true stakeholder participation that goes as far as stakeholder-produced
content is not common. Visual Analytics has less practical value for scenario developers
overall, its main usefulness being the theoretical underpinnings of the field (Heuer 1999),
(Card etal. 1983).

2.6 A strategy developed in the context of practical case
studies
Giventhedilemmas andlimitations broughtupinsection2.5,scenariodevelopers willhave
to come up with creative strategies for interactive media to deal with practical challenges,
the requirements of complex systems thinking, and the need for communication that is at
once clear and engaging. This section proposes such a strategy. Weillustrate this strategy
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withtwoincarnationsofadevelopingproject: ScenarioCommunities. Thisprojectispartof
theresearch theme 'Images ofSustainable Agriculture' within theTransForum program for
agro-ecological innovation (Veldkamp et al. 2008). In Chapter 5of this thesis, the authors
use a live version of Scenario Communities in workshops for a case study in Oxfordshire,
United Kingdom.

Feasibility,flexibilityand participation
Wepropose totacklerequirements of feasibility and flexibility by keeping the communication platform simple and making creative use of existing communication structures (Arias
1996;Al-Kodmany2000;Al-Kodmany2001;AlKodmany 2002)Theparticipatory characterofweb2.0technologies allowsustoseetheinteractivemedia evaluated in section 2.5in
anewlight. Weadvocatetakingadvantageofthesedevelopmentsbyadopting aweb-based,
mixedmedia (Gooding2008)approach: simpleweb2.0-based interaction structures,linked
toageo-webplatform, serveasasupport structuretonestmorehigh-techcomponents. This
leadsus toa strategy with threelevels of functionality:
• Level 1deals with the communication of initial scenarios that set the context and
inspire participants tocontribute.
• Level 2consists of web 2.0 methods that allow participants to contribute to the scenarios.
• Level 3provides a spatial-temporal background through on-line geo-webtools.
For the communication of basic context scenarios (level 1),simple solutions include short
animations or landscape visualizations in video form, and small, nested interaction arenas or 'micro-games' that let users explore vital elements of the virtual environment. This
way,developers use thebenefits of landscape visualization and serious gaming technology
without having to construct the entire world. Considering participation (level 2), a mashup approach allows participants to provide contributions similar to the context scenarios.
Web-video sites like Youtube (Youtube 2008) allow participants to add their own video
sequences. Relatively accessible 3-d construction tools like Google Sketchup for Google
Earth (Google 2008) lower the threshold for the creation of virtual environments considerably. These kinds of contributions may stillbe outof reach for many audiences,butwecan
combine their more low-tech contributions (in the form of text and images, for instance)
withvideoandvirtualenvironment contributionsfrom moretech-savvy individuals. Tocreateaspatial-temporal context(level 3),weseetheriseofgeo-webplatforms asanexcellent
opportunity to latch onto. These applications are characterized by widespread use, worldwide support communities, and an open character thatinvites outside contributions (Jansen
et al. 2007), (Sidlar and Rinner 2009), (Hopfer and MacEachren 2007). Google Maps
(Google 2008)andGoogleEarth(Google2008) serveasreadily accessiblevarieties ofgeovisualization and3-Dlandscapevisualization,respectively (SheppardandCizek2008). The
feasibility of using theseplatforms asabasisiscomplemented bytheir flexibility.
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Considerations offeasibility,flexibilityandstakeholderparticipation haveledtochoices
in the Scenario Communities project that follow the strategy described here. Inour current
development, weuseaweb2.0-based websitelinked toGoogleMaps,latertobe integrated
with Google Earth. Within this shell, storylines are currently presented as a succession of
shortanimations,andinteractivegamesinfuture versions. Participantscanrespond tothese
storylines by creating their own stories from particular perspectives in Google Maps and
Google Earth, using text,images, sound and video. The website also allowsparticipants to
comment on each other's storylines. The basic geo-web interaction platform that supports
the animations and micro-games can be very flexibly used for other projects, and offers
muchroom for stakeholder contributions andtheexchange ofperspectives.

Capturingsocial-ecologicalsystems characteristics
We saw that serious games arguably have the most potential to deal with complex multiscale dynamics in a narrative context, but as we discussed, present the most challenges in
termsoffeasibility. Inthecontextofourthree-levelstrategy,small-scalegameenvironments
specifically tailored to letparticipants get afeel for SES dynamics in specific cases, nested
inaccessible support structures,areaviable solution tothis dilemma. Much ofthelearning
benefits of games, however, stem from the fact that they immerse players in a consistent
world with rules and allow gamers to deal with increasingly complex problems within this
virtual environment (Jegers 2007).Thepowerofgamestoprovide acoherent experienceof
non-lineartemporaldynamicscouldbeendangeredbyournestedmulti-media strategy. This
approach does,however, allow for qualitatively different experiences onmultiple temporal,
spatial and organizational scales,turning aconcession tofeasibility into anadvantage.
In our live version of Scenario Communities in Oxfordshire (chapter 5 of this thesis),
weused a series of drawn animations for thecommunication of context scenarios (level 1).
Drawn animations allow us to incorporate non-visual elements of the storylines alongside
depictions of change in the visual environment. This way, links and feedbacks in socialecological systems can be visualized. In future versions, system dynamics can be more
directly represented byreplacing theanimations with a series of micro-games.
Using thesemedia, we aimtoconvey system feedbacks andnon-linearity on twolevels
ofcommunication. First,theorderinwhichthestorylinesarepresented: weuseacombinationofback-casting andmiddle-casting (vanNotten etal. 2003).Participants arepresented
with the end states of scenario storylines (currently in the form of an animation, in future
versions intheform of micro-games). Participants respond totheseend states using level 2
functionality. Then,participants startoutintherecentpasttobuild theirstorylines, working
uptotheendstateagain. Thecombination ofback-casting andmiddle-casting aimstoinstil
a sense of system dynamics in the participants by starting out in the past, while already
having tothink towards a scenario outcome thatdivertsfrom business asusual. Within the
scenario storylinespresented as animations orgames,anumber of surprises and non-linear
effects are communicated. Two spatial scales form the focus scales in the project: the regional (province) scale of the context scenarios and the local/personal scale of individual
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storylines by participants. These spatial scales are represented in Google Maps (level 3).
Beyond these scales, the context scenarios have been designed to show effects caused by
and affecting other spatial,temporal andorganizational scales.Thisinclusion of cross-scale
effects isreinforced by using theMillennium Assessment scenarios asalarger context.

Communicative clarity
We propose scene-based landscape visualization and gaming techniques to produce doors
and windows into a more realistic representation of SES scenarios (level 1). We follow
Westera et al. (Westera et al. 2008) who recommend that for serious games, credibility
is attainable through content as much as through representation. Furthermore, they claim
that through strong content and realistic game dynamics it is possible to reduce the need
for complex representational design. This philosophy should be extended to the design
of participation functionality (level 2). Additionally, such geo-web applications as Google
Earth are themselves quickly becoming more and more capable of realistic information
representation whilekeeping their flexibility andaccessibility (level3).
Though containing less realism than most computer-generated graphics, the drawn animations used in the Oxfordshire case (chapter 5) are not limited to physical landscapes
in their content and can therefore create acoherent whole out of the scenario storyline elements. Inplannedversions,theinteractiveelementaddedallowsparticipantstoexperiment,
creating anumberofperspectivesonthestoryline. Thismayaddtoincreasedclarity,though
itcould alsomakethecommunication overly complex incomparison totheanimations.

Engagement
Weadvocate agamedesign mindset asan overallperspective todeal withinteractivity, engagement and cognitive understanding (Dickey 2005; Kilii 2005). Again, Westera et al.
(2008) discuss that strong content and game dynamics can account for user engagement at
least aswell asvisualrealism (level 1).ARGshave shown usthatwithcreative approaches
to content, a different kind of engagement can be created, especially when connected to a
high capacity for creative input from participants (level 2) (Kim et al. 2008). This way
of interactive media development is synergetic: the communication remains feasible and
flexible, and uses its focus on content and participant input as a strength to foster engagement. Though notyetonparwith someofthemorehigh-techlandscapevisualization tools,
geo-webtoolsoffer a senseof locality andenvironmental context (level 3). This functional
level will help create a sense of immediacy and personal relevance (Sheppard 2005), (AlKodmany2002).
Theanimations usedin Scenario-communities aredesignedfor livelinessandrelevance
using strong visuals and sound, and micro-games case allow for a direct, gaming type of
engagement. Following the strategy, we work with the kind of engagement created by
ARGs: participants' active contributions to the content stimulate a form of engagement
based ona senseof investment inthe scenarios.
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Figure 2.5: The strategy proposed in this section consists of threelevels. 1. context visualization
providingoverallscenariosasastartingpointfor users. Weuseeitheranimationsandmicro-games.
2. personal web2.0 storylines created byparticipants. 3. geo-web support structureprovidesgeographicalandtemporalcontext.Theseelementsallhavetheirbenefitswhenconsideredinthelightof
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Strategy synthesis
Seefigure2.5 for a synthesis of our strategy's benefits, based on the three functional levels
introduced insection2.6,Figure2.6showshowthethreelevelsinthestrategyinteract. Both
methods communicating thecontext scenarios (level 1)areabletocapture SEScharacteristics,represent temporal changeandfluidlyincorporate different social-ecological elements.
Both clarity and engagement benefit from the limited number of elements communicated
per animation/micro-game, aswell asthe lively audio-visuals that areused. Web2.0-based
storyline creation by participants (level 2) is accessible, flexible, and easy toimplement. It
allowsparticipants toactively contribute andrespond todiscontinuities and challengespresentedby SESdynamicsinthescenarios. Byproviding newinspiration andpossibilities to
respond per time step,clarity is maintained. Westimulate engagement by participants gettinginvestedintheircontributionsandinteractionswithothers. Finally,thegeo-webcontext
(level 3) provides a sense of locality and structure, as well as a clear and fluid cross-scale
environment, all this in anon-line world that isalready up andrunning.
Experience in creative work with stakeholder groups hasmade clear thatthebenefits of
face-to-face cooperationarenumerous (Kasemir2000;Koketal. 2006). Ourstrategy would
provide benefits both in a live scenario workshop as well as through on-line participation.
Wepropose thatinpractice, the particular benefits of liveparticipation and on-line participation be used to complement each other. Live workshops could provide opportunities for
direct group learning and generate momentum, while the on-line format could enrich the
work, maintain interest andinclude far moreparticipants.
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Figure 2.6: Thestructureofthethree-levelstrategyfor interactivescenariocommunication. Again,
level 1provides context scenarios asastarting point. Level2buildsonweb 2.0 techniques to let
participants buildpersonal storylines. Level 3forms thegeographical andtemporalcontext. Rules,
dynamicsandnarrativesareconsistentacrossplatforms.
Animportantbenefit ofthisstrategy isitspotential for up-scaling: because thegeo-web
support structure and environments are already available, all thatisneeded are context scenarios (animations andmicro-games, level 1)thatrepresent larger scale storylines. Considering thatwith scenarios onanational orglobal scale,reaching intended audiences through
liveeventsbecomes much harder, this scaleflexibility isanessential benefit.
See Appendix 1forfurther, more detailed guidelines forinteractive media synthesized
from the science communication fields discussed inthis chapter.

2.7 Conclusions
If we want tofoster more adaptive perspectives insociety, we must create space toincorporate future complexities and uncertainties inour communication. Inthis chapter, weexploredthepotential ininteractivemediatohelpusdealwiththatcommunication challenge.
Our evaluation oflandscape visualization, serious gaming and visual analytics shows that
these offer much potential fortheenhancement of participatory scenario communication
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on SES that is asof yet unused in mainstream scenario development. Serious gaming and
landscape visualization offer morepractical handles than visual analytics andboth provide
benefits thatarecomplementary. Web2.0technologiesprovidethekeytomixapproachesin
thesedomainsinawaythatdealswiththechallengesidentified usingourcriteria succession
inthis chapter (section 2.2).
Theseconclusions haveledtoa strategy for an interactivemedia scenariomethod consisting of threeintegrated functional levels:
• Level 1: Toned-down versions of landscape visualization (animations) and serious
gaining (micro-games).
• Level 2: Web 2.0 technologies that allow for the creation of personal stakeholder
storylines.
• Level3: Ageo-webenvironmentthatstructuresthecontextscenariosandthepersonal
scenarios in timeand spacein anaccessible,engaging fashion.
Wehavesuccessfully usedaliveversionofScenario-Communities (seechapter5ofthis
thesis). Wepropose thatthis on-line interactivemedia strategy beused ina complementary
fashion inboth liveworkshops andon-lineinteractions. This strategy has ascale flexibility
thatmakesit suitable for different scales,from local toglobal scenarios.
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Chapter3
TheSystemPerspectivesScope:
stakeholders framing
social-ecological systemschange
intermsofspace,timeandsystem
dynamics
Lullourbuddingconcernstosleep.
-TerzijdeHorde,TheRootsofDoomsdayAnxiety,2010

Chapter is based on:
J.M.Vervoort,M.A.Hoogstra, K.Kok,R.vanLammeren, A.K.Bregt,R.Janssen,2010. Theparticipatory framing
of environmental change concerns in terms of space, time and systems dynamics. To be submitted to Human
Ecology Review.
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Abstract This chapter introduces and evaluates the System Perspectives Scope, an interactive, visual toolbox designed toelicit andcompare stakeholderperspectives onthedimensions and dynamics
of social-ecological systems change. The toolbox consists of three tools: 1. Scale Perspectives, a
tool aimed at eliciting stakeholders' perspectives on the spatial and temporal levels at which socialecological systems change issues play out; 2. Myths of Nature, focusing on stakeholders' basic assumptions about the interactions of human and natural systems; and 3. The Circles Test, a tool used
tocapturestakeholders' understanding ofthelinksbetweenpast,presentandfuture andtheirengagement with the future.
The System Perspectives Scopewas applied intwocontrasting European case studies to evaluate
its ability toproduce relevant results for sharing and comparing stakeholder perspectives, and further
stepsinparticipatory planning, modelling and scenario development. The Scale Perspectives outputs
showed thatparticipantshad highly different, multi-level perspectives onthekeytemporal and spatial
scalesfor land usemanagement. Myths ofNaturecaptured different perspectiveson social-ecological
systems dynamics. The Circles Test captured participants' time orientation and engagement with the
future. Significantly, Scale Perspectives outputs were related to Myths of Nature and concepts of
time links that warrant further research. The main problem of the toolbox is that the tools produce
very basic results. Wediscussed howelaboration of the toolsandmore information from participants
couldhelpovercomethis limitation. Outputs from theindividual tools andcombined results indicate
the potential of the System Perspectives Scope with regard to the goals of eliciting and comparing
perspectives andgenerating inputforparticipatory processes. Moregenerally,theresults of this study
show the need for participatory processes where the focus levels and system perspectives are codefined by stakeholders, and that areconscious of different stakeholders' assumptions about systems
change.
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3.1 Introduction
Inthemanagement of complex, interacting human and natural systems, one-sided attempts
by scientists and policy-makers to implement new plans, methods and technologies have
met with numerous difficulties (Millennium Ecosystems Assessment 2005). There are two
mainreasons for these difficulties:
• Firstly, top-downprocedures havemet strongresistance from local stakeholders that
would potentially beaffected by theirexecution (Pritchard and Sanderson 2002).
• Secondly,byworkingfrom asingleperspective,policy-makers remained blind tothe
complexity inherent in the interactions in and between human and natural systems
(Cash et al. 2003; Scheffer etal. 2003).
As a response to these difficulties, two interacting developments have taken place in land
useandnaturalresourcesmanagement. Firstly,manygovernmentbodies,businessesandresearchershaveadoptedparticipatory strategies(Schwartz 1991;Gibbons 1999;Al-Kodmany
2000). Secondly, the complex systems science perspective has become more prevalent in
science and,toalesserextent,inpolicy (Gunderson andHolling 2002). Seenfrom thisperspective,interacting human andnatural systems,orsocial-ecologicalsystems (Folke2006),
are neitherpredictable nor chaotic,butrather evolve through an interplay of changing subsystems. These sub-systems interact across space and time, and thus, spatial and temporal
scalesaswellasvarious socialscalesplayakeyroleintheunderstanding ofthiscomplexity
(Cash et al. 2006). In this study, we define a scale as ameasure for a dimension (e.g. geographic space,time),anddefine thepositionsonascale(e.g. local,global)aslevels(Gibson
et al. 2000). To develop adaptive ways to deal with the complexities and uncertainties of
social-ecological systems, managers and policy-makers will have to examine the roles of
cross-scale andcross-level interactions (Kinzig et al. 2006).
Scales, however, are always a human-constructed form of measurement. Therefore, a
multiplicity of perspectives exists on what levels are most important, and concerning what
levels problems should be acted upon (Scott 1998;Wilbanks and Kates 1999;Cumming et
al. 2006).Thismultiplicity offrames andperspectivesbecomescrucialwhenwemove from
theory topractice, and look at societies actually attempting toadaptively manage problems
in complex social-ecological systems. These attempts will, cooperatively or otherwise, involvemany different typesof stakeholders. These stakeholders willhavedifferent concerns
andperspectives ontheproblems athand (VanAsselt andRijkens-Klomp 2002). And these
concerns will implicitly be framed in terms of time, space, and other scales (Cash et al.
2006).
Examples of participatory processes that work from the complex systems perspective
canbefound inparticipatory planninganddecisionmaking(Arias 1996;Lynametal. 2007)
participatory scenariodevelopment (Koketal. 2007;Soliva2007),andparticipatory model
building (Ozesmi and Ozesmi 2004; Vliet et al. 2010). However, these participatory processesdonotgenerally startwithexplicitknowledgeabout stakeholdersperspectives onthe
key functional levels associated social-ecological change issues. Similarly, individual ideas
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about the dynamics of interacting human and natural systems are not made explicit at the
framing of theparticipatory process.
The System Perspectives Scope (SPS) introduced in this chapter is an interactive, visual toolbox that can be used to elicit stakeholder perspectives on social-ecological systems change through visual exercises explicitly built on the paradigm of complex systems
science. The toolbox can be used on paper or in an on-line format, and can be used to
quickly explore theperspectives of largegroups ofparticipants. Its design focuses on clarity, accessibility flexibility. The SPS combines a new tool, Scale Perspectives, first proposed and used in this study, with two pre-existing tools, Myths of Nature and the Circles
Test. Through these three tools, the SPS provides information on stakeholders' key socialecological change issues, the functional levels they see as being most important for these
issues,andhowtheseperspectivesrelatetoboththeirviewsonsocial-ecological systemdynamics and their concepts of time. Inthis,theSPSis atoolbox for theeliciting and sharing
of analytic perspectives onsocial-ecological systems change. Theoutput ofthetoolbox can
be used directly in the choice for focus levels in multi-level models, scenarios and plans.
Theycanalsoservetodecidewhichworld-viewsshouldbecateredtobyscenariostorylines,
planning visions andmodels,andwhich should be challenged.
1. To introduce the SPS as a new exploratory toolbox to elicit, compare and combine
different analytic perspectives onsocial-ecological change (figure 3.2).
2. To report on a first application of the SPS in two qualitatively different case studies, and evaluate theusefulness of theoutcomes toframe stakeholder perspectives in
terms of focus levels and system views for participatory processes such as scenario
development, participatory modelling andplanning (sections 3.3to 3.6).

3.2 Introducing the SystemPerspectives Scope
TheSPSallows sciencecommunicators toelicitacoherentviewof stakeholder perspectives
based on systems complexity through itsthree components:
1. ScalePerspectives allows many stakeholders inparticipatory processes tovoice their
mostimportantland andresourceuseissuesfor thefuture, andmoreover toexplicitly
frame theseissuesinterms of temporalandspatial scales.
2. Myths ofNature,based onHolling (1979),captures stakeholder views onthedynamics of natural systems, to connect concepts of system behaviour to the stakeholder
issues and levels identified.
3. The Circles Test, developed by Cottle (1967), provides underlying assumptions of
the value of the future perspectives developed with the first two tests, in terms of
stakeholders' concern for the future and their ideas about the structure of time in
general.
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The relationship of myths of nature to perspectives in the spatial dimension has been
previously explored by Lima and Castro (2005), and their relationship to the temporal dimension, intheform oftimeorientations,hasbeen studiedbyHoogstra andSchanz(2008).
However, these studies do not capture integrated perspectives on both time and space. By
combining the new Scale Perspectives with the Circles Test and Myths of Nature, the SPS
aims to do both in an integrated fashion by combining perspectives on the spatio-temporal
extents of social-ecological changeissueswith theirperceived dynamics andvalue.

SPSpart 1:ScalePerspectives
Research andthoughtonthehumanexperienceofspaceandtimehasalonghistory,initially
in philosophers such as Kant (1965/1781), Heidegger (1962) and Husserl (1964). Later,
psychologies of time (Zimbardo and Boyd 1999) and space (Freundschuh and Egenhofer
1997) were developed more extensively. Of these, our chief interest is in psychological
research dealing with these dimensions in relation to strategy development, planning and
action. As apsychological underpinning of this study, we wereinspired byLewin's (1951)
widely influential concept of a 'life space': aconceptualization of aperson'sperceptionsof
time and space in relation to personal concerns and potential actions. Issues on temporal
and spatial levels that fall outside aperson's life space will have very littlerelevance to an
individual,butmightbe ofrelevance toothers in acommunity.
Studies in the specific context of environmental management on the link between personal perspectives on time and space include the influential 'Limits to Growth' report by
Meadows (1972), where it was posited that humans have a limited interest in and capacity
for action when considering a geographic extent beyond their local communities and over
long time periods. Participants in research by, among others, Boniecki (1980), Simons et
al. (2004) and Hoogstra and Schanz (2009) showed a lack of engagement with events ona
temporalextentbeyond 10-15years.Incontrasttothisspatialandtemporal 'myopia', a 'hyperopia' has been found inboth dimensions in terms of problem recognition (Uzzell 2000;
Gifford et al. 2009): the longer term future was seen asmoreproblematic than the shorter
term by participants in these studies, and global concerns were seen as more problematic
than localissues.
Scale Perspectives represents a new, visual way of dealing with stakeholders' perspectivesontherelevanttemporalandgeographicallevelsfortheirmostpressing social-ecological
change issues. Psychological research has dealt with personal views of temporal and geographical scale (Uzzell 2000;Lima and Castro 2005;Gifford et al. 2009),but this research
hasnotbeenoperationalized toprovidedirectinputfor aplanning/visioning/modelling context. And unlike previous methods, Scale Perspectives uses a direct visual mode of representation to capture an integrated view of the spatial and temporal levels where issues are
relevantaccording tostakeholders. Whilethevisualization ofascaledfield hasbeenusedto
depict personal concerns in terms of time and space (Meadows 1972),ithas not been used
as a tool for interaction before. Instead of being guided by focusing questions on specific
levels,theparticipants arefree todeterminerelevant levelsthemselves,in afully integrated
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Figure 3.1: ScalePerspectives withaninputexample from asingleparticipant. Usersmovetheir
pre-selectedissuestolevelsthatreflect theirperspectives withinfixedscalesoftimeandgeographic
space.

fieldof spatial and temporal dimensions.
Participants startoutby providing thetop social-ecological changeissuesthey aremost
concerned about. Inour application, wechose tolimit the topissues tofivetokeep the test
accessibleintermsofcognitiveload(Miller 1956). Participantslisttheseissuesthemselves.
In the next step,users areasked toplace dotsrepresenting their issues on afieldframed by
fixed scales of time and space (figure 3.1). Each marker on the scales represents a new
spatial or temporal level. The two scales create a field where a continuum exists between
the spatial andtemporal levelsoneach scale.
Thelevelmarkersforthetemporalscaleare:hours,days,weeks,months,years,decades
and centuries. The level markers for the spatial scale are: field, farm, district, county, national, European and global. Wechose ajurisdictional scaleto frame the spatial dimension
of the test, rather than an ecological or geological scale, because we considered this to be
mostfamiliar toparticipantsaswellasbeingthemostrelevantscaleformanyoftheirissues.
Given this space,participants areaskedtoplacetheirissues onorbetween thetemporal and
spatial levels that they consider to be the levels where their issues play a key role. Thus,
there is a cross-level effect at work in the re-framing of stakeholder issues in the field of
scales:first,participants areaskedtodescribeissuesthatimpacttheirregionalfutures, then,
they are asked toplace these issues on thekey levels where they operate. Participants are
also given the opportunity to comment on the way they positioned their issues in the scale
field.
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Wewill evaluate the effectiveness of Scale Perspectives on its ability toinform participatory process designers using thefollowing questions:
• Whatissuesareconsideredapriority by theparticipants?
• At what temporal and spatial levels are these issues seen to be most relevant,and
whichlevelsarenotapart oftheparticipants 'focus?
• Is thereaconsensus oradiversityofperspectives regarding thescalingof particular
issues?
• How cantheoutputsofScalePerspectivesbeusedinsubsequentstepsofaparticipatoryprocess whatareitslimitationsin thisregard, andhow canthesebe overcome?

SPSpart 2: MythsofNature
MythsofNaturepartisincludedintheSPStolinkperspectivesonkeyissuesandtheir functional levels as defined by stakeholders to their ideas on system dynamics. Holling (1979;
Holling 1986)andTimmerman (1986)found thatdifferent implicitmythsexistamonginstitutions andindividuals abouthowecosystems respond to(human) disturbance. Four different 'myths of nature' havebeen shown toinform natural resources management strategies.
Schwarz and Thompson (1990) linked these myths of nature to Douglas' and Wildavskys
(1982)four world views on socialrelationships in their Cultural Theory ofRisk. Theresult
isadivision ofworldviewsthatrelatesperceptions onthedynamicsofnatural systemswith
thoseof social systems. Thislink showspotential tobeinstrumental in successful scientific
communication (Kahan2010). LimaandCastro (2005)havelinkedthesemythsofnatureto
anexploration ofpeople's positive ornegative valuations of theenvironment ontwo spatial
levels: the community level and the global level. For the temporal dimension, Hoogstra
and Schanz (2008)havetested Myths of Nature in connection with time orientations. This
precedingresearch, andthefocus ofMyths ofNature onsystemdynamics,provideastrong
argumentfor theirinclusion inthenewcontext oftheSPS.Following Hoogstra and Schanz
(2008), the four myths of nature are represented visually in this part of the test seefigure
3.2. Wechanged the names slightly tomake the tests more accessible toouraudience. The
original names areinparentheses. They are:
1. Natureforgiving (benign). Inthismyth ofnature,natural systemshave asingleequilibrium towhich, when disturbed, they willinvariably return whengiventime.
2. Naturemalleable(capricious). Inthismyth ofnature,natural systemshavenointrinsic equilibrium, are always influx,and change according towhatever disturbance or
manipulation affects them,neither collapsing norreturning toanyprevious state;
3. Natureresilient(perverse/tolerant). Inthismythof nature,natural systemscanreturn
to their equilibria after a certain degree of disturbance. However, once athreshold is
passed, the system will undergo a radical change, and returning to the original state
ofbalancewillbevery difficult
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4. Naturefragile (ephemeral). In this myth of nature, the equilibria of natural systems
areeasily andirrevocably disturbed.
Weevaluatetheeffectiveness ofMythsofNatureonthebasisofthefollowing questions:
• Canparticipants relateto thisvisualversionofMyths ofNaturesufficientlytoallow
them toexpresstheirviewson thedynamicsofnatural systems?
• HowcantheoutputsofMythsofNaturebeusedinsubsequentstepsofaparticipatory
process whatareitslimitationsinthisregard, andhowcanthesebeovercome?

SPSpart 3: TheCirclesTest
ThethirdpartoftheSPSis setupasawaytorelateparticipants' perspectives onkey issues
and levels to their basic engagement with the future, which is connected to their sense of
the structure of time. To do this, we focus on their time orientation (Zimbardo and Boyd
1999;Hoogstra and Schanz 2008). Thispsychological construct standsfor aperson's basic

w
Q Natureforgiving

Q
(_j Naturemalleable

n^A A
( j Natureresilient

Q Naturefragile

Comment:

Figure 3.2: Mythsof Naturewithaninputexample. Eachimagedepictsthedynamicsof natural
systemsinresponsetochange: theslopeofthe2D'landscape' showswherethebalancewillendup
after theball,representingthecurrentsystemstate,isdisplacedduetodisturbance. Participantspick
themythofnaturethatmostcloselyresemblestheirperspective.
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structuring of their time experience: the relative importance placed on past, present and
future. Other dimensions of this construct are the connectedness seen between these time
zones,and thegeneral character of theflow of time: linearorcyclical,for instance. Studies
have linked time orientation to the temporal dimension of aperson's life space, known as
theirtimeperspective. Thetemporalextentofthefuture considered byaparticipantisgiven
less ormorerelevance depending onthevaluethatpersonplaces onthefuture in general.
Tests have been developed to directly assess a person's time orientation (Nuttin 1964;
Wohlford 1966;Cottle 1968;Wohlford 1968;Cottle 1971; ZimbardoandBoyd 1999). Out
of these, we chose the Circles Test (Cottle 1967) because it fits our approach of visual
communication dealing directly with analytic constructs in aninteractive setup. Ithasbeen
demonstrated toprovidereliable andstableresults inrelation toother timeperspective tests
(Cottle 1967;Cottle 1975;Cottle 1976;Beiser 1987;BrunoandMaguire 1993;Bruno 1995;
Brown andHerring 1998).
In the Circles Test (figure 3.3) three circles representing past, present, and future are
presented toparticipants inrandom locations on an un-scaled space. Participants are asked
to manipulate the sizes of these circles torepresent therelative importance they personally
attribute to each time zone in relation to the other types. They are also asked to place
the circles in relation to each other to reflect how they see these time zones to be related.
Three variables arederived from theCircles Test: relative sizeof thetimezones (indicating
importance attributed), the order and structure in which they are placed (indicating overall
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Figure 3.3: The Circles Test with an input example. Past, present and future arerepresented by
the striped blue,dotted green anddot-stripe purplecircles,respectively. Thecircle sizereflects the
relativeimportance thistimezonehasfor theparticipant. Thedegreeof overlapreflects howmuch
he/sheseesthesepartsasconnected. Thelocationsinthefieldwherethetimezonecirclesareplaced
reflect theparticipant'sviewontheflowoftime.
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concepts oftime),andtheamountofoverlapbetween timezones(indicating their perceived
connectedness). Weevaluate thesevariables in thecontext of ourcasesby their capacity to
answerthefollowing questions:
• How cantheconnectedness oftimezonesbe usedinaparticipatory process?
• How cantheconnectedness oftimezonesbe usedinaparticipatory process?
• Howcantheoutputsofthe CirclesTestbeusedinsubsequentstepsofaparticipatory
process whatareitslimitations inthisregard, andhowcanthesebeovercome?

3.3 Applyingthetoolboxintwocasestudies
To evaluate the capacity of the System Perspectives Scope to generate meaningful results,
weapplied thetoolbox with 63participants intwocase studies,bothcommunities focusing
on social-ecological change issues. These two case studies were selected in very different
contexts and on different geographical scales to test the SPS in contrasting contexts. One
case study focused on sustainable development communities in Oxfordshire (United Kingdom) with a demographically diverse group of participants. The other is a European case
study with PhD students working in environmental science the METIER (METhods for
Interdisciplinary Environmental Research) network. This means that the SPS was used in
two contrasting settings: a highly diverse group of participants that are bound to a single
region (Oxfordshire), and auniform groupof highly educated participants, whoare diverse
intheirgeographic and cultural locations (METIER).
In Oxfordshire, we introduced the on-line version of the System Perspectives Scope as
part of a multi-step participatory scenario development exercise. Wedeveloped qualitative
scenario storyline with a number of regional government professionals and researchers of
the University of Oxford. These scenario storyline were then translated to multi-media
animations. Weintroduced the SPS to capture a wider range of stakeholders' perspectives
on the future of the Oxfordshire region beyond what was possible in live workshops where
theSPS was alsoused, aspresented inchapter 5of thisthesis.
In the METIER case, the outcomes of the System Perspectives Scope were used in a
subsequent meeting of the network to reflect on the group's spectrum of perspectives on
social-ecological change intermsof scale,Mythsof Nature andtime orientation.

Participants
39 people participated in using the SPS in the Oxfordshire case. Of these, 34 gave all required input. The second column in table 3.1 shows the demographic composition of this
group. In the METIER case, 24 people participated, of which 20 people gave all required
input. The third column in table 3.1 shows the demographic composition of the METIER
group. As can be seen, the Oxfordshire group isfairly evenly balanced on all demographic
characteristics. In allrespects, theMETIER group is much more uniform. In Oxfordshire,
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Table 3.1: DemographiccompositionofthegroupsofparticipantsintheOxfordshire andMETIER
casestudies.

Sector

Gender

Education

Age

NGO
Research
Education
Government
Sustainable development business
Other business
Other
Male
female
Elementary school
High school
Undergraduate
Graduate
Ph.D.
Below 30
30-39
40-49
50-59
Above 60

Nationalities

Oxfordshire (n=34)
15%
6%
26%
6%
18%
12%
18%
62%
38%
9%
21%
21%
38%
12%
15%
12%
18%
21%
29%
1(UK)

Metier (n=20)
0%
90%
0%
10%
0%
0%
0%
75%
25%
0%
0%
5%
75%
20%
60%
35%
5%
0%
0%
11(European)

participants wereactiveinbusiness,education,NGO's,thosebranches ofgovernmentdealing with sustainable development and research. METIER is an international network of
Ph.D. researchers connected to a series of seven courses on environmental research, with
an emphasis onremote sensing, spatio-temporal model construction and geo-visualization.
However, this group of participants is spread over amuch larger spatial extent, and spread
out across nationalities.

Demographic questions
Weincluded severaldemographic questionsintheSystemPerspectives Scope,tolinkusers'
contributions todemographicinformation aswellastocheckfor abiasinourgroups ofparticipants. Following Hoogstra and Schanz (2008) we collected the following data per participant: age(continuous);education (elementary school,high school,undergraduate, graduate,Ph.D.);work sector (NGO,research, education, sustainabledevelopment government,
other government, sustainable development business, otherbusiness);gender; nationality.
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Linkingoutcomesbetweentools
The following questions werechosen toexplore therelationships of theoutcomes from the
newtool,ScalesPerspectives,withthevariablesfrom theCirclesTest,MythsofNatureand
thedemographic data,based onwhether thefollowing questions canbe answered:
• Do viewsofnaturalsystemdynamics inMyths ofNature relatetoScalePerspectives
inputs?
• Do timeorientationscapturedbythe CirclesTestrelatetoScalePerspectivesinputs?
• Do differencesindemography relatetoScalePerspectivesinputs?
• How can links between the outputs of differenttools be used inaparticipatory process?
Userevaluation ofthe SPS
Because it is easy to lose on-line users due to an overload of tasks and information, we
chose to present only the SPS toolbox elements and limit questionnaire elements for the
on-line version to the option for users to comment on the different steps in the toolbox.
Whilecomments werepositive,they weregiven sparingly anditcanbeargued thatthislack
of evaluation limits the interpretation of the case studies. However, webuild on work with
the SPS in alive setting, also with Oxfordshire sustainability-oriented communities, where
userevaluationsweremandatory (chapter 5). Intheseevaluations,usersvaluedtheSPSasa
valuablewaytocapturetheirperspectives andthatthetoolbox 'encouraged holistic/systemwide considerations'. Users' main criticism of the SPS toolbox in the live setting was that
theyneededmoretimetoexploretheirentriesinthetoolboxelements. Intheon-line version
usedinthisstudy, thistimelimitdidnotexist.

3.4 Analysisof results
This section reports the results from our use of the SPS toolbox in the Oxfordshire and
METIER case studies, first reporting on the results of individual tools and then linking
outputs between tools. Methods of analysis aredescribed where applicable.

Resultsfrom ScalePerspectives
Figure 3.4 shows the reconstructed input field of Scale Perspectives with all entries from
the 34 participants from the Oxfordshire case and 20participants from the METIER case.
Eachparticipant enteredfiveissues. Theentries atthetopofthe spatial scalefall within the
global level. Table 3.2 showsthepercentages of entries divided overthree spatial and three
temporal ranges of levels toclarify thepatterns.
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ScalePerspectives Test-Overall resultsforbothcases
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Figure3.4: OverallresultsofScalePerspectivesfortheOxfordshire andMETIERcases.This figure
showsfiveentriesperparticipantfrominbothcases.ThesquaresareallentriesfromtheOxfordshire
Case,thediamondshapesareallentriesfromtheMETIERcase.

For the Oxfordshire group input, the highest number of entries, 29% of the total, fall
in the national global/decades centuries spectrum. District < national and national <
global are alsohighly populated with entries on themonths < decades time spectrum. The
field < district spatial scale contains the lowest number of entries; another combination of
levels with low entries is the district < national spatial spectrum on the hours < months
time spectrum.
FortheMETIER group,almosthalf (46.1%)oftheentriesfallwithinthenational global
and decades centuries range. On the same spatial level, themonths < decades levels also
contain a largenumber of entries (25.2%). The lower levels in Scale Perspectives received
very low scores.
Table 3.3 shows the top five most frequently mentioned issues in Scale Perspectives
for both case studies, in percentages of the total of entries per case. These top five issues make up about half of the total entries per case. Partly different, and partly similar
issues arementionedbetween thecases: climate change appears inboth cases,andecosystem/environmentaldegradation aresimilar; however, therelativefrequencies oftheseissues
are different. In both cases, the top five issues do not diverge from the overall pattern of
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Table 3.2: ScalePerspectivesentriesforbothcasestudiesinpercentagesofthetotalentries, categorized inthreerangesoftemporalandspatiallevels.Percentagesinboldrepresenttherangeswiththe
highestnumberofentries.
Oxfordshire
national-global
districKnational
field<district
Metier
national-global
districKnational
field<district

hours<months
9.5%
1.8%
3.0%
hours<months
4.3%
5.2%
0.0%

months<decades
20.7%
20.1%
4.1%
months<decades
25.2%
5.2%
0.9%

decades-centuries
29.0%
8.9%
3.0%
decades-centuries
46.1%
12.2%
0.9%

Table 3.3: ThetopfivemostmentionedissuesintheentriesofScalePerspectivesfor bothcasesin
percentagesofthetotalentriespercase.Thebottomrowforeachcasesummarizesthetotalpercentage
ofthesetopfiveentriesofthetotalnumberofentriespercase.
Oxfordshire
Transportation
Energy
Food
Climate change
Ecosystem degradation
Totalof topfiveissues

14%
13%
8%
7%
6%
48%

Metier
Climate change
Environmental degradation
Water management
Economy
Public policies
Totalof topfiveissues

19%
11%
8%
7%
7%
52%

entries, showing the same empty spaces in the field of scales. Furthermore, each issue is
spread out across levels, with no exception see figure 3.5 for the spread of issues in the
Oxfordshire case. Wefound nosignificant differences offocus onspatialortemporal levels
for thetopfiveissues inboth cases.

Resultsfrom MythsofNature
FortheOxfordshire case,38%of theparticipants chosethe 'natureresilient' image,56%of
theparticipantschosethe 'naturefragile' myth,and6%chosethe 'naturemalleable' image.
The 'nature forgiving' myth was not chosen. In the METIER case,participants only chose
the 'nature resilient' myth (70%) or the 'nature fragile' myth (30%). Neither the 'nature
malleable' northe 'nature forgiving' myth was chosen.
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Figure 3.5:ThetopfivemostmentionedissuesinScalePerspectivesresultsfortheOxfordshirecase:
1.Transportation2.Energy3.Food4.Climatechange5.Environmentaldegradation.

Resultsfrom theCirclesTest
Table3.4 showstheoutcomes of theCircles Testinpercentagesfor both case studies. Time
structure shows thepercentages of Circles Testparticipants that structured the order of the
three time zones linearly, and the percentage that used other configurations. Based on our
live tests, we found that users might create a cyclical structure to symbolize other relationships, such as a hierarchy. Therefore, we limited our divisions to 'linear', 'other than
linear', and 'complete overlap'. 'Relative sizes' shows wherethefuture time zone isequal,
dominant ordominated inrelation tothe sizes of theother timezones. 'Overlap' shows the
percentages ofparticipants dividedbypercentages ofoverall overlapbetween thethreetime
zones.
In both cases, the linear time structure is prevalent. The Oxfordshire group shows an
even balance between linear and other structuring of the circles to represent the flow of
time. The METIER case shows ahigher prevalence of linear time structuring. A majority
of participants inboth cases entered the future time zone size either asequal or as smaller,
or dominated, than the other time zones. There is a strong difference between the cases as
well: the Oxfordshire group results show adominance of thefuture time zonein 34,9%of
the cases; conversely, in the METIER group results, this is only 4.3%. The results for the
amount of overlap between the time zones shows that little overlap between past, present
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Table 3.4: OutcomesoftheCirclesTestinpercentagesfor bothcasestudies,for thetimestructure
displayedbythecircles,therelativesizeofthefuture circletotheothercircles,andthetotaloverlap
ofcircles.
Time structure
Oxfordshire
Metier

linear
49.7%
67.0%

notlinear
50.3%
33.0%

Relative sizes
Oxfordshire
Metier

no dominance
47.0%
65.0%

future dominant
34.9%
4.0%

future dominated
18.1%
30.0%

Overlap
Oxfordshire
Metier

0.0%
23.7%
27.0%

<=33%
37.9%
50.0%

<=66%
17.8%
9.0%

<=100%
20.7%
14.0%

and future timezones isindicated inboth cases. Theresults hereare lessdifferent between
thecases: for both groups,anoverlapbetween 0% and 32%ismost frequent.

RelatingtheresultsoftheSPScomponents
Weused Pearson's Chi Square(%2)test (p=0.05) for ananalysis ofrelationships inandbetweentheSPScomponents. TheChi Squaretestcreates contingency tablesfor groups from
different categorical variables. Table 3.5 shows an overview of the Chi Square test results.
The demographic diversity in the METIER case was too uniform to be used in statistical
analysis,with theexception of the nationalities inthis group;butfor that characteristic, the
diversity was toohigh tobe analysed (11countries for 20participants). Therefore, only the
demographic outcomes of theOxfordshire group arelinked to ScalePerspectives entries in
table3.5.

ScalePerspectives entrieslinkedtoMyths of Nature
FortheOxfordshire group,dividing ScalePerspectives Entriesbetween thetwomostprevalentchoices of Myths of Nature (natureresilient and nature fragile) a significant difference
wasfound,bothinthetemporaldimension(\2 =35.025,p< 0.05)andinthespatial dimension (x 2 = 14.552,p < 0.05). Figure 3.6 shows this difference for the spatial and temporal
dimensions. Inthe spatial dimension, 55%of all entries associated with 'nature fragile' are
found on the district < national level, while almost the same number of entries associated
with 'nature resilient' (52%) canbe found on thenational global level. Entries onthe field
< district levelarefew inbothcases. Inthetemporaldimension,thereisadifferent pattern.
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Table 3.5: Results of the statistical analysis of differences in Scale Perspectives entries basedon
other test variables, using Pearson's Chi Square ()with p=0.05. Tested for both cases: different
issues, Circles Testresults, Myths of Nature results. Tested for Oxfordshire: demographicresults.
Theasterisksindicatesignificant differences (p< 0.05)
Oxfordshire
Spatial
Temporal
Oxfordshire
Spatial
Temporal
Metier
Spatial
Temporal

Issues
X2=5.0575
X2= 2.49
Gender
X2= 0.989
X2=2.628
Issues
X2=1.978
X2= 6.001

Time structures
X2 = 6.667*
X2=6.744*
Work Sector
X2=19.613*
X2=10.432
Time structures
X2=0.442
X2=3.190

Relative sizes
X 2 =l 1.006
X2=7.751
Age Groups
X2=13.478*
X2=4.120
Relative sizes
X2=4.920
X2=1.860

Overlap
X2 =35.025*
X2=7.685
Education
X2=5.982
X2=10.622*
Overlap
X2=5.520
X2=3.787

Myths of Nature
X2=14.064*
X2= 14.552*

Myths of Nature
X2=6.070*
X2=3.787

For the entries associated with 'nature resilient', there are more entries on the short term
and the long term and only 18% on the middle term, while this middle term accounts for
40,5% of theentries associated with 'nature fragile'.
In the temporal dimension, 83%of the wider spread of the 'nature resilient' entries are
caused by amulti-level placement of entriesbyindividual persons rather thanbetween persons. Inthespatialdimension, individualpersonsplacingentriesatmultiplelevels accounts
for 74.3% of themulti-level spread.
For the METIER group, a significant difference is suggested by the \2 (6.070, p <
0.05)for ScalePerspectivesentriesdividedbythetwochosenmythsofnatureonthe spatial
scale. This difference ismainly caused by thehigherprevalence of entrieslinked to 'nature
resilient' on the national global level(63%).
ScalePerspectives entrieslinkedtoCirclesTestresults
For the Circles Test results in Oxfordshire, the 'time structure' variable produced significantly different groups in Scale Perspectives entries in the geographic dimension(\2 =
6.667, p < 0.05) as well as in the temporal dimension (x 2 = 6.744, p < 0.05). Seefigure
3.7 for the time structure plotted against scale perspective entries in the spatial and dimensions. TheScalesPerspectivesTestentriesassociated witha 'linear' timestructurearemore
frequently placed on the district < national spatial level (52%) and the months < decades
temporallevel(52%),whiletheentriesassociated witha'notlinear' timestructurearemost
frequently placed on the national global spatial level (50.2%) and the decades centuries
temporal level(50.6%). Conversely,theMETIER groupshowsnosignificant differences in
either dimension. The Oxfordshire group Scale Perspectives entries divided by the relative
sizes of time zones show a difference that only hints at significance for the spatial dimen-
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_Oxfordshire Mythsof Nature:
spatialandtemporal levels

Figure 3.6: Oxfordshire ScalePerspectives entries ordered byspatial andtemporal levels, anddividedbythetwomostprevalentmythsofnatureassociated withtheseentries,inpercentagesofthe
totalentriespermythofnature.
sion (x 2 = 11.006,p < 0.05). No such relationships werefound for theMETIER case. For
the Oxfordshire group, a significant, but inconsistent difference was found for the division
of Scale Perspectives results by the amount of overlap in the time zones (x 2 = 35.025, p
< 0.05) for the spatial dimension. The METIER data indicated no relationships of Scale
Perspectivesentriestotheamountofoverlap.
ScalePerspectives entrieslinkedto demographics
In the Oxfordshire case, the work sector the participants operated in shows a significant
difference in the Chi Square test (x 2 = 19.613,p < 0.05). However, 30% of cells had an
expected case count below 5,and the recommended maximum is 20%. Entries divided by
agegroups showed asignificant difference inthe spatial dimension (x 2 =13.478,p < 0.05).
However, again there is a low expected count of entries on the lowest spatial level (25%
of cells). There is a high number of entries placed in the national global level by those
of ages 60 and above as compared to the other age classes. Significant differences were
found for entries divided by education levels over the temporal dimension (x 2 = 10.622,p
< 0.05), but not in the spatial dimension. Those with the highest education levels tended
todistribute their issues moreevenly acrossalllevels onthetemporal scalethanthose with
lower education levels: owners of a graduate or Ph.D. degree located only 48% of their
issues onthedecades centuries temporal level,whilethosewith anundergraduate orlower
degreelocated70%oftheirissuesonthislevel.
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OxfordshireTimeStructure:
spatialandtemporal levels

field<district district<
nationalnational
global

hours<
months< decadesmonths
decades
centuries

Figure 3.7: Oxfordshire ScalePerspectivesentriesassociated with 'Linear' versus 'not linear' time
structuresintheCircles Test,inpercentages of thetotal entriespertime structuring, orderedalong
threelevelsinthespatialdimension.

3.5 Discussion
Our use of the SPS toolbox in Oxfordshire and the METIER network gives us two cases
studiestobeusedinthischapterforafirstanalysisoftherelevanceofoutputsasamethodto
elicit,compareandcombineanalyticperspectivesonsocial-ecological systemschange-and
toprovideinputstofollowing stepsinparticipatory processessuchasscenario development,
modelling and planning. Using theresearch questions defined inprevious sections, we will
discuss the potential of the SPS, its limitations and gaps, and possible ways in which its
application canbe extended and limitations overcome.

ScalePerspectives
Whatissuesareconsideredapriority bythestakeholders?
In both case studies, the topfivemost mentioned issues made up about half of the socialecological change issues mentioned by theparticipants. This indicates that, overall, issues
that were a concern to the majority of participants have been identified and dimensionalized, aswell asarange ofissuesflagged by smaller groups orindividuals. Topissues partly
differed between the cases but it is valuable to note that climate change and environmental/ecological degradation werepartof thetopfivementioned issuesinbothcases.
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For this first exploration of the SPS, the open character of this question was useful to
discover this prevalence of top issues and the ways participants define them. A potential
problem of the results is that the issues identified by participants range from the specific
to the general. We hypothesize that the more general the issue, the less meaningful its
dimensionalization in space and time will be. This concern argues for a requirement of
more specification and elaboration from theparticipants ontheir input.
Scale Perspectives as used in our two case studies has generated a first overview and
dimensionalization of issues relevant to stakeholders, and when applied on a large scale,
this is useful information to then be picked upby smaller groups of stakeholders to frame
their problem domain and focus, and to find out which issues are largely ignored. The
benefit ofScalePerspectives asusedinthesecasesisthattheinputisquick, clearandeasily
generated andinterpreted. However, there isaproblemwith specificity thatwewill discuss
inthelast question.
At what temporal and spatial levels are these issues seen to be most relevant, and which
levelsarenotapart oftheparticipants'focus?
Participants inboth caseshaveentered strongly multi-level perspectives,bothinthetemporal and the spatial dimension. Afirstobservation based is that this outcome advocates the
use of multi-level participatory processes in general. Results from both case studies show
that clear patterns can be found in a prevalence for different spatial and temporal levels.
The Oxfordshire group showed apreference for thehighest spatial andtemporal levels,but
thispreference wasmoreextreme intheMETIER group. Webelievethisdifference reflects
thedifference between the case studies: the Oxfordshire group consisted of a demographicallydiverse groupofparticipants inallrespects,whiletheMETIER groupwasmadeupof
Ph.D. students and researchers, mostly male and in the same age group. Also, the Oxfordshire group had aregional focus, while the METIER group was spread out across Europe.
In general, the focus of participants in both groups on the highest spatial levels in the test
confirms the idea of environmental hyperopia. The same goes for a temporal hyperopia
when thefuture isconcerned inrelationship tothepresent andpast. Theseresults maintain
the tension between this hyperopia in problem recognition and the myopia associated with
taking positive action (Boniecki 1980; Wilbanks and Kates 1999). Both cases show that
severalcombinations of spatialandtemporallevelsarenotconsidered relevant: the smallest
spatial levelsand shortesttemporallevelsarelargely left empty. InOxfordshire, the longest
termfor theintermediate spatiallevel{district<national)wasalsoleft largelyempty. Temporal and environmental hyperopia may have affected the specificity of issues contributed
byparticipants themoreglobal andlong-termthefocus of theparticipants,theless specific
their input willbe.
Isthereaconsensusoradiversityofperspectives regardingthescalingofparticular issues?
In both cases, entries for each of the top five issues were all widely spread across spatial
andtemporal levels.This indicates thatwhile stakeholders can agreeonthetopissues,they
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may disagree on the spatial and temporal levels at which these issues are most relevant.
This 'multiplicity of scale perspectives' (Cash et al. 2006) is often a source of scale mismatches. Therefore, specifically addressing this issue in theparticipatory process could be
very beneficial for stakeholder cooperation in land use and natural resources management
differences in scaleperspectives couldbenegotiated, anditcouldbemadeclearerthateach
of theseissues actually consists ofprocesses onmultiple levels of timeand space.
How can the outputs of Scale Perspectivesbe used in subsequent steps of a participatory
process whatareitslimitationsinthisregard, andhowcanthesebeovercome?
The above discussions provide a first use of the Scale Perspectives tool in a participatory
process: raising consciousness of the temporal and spatial dimensions of social-ecological
change issues, and furthermore generating awareness of the multiplicity of framing and
perspectives that exist in terms of scaling issues. The results were used for this purpose in
subsequent stepsofbothcase studies.
Secondly,forparticipatory processdesigners,thespatialandtemporallevels considered
relevant by stakeholders provide a basis for multi-level content that is more likely to connectwith theperspectives of those stakeholders. Also,gaps offer clues astowhat elements
of the social-ecological systems are downplayed intheperspectives of stakeholders. In the
examples of the Oxfordshire and METIER cases, this combination of building on stakeholder perspectives and paying attention to blind spots can inform a participatory process
that explicitly explores the cross-level links between stakeholders' concerns about global
issues and policies on the regional to national level, and their links to the largely ignored
local and shorter-term levels. Theinformation providedby ScalePerspectivescanthenhelp
determine thedimensions and focus domains of models, scenarios and strategies.
That said, the Scale Perspectives tool as used here in its most basic form has some
limitations, as well as some simple ways in which it can be improved to have much more
potential. We have flagged the issue of differences in specificity in participants' contributions, and how specificity is linked to spatial and temporal scale. Furthermore, links
between different incarnations of an issue (e.g. local issues with drought and flooding and
global climate change) remain implicit.
A solution to overcome these limitations is to explicitly ask participants to provide incarnations of a single issue at different temporal and spatial levels, and describe the links
between these processes. This way, specificity as well as rich information are stimulated,
and the Scale Perspectives tool increases its potential for generating scale consciousness.
It also provides more information for the development of models, scenarios and plans,because participants are essentially creating a dimensionalized conceptual map. Our use of
the SPS in chapter 5of this thesis has taken this approach. The downside of this approach
is that researchers steer the participants into cross-level thinking, whereas the more basic
use of the tool in this study reveals more about the primary temporal and spatial focus of
stakeholders.
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MythsofNature
Canparticipants relateto thisvisual versionofMyths of Nature sufficientlyto allow them
toexpresstheirviewson thedynamics ofnatural systems?
Inthe studybyHoogstra andSchanz(2008)aswell asinthelivetrialsofthis study,participantsindicatedthattheyfound thevisualmetaphorsforMythsofNatureeasytounderstand.
An indication of the validity of the results from this visual version of Myths of Nature is
prevalenceofchoiceforthe'natureresilient' mythascomparedtotheothermyths,whichis
similar toother, text-based studies (Lima andCastro 2005). The advantage of using Myths
of Nature to capture and reflect on different perspectives on social-ecological system dynamics is their clarity and their relative simplicity, as well as the ease with which results
canbecompared. Amajor disadvantage of theMyths of Nature approach isthe strongpreframing of stakeholder perspectives by offering them alternative models to choose from,
rather than allowing them to make up their own issues. It could be argued that within the
general model of basins of attraction, they dorepresent simple images of themain alternatives; however, it should be understood that this entire model is apre-frame. Furthermore,
the Myths of Nature, taken at face value, do not offer possibilities for more extensive and
subtlemodels of system dynamics.
How can the outputs of Myths of Nature be used in subsequent steps of a participatory
process whatareitslimitations inthisregard, andhowcanthesebeovercome?
As with the Scale Perspectives results, a first use of the Myths of Nature is to provide
participants with information toreflect on, in this case the different perspectives on socialecological systemdynamics thatarepresentamongstthemselves,andtheconsequences that
thishas for bridging between theseperspectives.
Myths of Nature results are also applicable in a participatory process to build on and
challenge the implicit assumptions of stakeholders on social-ecological system dynamics.
In the Oxfordshire and METIER cases, different models, plans and scenarios can now be
constructedthatbuildonboththe'naturefragile' and'natureresilient' mythsofnature. This
way, stakeholders who chose either myth willbe abletorelate toonepart of thecontent as
well asbe challenged by the other representations. In planning and scenario development,
strategies and policies can be tested under the assumptions of the different myths (ref Rotmans). Inparticipatory modelbuilding, thedifferent mythscanbeused toguide alternative
versions ofmodels with different valuations of interactions.
TheproblemsoftheMythsofNatureapproachlieinthepre-framing ofperspectivesand
over-simplification. The pre-framing issue is partly an unavoidable aspect of the stability
landscape concept, but it can be consciously dealt with by presenting the Myths of Nature
in context and making it very clear that these are models and not realities which, in fact,
is supported by the basic concept of having these different perspectives. The simplicity of
the Myths of Nature can be overcome by applying the tool differently to different aspects
of social-ecological systems: different myths holding true different subsystems (e.g. natural systems have different myths than human systems). On the basis of the results from
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the current chapter, this extension of the Myths of Nature wasmade optional in our useof
the SPS in chapter 5of this thesis. Another extension would be tohave participants define
MythsofNaturefor systemsatdifferent spatial and temporal levels whichwouldbeparticularly valuable considering the significant connections found between participants' Myths
of Nature and spatial andtemporal focus inthe ScalesTest.

TheCirclesTest
How cantheconnectedness oftimezonesbe usedinaparticipatory process?
The Circles Test provides a visual representation that allows participants to express their
views on the connectedness of past, present and future. The results for both cases indicate
a relatively low sense of connectedness between the past, present and future time zones
amongourparticipants. Theseresultscaninthemselves spuradiscussioninaparticipatory
process ontheconnectedness of events anddevelopments inthepast,present andfuture. In
termsofparticipatory processdesign,theresultswarrant afocus oncontentthat emphasizes
historical development and the consequences of present choices for the future. For this
purpose anobligatory explanation bytheparticipants would againprove useful.
Howcanthegeneralconceptualizationoftimestructurebeusedinaparticipatory process?
Inourlivetrials,wefound thattheclassification of allcircularpositioning ofthethree time
zones as a 'cyclical view of time flow' was not sensitive enough to capture other types of
symbolic use of this composition. Ourchoice tolimit the analysis of output to 'linear' and
'not linear' structuring limits thehypotheses and conclusions that can be drawn from this.
Therefore, an obligatory textual explanation of the Circles Test input is recommended as
an addition to the SPS. Given this limitation, theprevalence of a linear time orientation in
both cases is an outcome that merits an explicit focus on non-linearity in the participatory
process.
Howcantheemphasisontimezonesbyrelativecirclesizesbeusedtoinformaparticipatory
process?
The testcaptures different valuation of past,present andfuture, symbolized asthe different
relative size of each circle that represents a time zone. Between the two case studies, we
found a higher dominance of the future time zone in the Oxfordshire group. This implies
that Oxfordshire participants place more overall value on thefuture, which may be a function of the demographic diversity of this case. In both cases, though, the future time zone
wasmoreoften neutral ordominated by the other timezones. Forparticipatory process designers,thiswouldindicatethatspecialattention shouldbegiventostimulatingparticipants'
engagement with future issues.
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LinkingtheSPScomponents
Do choicesfor different views of natural system dynamics in Myths of Nature relate to
differentScalePerspectivesinputs?
In both cases, the two relevant Myths of Nature for our groups of participants, 'nature resilient' and 'nature fragile', show significant differences in their associated Scale Perspectivesentries. IntheOxfordshire group'sresults,entriesassociated withthe 'nature resilient'
myth are found more on the highest spatial and temporal levels, while entries associated
with the 'nature fragile' myth are found more on the middle spatial and temporal levels.
For theMETIER case,the samedifferences are seenbetween entries associated with these
Myths of Nature in the spatial dimension. The 'nature resilient' myth, in its visual representation usedinthis study,couldbeseenasinherently multi-level inafunctional, temporal
sense (Hoogstra and Schanz 2008). Conversely, those participants that chose the 'nature
fragile' myth might have a greater sense of urgency about their issues, and therefore focus on a district < national level and an intermediate months < decades time zone. These
spatial and temporal levels are more likely to be associated with the planning levels that
stakeholders inOxfordshire comeintocontact with.
Do timeorientationscapturedbythe CirclesTestrelatetoScalePerspectivesinputs?
Apositive relationship between therelative sizes of time zones and the extent of timecovered by entries in Scale Perspectives would be expected. However, either the data sample
sizes were too small to detect this link, or the Circles Test requires control questions to
determine the possibility of these concepts being linked for stakeholders. In terms of the
structuring of time zones,the association of 'linear' time zone structures with intermediate
spatial levels could indicate that these participants are working from a local planning perspective, while the association of 'other than linear' configurations, associated with higher
spatial levels could indicatethattheseparticipants areconsidering spatial levelsunsuited to
a structured, linear view of time. Similarly, individuals withalinear time orientation could
haveastrongerfocus onamiddle-term, planningtime-frame. Beyondthistime-frame, time
orientationsthatareotherthanlinearmightbemorefeasible. FortheOxfordshire group,the
statistical analysis also shows arelationship between thedegree of connectedness between
the time zones in the Circles Test and different emphases on spatial levels. However, this
relationship iserratic andwithoutaclear trend.
Dodifferencesindemography relatetodifferentScalePerspectivesinputs?
Our data analysis of the Oxfordshire group showed some differences between Scale Perspectives entries based for each demographic characteristic. A significant difference between entries divided by work sectors is hinted at in the data, but this difference is spread
evenly among all categories, and shows no clear trends. The age group of 60 and above
shows more focus on the largest spatial scale than younger participants. This might be
due to the wider geographic experience built up by this age group over their lives. Finally,
those with the highest education levels placed their issues more evenly across temporal
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levels. This might indicate that higher education levels are linked with a multi-level perspective. However, suggestion is contrasted by the results from the Ph.D. students in the
METIER group,whofocus heavily onthelargest temporal levels. Overall,these significant
differences based on demography indicate that for participatory processes, different demographicsrepresentdifferent perspectives onrelevant spatialandtemporal scalesforlanduse
issues. Thisoutcomereinforces thevalueof adiversegroupof stakeholders if participatory
processes should include different perspectives onkey spatial andtemporal levels.
How canlinksbetween theoutputsofdifferenttoolsbeusedinaparticipatoryprocess?
While the above paragraphs discuss possible reasons for significant links between Scale
Perspectives,MythsofNatureandCircleTestoutputs,itwouldbeveryvaluabletobringthis
discussionintotheparticipatory process. Organizing groupworkonunderstanding thelinks
betweenspatialandtemporalfocus onissues,different perspectivesonsystemdynamicsand
engagement with past,present andfuture could be astrategy for developing a sophisticated
systems understanding in the group of the relationships between social-ecological systems
dynamics andthewaytheseareframed bydifferent stakeholders. Based ontheresults from
this chapter's work in Oxfordshire, wediscussed theselinksintheliveworkshops reported
in chapter 5of this thesis,but no systematic evaluation of stakeholder responses wasdone.
This isapotentially valuable future research avenuefor theSPS.

3.6 Conclusions and recommendations
Based on its first application in two case studies, the System Perspectives Scope shows
potential for thecapturing,comparing andcombining of stakeholders' analytic perspectives
on social-ecological change.
TheScalePerspectivestoolcouldhelpgenerateconsciousness aboutthemulti-levelprocesses involved in social-ecological systems change and the multiplicity of scale perspectives that frame these issues. The tool can also inform the choice of spatial and temporal
focus levels in a multi-level participatory process, both based on the key levels defined by
stakeholders as well as on their 'blind spots'. The limitations of the tool as used in these
casestudiescanbeovercomebyanexplicitfocus onprocesses operating atdifferent system
levels.
The assumptions on social-ecological system dynamics elicited by Myths of Nature
canbeused togenerate consciousness aboutbasicdifferences in stakeholders' assumptions
about social-ecological systems change. It can also serve as a basis for alternative sets of
assumptionsinmodels, scenarios and strategies -whichcan thenoffer bothfamiliar aswell
aschallenging world-viewsto stakeholders.
The Circles Test, if accompanied by participants' explanations, can warrant a focus on
non-linearity and discontinuities and on the importance of past and present choices for the
future. Itcanalsoindicatewhetherextracareshould betakentostimulateengagement with
future issues among the participants.
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All three tools in the toolbox have important limitations, largely because of their simplicity. These could be overcome by extending and elaborating on their execution, and by
askingfor morecontentfrom theparticipants.
Our two case studies indicated links between perspectives on system dynamics and focus levels in the temporal and spatial dimensions. Because the nature of these links is
complex, this information is potentially more difficult to use directly to design content for
participatory progress designers. However, exploring theserelationships explicitly in aparticipatory process could leadtoasophisticated groupunderstanding oftherelationshipsbetween social-ecological systemsdynamics andtheirframing through different perspectives.
Finally,the linked results are significant inthemselves and warrant afurther exploration of
therelationships between myths of nature, perspectives on temporal and spatial scales and
general time orientations.

Chapter4
Exploringscalesandcross-scale
dynamicsfromtheperspectivesof
changeagentsin social-ecological
systems
Therelived,Iknownotwhen,neverperhaps
-butthefactishelivedanunknownking
whosekingdomwas
thestrangeKingdomofGaps.
-Alexander Search(FernandoPessoa),TheKingofGaps

Chapter is based on:
This chapter was based on J.M. Vervoort, L. Rutting, K.Kok, F. Hermans, A. Vedlkamp, A.K. Bregt, R. van
Lammeren, submitted. Exploring scales and cross-scale dynamicsfrom the perspectives of change agents in
social-ecological systems. Submitted toEcology and Society.
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Abstract Issues of scale play a crucial role in the governance of social-ecological systems. Yet,
attempts tobridgeinterdisciplinary perspectives ontheroleof scalehavethusfar largelybeen limited
to the scientific arena. This study explores practice-based perspectives on scale and cross-scale dynamics. We proposed that: 1. key societal actors with experience in facilitating accepted change in
social-ecological systems would describe the dynamics of these systems using a spectrum of scales;
and that 2.This range of scales would allow these actors to capture cross-scale dynamics they saw
as crucial. To test these propositions, we used an interview method aimed at eliciting perspectives
on scale held by innovators in Dutch social-ecological systems. Tomake the scale framing of these
changeagents explicit,weextendedthe scaleterminology, distinguishing between dimensions, scales
and levels. Our results show that the participants used a wide range of scales to capture cross-scale
dynamics they saw as crucial in the systems they were a part of. Their accounts also indicate that
cross-scale consciousness contributed to the ability of these societal actors to effect change. Theresults of this case study show the value of eliciting practice-based perspectives on scale for theory
development to understand differences in scale framing and to capture new dimensions, scales and
cross-scale interactions thatpoint tofurther research.
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4.1 Introduction
Research on scales andcross-scale dynamics has thepotential tobridge the divide between
different disciplinary approaches to the study of interacting human and natural systems.
The different conceptualizations of scales used in disciplines such as ecology, physical geography, human geography and sociology reveal a great deal about the ways knowledge
and research are structured in these disciplines (Gibson et al. 2000; Sayre 2005; Buizer
et al. 2011). Connecting different concepts of scale has many practical implications, as
it can help develop a more comprehensive understanding of cross-scale dynamics in and
between human and natural systems and can increase consciousness of the role of scale in
environmental policy and management.
Thestudyofsystemdynamicsofspatialandtemporal scaleshasbeencrucialtosystemsoriented research since its inception (Buckley 1967; Klir 1969; Höfling 1986). However,
research linkingbiophysical andsocial scalesismuchmorerecent,andhasdevelopedinthe
context of a research perspective that views human and natural systems as fundamentally
linked 'social-ecological systems' (Folke 2006). Building on this perspective, a large and
growingnumberofstudieshavesofarcontributedtotheconnectionofdifferent disciplinary
perspectives on scale (e.g. Gibson et al (2000), Sayre (2005), Cash et al. (2006), Manson
(2008),Buizeretal. (2011), KokandVeldkamp (2011)and Veldkampetal. (2011)).
However, while research focusing purely on spatial and temporal scales has been applied in practical contexts, most of the interdisciplinary work on multiple scales has been
highly conceptual, focusing onintegration of perspectives between the sciences in order to
develop theoretical understanding. Some of the work in the scale-oriented science arena
has discussed thepractical valueof consciousness of scale and cross-scale dynamics in environmental management and governance (Cash et al. 2006; Kok and Veldkamp 2011).
But views on scalefrom actors beyond the scientific world remain largely unexplored (van
Lieshout et al. 2011). In particular, there has been a lack of bottom-up research exploring
whatperspectives on scaleand cross-scale dynamics aremaintained byinnovators working
within practical social-ecological systems management and governance (Rossi et al. 2000;
Westley et al. 2006). Little research exists on how these perspectives on scale by these
societal actors relate to their ability to create accepted change in multi-scale and multidisciplinary contexts. Furthermore, given that scale consciousness across sectors involved
inenvironmental governance canhelprecognize deeplyrooted problems and identify solutions (Cash etal. 2006) discussions about theroleof scaleand cross-scale dynamics should
be taken beyond the scientific arena and into the worlds of policy and management (Kok
and Veldkamp 2011).
Thischapterprovidesapractice-based,bottom-upperspectiveonscalein social-ecological
systems, based on an elicitation of the views of entrepreneurs and other sustainable development innovators connected to anetwork for agro-ecological innovation (Veldkamp etal.
2008). These key actors werefound tobe uniquely abletoprovide practice-based perspectiveson scaleandcross-scale interactions.
Before we explore what these bottom-up perspectives have to offer to interdisciplinary
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Figure 4.1: Dimensions,scalesandlevelsasusedinthisstudy.

understandings of scale, we will provide a working definition of the concept of scale and
associated concepts. Then, we will discuss the state of the art in interdisciplinary insights
on scaletodetermine what abottom-up exploration of scalecould contribute.

Defining dimensions,scalesandlevels
A large number of papers exploring scales use the definition by Gibson et al. (2000) to
describe what a scale is, either directly or by referring to Cash et al (2006; Kok and Veldkamp2011). Thisdefinition statesthatscalerefers to'thetemporal, spatial,quantitative and
analytical dimensions used by scientists tomeasure and study objects'.
First of all, we would like add that scales are not only used by scientists, and are not
just toolsfor the study of phenomena butdeeply involvedin the structuring of actions from
personaldecisionstoglobalpolicies. Furthermore,wewilluseGibson'sdistinctionbetween
scalesandlevelsbutalsodistinguish theconcept of 'dimensions' moreexplicitly (seefigure
4.1for avisual scheme of our definition):
• We use 'dimension' to refer to the bare aspects of reality or phenomena to which
scales are applied, such astime,space,temperature, etcetera.
• FollowingGibsonetal(2000),weuse'scale' torefer tothemeasuresusedtostructure
dimensions, such as the Julian calendar, the metric system, and different systems to
divide areasof governance.
• Again like Gibson, wedefine thepositions on a scale as 'levels'. Examples of levels
arecountries, watersheds,ecosystems andhouseholds.
The reason for distinguishing between dimensions, scales and levels instead of starting at
scales is one of clarity. If we start with scales,this obscures thereality that multiple scales
(metric system, customary system) canbe applied to structure the samedimension (space).
This understanding seems to be taken more or less as common sense in the scale-related
literature, but is notmade explicit, and all too often scale is used to stand in for dimension
withouttheparticular traitsof thatscale,anditsalternatives,being questioned.
In many cases, 'scale' is used to stand for 'level' as well. Studies exploring therole of
scale in environmental and social systems have pointed to interactions between processes
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occurring at different levels in a system, for instance between short-term and long-term
processes in an ecological study (Levin 1999; Holling et al. 2002) or between local and
national policies in political analysis (Hooghe and Marks 2003). It should be noted that
many studiesthatrefer totheirworkasanalysingmultiple 'scales' actually explore different
levels according toGibson's andour definition.
SinceCash etal. (2006)usethe same definition of scalesandlevels aswedo,we adopt
their clear definitions of scale interactions: the demarcation multi-level stands for subjects
or systems defined by multiple levels, while cross-level interactions identify interactions
happening acrosslevels. Thesearedistinctfrommulti-scale asademarcation for subjects or
systems captured bymultiple scales,andcross-scale interactions thatoccuracross different
scales.

Scale-oriented research acrossdisciplines
While scales as such have long been a focus,"implicitly or explicitly, for a wide spectrum
of scientific disciplines, insights about scale dynamics originated mainly with the study of
biophysical systems (Holling 1986; Levin 1992; Holland 1998; Kok et al. 2001). Since
time and space are the dimensions in which biophysical systems operate, this has meant
that the main focus in research on scale has long been on the spatial and temporal dimensions and their associated scales (Gibson et al. 2000; Holling et al. 2002). Ecologists have
a long track record of research on interactions between processes across different spatial
levels and time frames (Levin 1999). In physical geography, spatial and temporal scaleissues arealsocritically important, and whilephysical geographers havetraditionally takena
bottom-up perspective, consciousness of more complex cross-level dynamics has grown in
thisfield(Meyer et al. 1992). Inthe social sciences, social systems are viewed as different
from ecosystemsinanumberofways. Social structures andsystemsofmeaning canbesaid
tooperatein arange of social dimensions aswell asinthe spatial andtemporal dimensions
(Giddens 1990;Westley et al. 2002). Human geographers focus particularly on these links
between the social, the spatial and the temporal dimensions. They assert that relationships
between scales arecontinuously being changed andreconstructed based onpower relations
between actors across different levels (Sayre 2005). Inpolitical science, scaleissues are often associated with therelationships between individual choice and political dynamics and
with the effects of the size ofpolitical entities (Dahl 1989. ;Ostrom 1991 ;Ostrom 1997).
Finally, there are sub-fields in economics that link to the more scale-oriented environmental, political and social sciences, such as institutional economics (Williamson 2000) and
ecological economics (Daly 1992). In summary, perspectives on scale, while sometimes
overlapping, are often indicative of fundamental differences between disciplines, and this
poses achallengefor interdisciplinary systems analysis. Furthermore,perspectives on scale
from outside of science arelargely undocumented.
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Interdisciplinary theory: integratingdisciplinary perspectives
With the growing recognition that change in natural and human systems is intimately connected and requires integrated, interdisciplinary and multi-scale perspectives to be understood, an interest has developed in bridging of disciplinary perspectives on scale. Gibson
et al. (2000) wrote a seminal review that defined scale and linked and compared perspectives on scale across a range of disciplines. They proposed that the challenge of global
environmental change requires the linking of thephysical and social sciences and the construction of a common understanding of scaleissues. Sayre (2005) focused on the specific
potential of linking perspectives on scale between ecology and human geography. A second benchmark paper by Cash et al.(2006) elaborated on the definition of scale and scale
interactions proposed by Gibson et al.(2000) and provided a range of scales as examples.
This paper also identified a number of scale-related challenges such as ignorance of crossscale interactions, scale mismatches and aplurality of perceptions on the 'right' scales. To
take on these challenges, Cash et al.(2006) explored different responses such as suitable
institutional interplay across scales,multi-scale co-management and knowledge exchange,
and boundary or bridging organizations. They asserted that types of environmental governancethatdealconsciously with issuesof scalearebetter atassessing problems andfinding
solutions. Cumming et al. (2006)described scale mismatches between social and natural
systems as a cause of many forms of environmental degradation and social issues. Silver
(2008) saw a similarly central role for common perspectives on scale as a way to bridge
disciplinary divides.
Buildingonthisworkandbringinginnewperspectives,aspecialfeature inEcology and
Societyhasprovidedarangeofstudiesandoverviewsthatrepresentthestateoftheartinthe
integration of disciplinary perspectives on scale inthe context of social-ecological systems
research (KokandVeldkamp 2011). Thesecontributionsrangefrom thebridgingof specific
disciplinary gaps (Termeer et al. 2010; Turnhout and Boonman-Berson 2011; Veldkamp
et al. 2011) to the application of multi-scale analyses to practical case studies to show
interactions between biophysical and social scales (DeBlaeij etal. 2011;VanApeldoorn et
al. 2011;Vander Veen and Tagel 2011). Providing a more conceptual perspective, Buizer
et al. (2011)discuss adebatethathas opened on the ontological reality of scales according
todifferent disciplinary perspectives,ranging from scalesandlevels asreal and identifiable
in the biophysical sciences to the social sciences that view all scales as constructed and
contested. Manson (2008) frames this debate on the ontological value of scales as a 'scale
continuum'.
From the overview of this special feature and other recent work, several recommendations for research on scalein social-ecological systems canbe derived:
• Knowledge claims about the structure and reality of scales should be made explicit
in any attempt to bridge disciplines through different scale concepts (Manson 2008;
Buizer et al. 2011).
• The biophysical scales still dominate scale-related research more attention should
be given to scales associated with research in otherfieldssuch as sociology, political
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science, economics and human geography (Cash et al. 2006; Kok and Veldkamp
2011).
• The attempts to integrate disciplinary perspectives on scale across the sciences are
not mirrored in policy, management and governance practice. The perspectives of
non-scientist actors have to be included in interdisciplinary scale debates to involve
practice-based perspectives in theory development on the one hand, and to foster
consciousness oftheroleof scaleinenvironmental governanceontheother (Kokand
Veldkamp 2011).
This study focuses on the value of practice-based perspectives for scale research. Through
exploring this recommendation, we will also discuss how the outcomes of this study help
takeontheother twochallenges.

Bottom-upperspectives: changeagentsinsocial-ecologicalsystems
The bridging of interdisciplinary concepts of scale on a theoretical level has the potential
tosolve someof thechallenges of applying thestrengths ofdifferent disciplines together to
scale-related problems in environmental governance. However, this integration of theoretical perspectives is far removed from the daily realities of those who are actively involved
in the governance of social-ecological systems. Therefore, this study both advocates and
explores the valueof working inthe direction from practice totheory. Webelieve itis particularly valuable to focus on the perspectives of those societal actors who move societies
towards greater sustainability and adaptive capacity. These actors can be characterized as
changeagents (Westley et al. 2006) -actors who exert their individual agency to innovate
andcreate sustainable,accepted changeinthesystemsinwhichtheyoperate(Moore2011).
These change agents often have to work to overcome gaps and mismatches between societal perspectives that operate across disciplines and dimensions (Westley and Mintzberg
1989;Rossi et al. 2000; Westley et al. 2006). This means thatthey havehad to familiarize
themselveswith arangeofwaysinwhichtheworldisstructured bydifferent societal actors
(Westley 2002;Moore 2011).
1. Change agents build theirperspectives on social-ecological systems using arangeof
dimensions, and thesedimensions canbe structured using different scales.
2. The dimensions and scales used by change agents allow them to capture specific
cross-scale relationships.
If thesepropositions arevalid, this means thatchange agentshaveparticularly rich insights
tooffer both scale-orientedresearchers andsociety atlargeconcerning interactions between
the dimensions, scales and levels in social-ecological systems. Their practice-based perspectives on scale can offer insights on the crossing of disciplinary divides in the practice
of environmental governance. Furthermore, the inclusion of practitioners in the generating
of knowledge about scale andcross-scale interactions can create moreaccepted knowledge
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claims about scale, as well as broader societal consciousness about the diversity of scalerelated views (Gibbons 1999;VanAsselt andRijkens-Klomp 2002;Koketal. 2006).
Earlier research has focused on the framing of scales by different societal actors, but
have largely done so through secondary analysis of perspectives and source material (van
Lieshout et al. 2011).This study aimed to take the next step by letting change agents activelyexploretheirperspectives ondimensions, scales,levelsandcross-scale dynamics. To
do this, we chose to use an adaptation of an in-depth interview method designed specifically to elicit the ways individuals structure their world-views. The change agents in this
research havebeen exceptional intheir proven willingness tocross disciplinary and system
boundaries and take action towards supported change. Theresearch in this chapter elicitsa
spectrum of thesepractice-based perspectives and analyses themon theconceptual levelof
the interdisciplinary scale discussion in papers such as Cash et al. (2006), Cumming et al.
(2006) andBuizer etal. (2011).

4.2 Objectives
Ourmain objective for this studyis:
• Explore how practical perspectives on scale maintained by change agents in socialecological systems can contribute to the development of interdisciplinary theory on
scaleandcross-scale dynamics.
Wespecify thisobjective through three sub-objectives:
• Capturetherangeofdimensionsandscalesusedbychangeagentsin social-ecological
systems.
• Elicitaseriesofconceptualizations thatvisualizehowthedimensions and scalesused
by thesechange agentsallow themtocapture cross-scale dynamics.
• Connecttheseconceptual summariesofpractice-basedperspectivestointerdisciplinary
theory development onscale.
In section 4.3 we will first discuss our case study and the change agents who participated
intheresearch, the setup of theinterview method, and the analysis of the interview output.
Then, we will discuss the relationships between dimensions and scales found in the interviews (4.4) andbased on theseresults,present anumber of scales (4.4). Wewillthen show
examples in combinations of scales that were linked by theparticipants clarify cross-scale
dynamics (4.4). Finally, we will discuss which insights the elicitation of scales and crossscale dynamics provides for theory development on scale,as well as our recommendations
for further research (4.5 and4.6).
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4.3 Methods
Casestudy:changeagentsinTransForum
TransForum wasaDutchinnovationinstitute,setuponasixyearproject basisthatendedin
early 2011. Itsgoal wastriggering transitions towards sustainable agricultural development
(Veldkamp et al. 2008). For this, a wide range of practical and theoretical projects were
executed, incorporating very different images of what sustainable agro-ecological development entails (Beers et al. 2010). This widerange was chosen deliberately and in the spirit
of social-ecological systems thinking and transitions theory, on the premise that the way
forward is never clear, andmultiple solutions might bepossible (Schwartz 1991; Yorqueet
al. 2002;Rotmans2005).
What made TransForum aunique occasion for interdisciplinary, practice-based knowledgedevelopment wasthateachof theprojects wasdriven bydedicated entrepreneurs willingtotakerisksinorder toeffect change workingtogetherwithpublic servantsandpractice
oriented researchers. The practical projects represented anumber of practical systeminnovations that serve as successful pilots for larger-scale application (TransForum 2010), and
their interaction with the research projects led to many insights about the co-production
of knowledge to deal with the challenges of innovation in social-ecological systems (Van
Latesteijn andAndeweg 2010).
Inthisstudy,wefocused individualsthatfunctioned askeyinnovatorsandchangeagents
in TransForum's practical projects, and particularly on those involved in projects with a
'regional development' component toensurethataninteractionbetween environmental and
social systemswaspartof allprojects. Thesechange agentshavehadtocrossgapsbetween
systemlevels,sectorsanddisciplinestodevelopagricultural systeminnovations (Veldkamp
et al. 2009).
The projects that theparticipants in this study were involved in included several developing Green Ports in the Netherlands and one in Shanghai, the development of regional
autonomy in sustainable agriculture, sustainable rural health care projects, the fostering of
relationshipsbetween citiesandthecountryside andasalineagricultureproject. Fromthese
projects, 16change agents were identified in collaboration with TransForum coordinators,
based on their roles in thehistories of theprojects. These participants took part in face-toface, semi-structured interviews of two hours on average. This proved to be sufficient to
capture the full spectrum of dimensions mentioned in these TransForum practical innovationprojects (see section4.3). Ofthese,7werecommercial project andprocess developers,
4 were practice-oriented researchers, 3 were public servants, and 2 were members of the
TransForum organization.

Interviewmethod:ScaleRepertoire
To facilitate participants' identification of dimensions and scales associated with their perspectives,wedeveloped aninterviewmethodfocused onaproject storyline/future visioning
approach inspired by Repertory Grid Technique (Kelly 1955; Ryle 1975; van de Kerkhof
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et al. 2009). Repertory Grid Technique is an interview method originating in construct
psychology which has recently become more popular in other contexts such as market research, intelligence, human learning and policy analysis. This technique asks participants
to frame 'elements' (such as people, products, policies) on the personal 'constructs' that
make up their value system, such as wealth, reliability, intelligence, etc. These constructs
areeliciteddiscussing thesimilarities anddifferences between elements, andbased onthat,
developing the constructs as bipolar scales (van de Kerkhof et al. 2009). Our approach,
whichwenamedtheScaleRepertoire,combined anadaptation of theRepertory Gridwitha
scenario storylinebuildinginthemodeof 'middle-casting':startingwithanormative vision
ofthefuture, andthenworking toward thatfuture from thepast, withthepresent asacenter
point in the time-line. Weused this temporal structure because it allowed us tocapture the
dimensions ofpastchangewithparticipants,aswell asgivingthemthefreedom toenvision
future developments and dynamics that exist only in their perspectives. In our approach,
the 'elements' were different drivers affecting events in the past and future storyline. The
'constructs' represented thebaredimensions andthewaythesedimensions were structured
provided a basic characterization of associated scales. Weused no predefined categories,
instead allowing participants to develop the dimensions and scales that constructed their
perspective inthe storyline.
Ourinterviews were structured asfollows: Part 1.Identifying drivers:

1. The participant develops a normative, desirable future vision for the subject matter
(e.g. aproject, development, region),onapersonally defined time scale.
2. The participant explores which major changes or events have happened with regard
to the subject in the past that brought it to its present state and develops a narrative
path tothefuture vision.
3. The participant determines which drivers cause these changes/events to come about
inthenarrative.
Part 2: Eliciting dimensions and scales:
1. The interviewer facilitates the participant in determining the dimensions associated
witheach driver.
2. The participant decides whether similar definitions could be captured by a single dimension.
3. The result of this is acollection of dimensions thattheparticipant sees as structuring
his/herstoryline. Theparticipantthenstructureseachdimensionintoascale(opposite
poles,quantity, quality, etcetera.)
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4. The participant drawsthedynamics of thepast-to-future storyline interms ofeachof
thedimensions,inafieldof scaleswhere thehorizontal axisrepresents thetime-line,
andthe vertical axisrepresents a scalefor any dimension thatiscurrently in focus.
The result of this process is a storyline of the past moving towards a normative future,
framed along a number of dimensions, each of which has been structured by a scale. The
collection of scales captures the cross-scale dynamics in the storyline. In this chapter, we
willnotfocus primarily onthe sorylines developed with participants,butwillinstead focus
on the more conceptual level of the results that capture dimensions, scales and cross-scale
interactions.

Data processing
Ourdataprocessing consisted of twosteps:
1. Analysing whetherasufficientspectrumofdimensionswascapturedfor thecasestudy
Theinterviewsresultedin 156individualdimensions,oranaverageof9.6 dimensions
perparticipant (SD=1.8). Threeresearchersclusteredthesedimensions on similarity,
and subsequently discussed categories to come up with a set of 27 clusters. Studies
using Repertory Grid Technique claim that on average, and depending on the scope
of the subject, 16to 20participants are sufficient tocapture the full spectrum of constructs, or in our case, dimensions (Dunn 2001). In our case, no new dimensions
wereadded after 13 participants wereinterviewed, which gavecredibility totheconclusion that the dimensions elicited from participants were a good representation of
thedimensions thatframed perspectives inthecase study.
2. Exploring scalesandcross-scaledynamics
An inventory was made of the scales used to structure the 27 dimensions. Some
dimensions had scales that were only associated with that dimension, while other
dimensions were only characterized by scales that were not explicitly linked. Most
dimensions were structured both by associated scales and by scales that were not
associated. By cross-referencing dimensions and scales, we evaluated how scales
were applied to different dimensions. To depict the scales, we followed the visual
format used by Cash et al. (2006). Interactions between scales in the participants'
storylines brought cross-scale dynamics tolight.

4.4 Resultsand analysis
Dimensions
Table4.1 shows a selected cross-referencing of dimensions and scales usedby participants
in the interviews. This table shows only those dimensions that have their own associated
scales. The network dimension has the most occurrences of specifically associated scales.
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Table4.1: Cross-reference betweendimensions(vertical)andscales(horizontal).
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Scales
Figure4.2 showsthescalesusedbyparticipants. Each sectionofthefigure showsthe scales
associated with a dimension. Three general categories can be distinguished: scales defined
by separate levels, scales with polar opposites and quantitative/relative scales. This section
discusses each setof scales and their origin.
Ascanbeseenintable4.1, anumberof scaleswereusednotjusttostructurethedimensionthat they wereprincipally associated with,but alsoused to structure other dimensions.
Network scales
scales werementioned most frequently, and accordingly, theresults show alarge diversity of these scales. The network hierarchy, with a different composition tothe example in
Cashetal. (2006)wasusedmostoften, butother scales such asexplicitness ofinterests and
network accessibility reflected intricate network dynamics.
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scalesperdimension.

Policyscales
Sixscaleswereassociated withthepolicydimension. Dialogues,conflicts and collaborative
change have featured heavily in their pasts andin theparticipants' visions for their futures.
To frame policies, participants used different several scales specifically focused on crosslevelpolicy dynamics.
Knowledge scales
Five scales were used by participants to structure the knowledge dimension. The fact that
knowledge features prominently among participants dimensions and scales can be linked
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to the innovative nature of these projects, where new knowledge was implemented and
developed through learning processes.
Management scales
Participants used five organizational management scales. Change agents dealing with organizational management in theTransForum casehavehad towork within highly dynamic
policy,knowledgeandnetwork environments,andtherefore, learning,process management
andcross-level management feature often inthe accounts of participants.
Sector scales
Participants framed many developments in their regions and projects in terms of sectors:
which the sectors and sub-sectors that wereinvolved, whether impacts across sectors were
different, and how relationships between sectors were organized. This dimension and its
associated scales was seen as essential for those seeking to create change towards sustainability acrossthe societal spectrum.
Vision scales
Vision was seenboth afuture-oriented structuring ofmeaning for thoseinthepresenttoact
on, and in this interpretation, it was framed by its own scales,butit was also seen as atrait
ofindividuals and organizations, inwhich caseother scaleswereused todefine it.
Innovationscales
Four scales wereusedbyparticipants tostructureinnovation,withtheinnovative properties
of projects andinterventions both changing and being changed by societal dynamics. Specific innovation pathways were part of this dimension, but also several scales that together
expressinnovation potential.
Statusscales
Table 4.1 showed that the status dimension was framed by multiple scales including networks, policies,jurisdictional and sectors, and in each of these framing, status received a
different interpretation. The scale developed specifically for status has associations with
image,visibility and marketing.
Role scales
Twopolar scales were defined by participants to structure therelationships of rolespeople,
projects and organizations are assigned. Problems of roledefinition areespecially likely in
environments wherecomplexity anduncertainty arehigh,compounded bythelargenumber
of different perspectives and types of experiences involved (Beers et al. 2010) and both of
these wereabundantly thecaseinourparticipants' projects.
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Figure4.3: Sectorintegrationsetagainstjurisdictionalspace.Thenumbersmarktheorderofevents:
1representsthepastintegrationatalocallevel,2representscurrentefforts toachievethesamedegree
of integration at the regional level and 3 represents future ambitions of taking this integration of
sectorsthroughtothenationallevel.Figure4.3b:Localautonomyandparticipationframed bypolicy
decisionlevelssetagainstjurisdictionallevels.

Cross-scale dynamics
The scales that theparticipants in theTransForum case used to frame their perspectives on
past and future allowed themtodraw out system dynamics in specific ways. The following
depictions of cross-scale dynamics were based on the participants' visual depictions. Figures 3ato4b show cross-scale dynamics between spatial and social scales,while figures 5a
to7bshowcross-scaledynamicsbetweensocial scales. Whileeachoftheseimages captures
arich storyline orvision, wewillelaborate ononecross-scale dynamic ineach category as
aprimary example.

Cross-scaledynamicsbetweenspatialand socialscales
While table 4.1 shows that geographical scales did not play a major role in participants'
structuring of their perspectives, we chose to include a number of examples of conceptual
implications of links between scales here because they are relevant to the interdisciplinary
attempts tobridge geographical and social scales.Figure4.3a willbeourprimary example.
Figure4.3ashowsaparticipant'sactivitiestoincreaseintegrationbetweensectors,building this integration up acrossjurisdictional scales. This individual has acted as a change
agentbybrokeringbetween sectorsrelatedtotheregionalclustering ofagricultural andhorticultural activities andtheirinteractions with environmental and social functions aswell as
logistics, knowledge development and innovation. This image represents both the past experience thisparticipanthashadwiththedeveloping oflocalintegrationbetween thepublic
and private sectors and their sub-sectors (stage 1),his current efforts to build on past sue-
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cesses to create a similar degree of integration between sectors at the regional level (stage
2), and his future ambitions to move from regional integration of sectors to the national
level (stage 3). This elicitation of cross-scale dynamics in the perspective of this change
agent is indicative of his orientation towards both geographical and social scales and their
interplay. He recognized qualitative differences between the requirements for the integrationof sectorsatdifferent jurisdictional levels,aswellasthedifferences between degreesof
integration. This included hisinvolving of different types of actors thatpossessed the skills
specific to therequirements of thosegeographical and social scales.
Other examples of interactions between social and geographical scales are presented
in figures 4.3b to 4.4b. Figure 4.3b shows aparticipant's setting of policy decision levels
againstjurisdictional levels torepresent different types of governance inher storyline. Figure4.4a shows alink between available physical spaceandthenumber of innovation paths
oropportunitiesthatcouldbetaken,inthiscasefor salineagriculture. Apilotplotallows for
experimentation with different crops. As available space (test sites,commercial implementation) grows, qualitatively different innovations can be developed, such as infrastructure
and treatment innovations andmarketing strategies,and therelationshipbetween space and
innovation becomes more and morecomplex. Figure 4.4b shows system consciousness expressed by sector width in the societal spectrum set againstjurisdictional levels. A local
perspective is depicted that includes consciousness of most societal dynamics at the local
scale. At aregional scale,its consciousness is limited to its sector. Nationally, it is mostly
conscious of its sub-sector. An opposite example showstheperspective of an international
organization.

Cross-scaledynamicsbetweensocialscales
DespitethegeographicallyrootedcharacteroftheTransForumregionaldevelopmentprojects,
themajority ofcross-scaledynamicsidentified bytheparticipantsintheirperspectives were
dynamics between social scales. A number of these combinations consisted of network
scales paired with scales connected to vision, knowledge, organizational and role scales.
Figure4.5 willbeourprimary example.
Figure4.5usestheknowledgeavailability and'percentageinnetwork' scalessetagainst
anetworkhierarchy toshowhowthespreadofknowledgeandvisionthrough thishierarchy.
In the scale-structured account of this participant, several like-minded and similarly positioned individuals acquired knowledge and developed a vision through their networks (1).
They disseminated this knowledge and the vision that was built on into their organization,
which acquiredfurther knowledgeanddeveloped thevision atanorganizational levelusing
the resources in its network (2). Both were then passed on in a top-down fashion to the
networks of various projects that this organization was taking part in (3). The relationship
between knowledge acquisition andvision development ismade with different levelsin the
network hierarchy -it showshow anindividual acquires knowledge and develops a vision,
and how these work through networks on different levels,in this case, amix of bottom-up
and top-down development and dissemination. Here again, the participant demonstrated a
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keen sense of the different dimensions associated with knowledge and vision development
inthecontextofindividual networks,practical projects andtheirorganization, aswellasan
understandingofthequalitativedifferences betweenthelevelsinthenetwork. Thisexample
is particularly relevant considering the prevalence of the 'network hierarchy' scale among
theparticipants' perspectives inourcase.
Figure 4.6a combines a relative knowledge scale with a scale for sector width to show
themismatch between currently availableknowledgeinaproject (primarily specialist, concerning sub-sectors of theproject's context) andrequired knowledge (primarily knowledge
of the societal context of multiple sectors). Figure4.6b sets knowledge availability against
the polar process vs. project management scale to show the overlap and gaps between a
project's members and their facilitator. It also shows what the facilitator expected tobe the
knowledgerequirement of theproject members, andtheir actualknowledge requirement.
Figure 4.7a uses a polar scale for role definition, set against the network hierarchy to
show two examples from interviews of how role definitions of individuals, projects and
organizations can differ. In one example, roles of organizations and projects in networks
were clearly defined, and it is only on the individual level that we found people in the
network thathad less-defined roles and thus moreflexibilitytoinduce change. In the other
example, key individuals had clearly defined roles, but projects and organizations did not.
Figure 4.7b shows various mismatches between the roles assumed or assigned by societal
actors related to the degree to which these roles have been defined in the expectations of
others.
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Figure4.5: Knowledgeavailabilityandthespreadingofavisionsetagainstdifferent networklevels.
Thegatheringofknowledgetoconstructavisionstartedatthelevelofindividualsandtheirnetworks
inthisexample (1),wassubsequently picked upbytheorganization anddeveloped further (2),and
thendispersedamongitsprojects(3).

4.5 General discussion
Theprevious sectionsdiscussedexamples ofindividual resultsfrom ourelicitationof scales
in theperspectives of change agents. Here, we will discuss theimplications of these findings for both conceptual and practice-oriented efforts to explore the role of scale in the
governance of social-ecological systems.

Extendingthescalevocabulary with dimensions
In this study, we used the term 'dimension' to describe the bare phenomena or aspects of
reality to which various scales are applied. We proposed that this distinction would be
useful, sincedifferent scalescanbe appliedtostructurethesamedimension. Ouruseofthis
distinction has indeed proven useful inboth the practical work with participants as well as
the analysis of theresults of our study. While using the Scale Repertoire with participants,
theidentification ofdimensionsprecededthestructuring ofscales. Thisallowed participants
toacknowledgecertaindimensionsasimportant, evenif theywerenotabletocomeupwith
a useful way to structure them. The usefulness of the distinction between dimensions and
scales was also clear in the analysis of our results - showing that while in many instances,
dimensions were structured according to specifically associated scales (e.g. network nodes
for the network dimension, or decision levels for policy), there were also many instances
where dimensions were structured by scales thatwerenotprimarily associated with them.
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Figure 4.6: Arelative knowledge scale set against a scale for sector width showing the contrast
between available knowledge and required knowledge in an example. 4.6b: Facilitating a project
framed byavailableknowledgesetagainstapolarscaleforprocessvs.projectmanagement.

Method: theScaleRepertoire
ThoughinspiredbyRepertoryGridTechniqueinitsbasicapproach(Kelly 1955),thenarrativebased structure of the Scale Repertoire, and the section where participants use their scales
todraw graphs of thedynamics in their narrative havemade it sufficiently different that an
evaluation of this new method isin order. The use of the Scale Repertoire turned out tobe
advantageous inmanyrespects for ourpurposes. Itsonly requirements areanarrative,drivingforces onthatnarrative,andtheelicitationofthedimensions andscalesthatareessential
for framing the narrative and its drivers. The participant is not prematurely constricted by
consecutive framing steps while building the narrative. Instead, dimensions and scales are
allowed to arisefrom thenarrative. What canbe seen asaweakpoint of thismethod isthat
becauseofitsopenformat, therearenorequirements forparticipantstostructuretheirscales
in avery detailed fashion. An argument against this criticism is thatin thisway,theparticipants arenotforced tocreate constructs that are artificial and not actually characteristic of
theirperspectives. Still,thispotential tension between flexibility andstructureis apoint for
further research on methods for the eliciting of scales that make up societal perspectives.
Finally,itshouldbestressedthattheScaleRepertoirefocuses explicitly onsubjective views
of cross-scale interactions, and does notprovide away totestthese perspectives.

Scalesusedbychangeagentstoframe their narratives
While wediscussedparticular scalesin section4.4,ourfindingsbring upgeneralpoints for
discussion, based onourfirsthypothesis and objective:
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Figure 4.7: Apolar scale for role definition set against a network hierarchy with two examples
(circles/squares).Figure 4.7b: Roledefinitions versusroleexpectations including different examples
from interviews. Circles indicate a positive situation as perceived by the participant, and squares
indicatenegativesituations.
• Change agents can describe their perspectives using a spectrum of biophysical and
social dimensions and a range of scales to describe the same dimensions. This underlines the need to consciously consider the multiplicity of scale framing between
societal actors. Studies such as van Lieshout et al. (2011) have explored the placing of emphasis on different levels and scales by different actors through secondary
analysis. We however propose that our findings advocate the value of having these
actorsmaketheir scaleframing explicit themselves. Additionally,thescales captured
in our case study provide different ways to structure and study processes in these
dimensions.
• The prominence of social scales in ourresults runs counter to the dominance ofbiophysical and geographical scales in the literature(Kok and Veldkamp 2011). Part of
thisfocus onsocial scalescouldbeexplainedbytheheavily regulated and institutionalized Dutch context of thecase study. Butitcan alsobe anindication thatthe social
scales (including political, economic, knowledge and other scales) and not the biophysical scales are seen aslimiting, challenging orproviding most leverage from the
perspectiveofchange agents. Itwouldbevaluabletorepeatthisexerciseincasesthat
areevenmoreexplicitly focused onphysical environments andbiophysical processes
to seeif socialdimensions stilldominate the accounts of thechange agents.

Cross-scale dynamics
The combinations of spatial and social scales,as well as thepairings between social scales
presented by several examples in sections 4.4 and 4.4 reveal much about the sustainable
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development efforts ourchangeagentswereinvolvedwith,andadditionally reveal information about theactors themselves:
• Sections 4.4 and 4.4 have shown that the range of scales used by the change agents
interviewed in our case study has allowed them to capture specific cross-scale dynamics. These cross-scale dynamics represent the success stories and lessons the
interviewees saw as crucial, as well as the visions and directions to where they see
themselves taking their work in the future. The essence of these cross-scale narratives would have been lost when framed only by spatial and temporal scales. These
examples are therefore demonstrative of the value of the inclusion of such key societalperspectives. They also show the valueof linking fundamentally different scales
for systems analysis.
• Theexamplesinfigures4.3to4.7andtheexampleswediscussedmoreelaboratelyindicateastrongsenseofconsciousness amongthesechangeagentsaboutthedynamics
between different dimensions as framed by scales. The specific narratives described
in these examples therefore give credibility to our hypothesis that the understanding
of and playing on dynamics between different dimensions and scales helps actors to
create system-wide changes in social-ecological systems.
• The examples thatlinked spatial and social scales provided multi-dimensional representations of the concept of bottom-up change. Our elaborate example (figure 4.3a)
in particular shows the conscious attempt of the change agent to move further along
the scale of integration at the lowest spatial level before up-scaling this aim, while
being cognizant of the qualitatively different challenges that are to be found both at
each levelof integration and ateach spatial level.
• The examples that linked different social scales captured dynamics that were notdirectly related tobiophysical changebutcrucialtothechangeagentsintheinterviews.
Dynamics innetworks,knowledge androles werecentral inthese examples. Theexample we elaborated on (figure 4.5a) shows how a good understanding of theroleof
newknowledge and agathering vision atdifferent levelsof network organization can
work toproliferate both acrossthe entire system.

Implicationsfor theory development
Gibson et al. (2000) and especially Cash et al. (2006) have often been referenced as the
standard overviews of scales stemming from different disciplines. Comparing the dimensions,scalesandcross-scaledynamics thatresultedfrom ourcasestudy totheseminal work
inthesepapers,wepropose that:
• These studiesdonotgiveanoverview ofpossible scales,buthave,inourview,rather
presented a range of different dimensions, using examples of one or multiple scales
for eachdimension anddemonstrating thediversity ofdimensions,particularly social
dimensions, asguides for further research.
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Table 4.2: Key references of knowledge domains linked to dimensions and scales from case studies.
Network
Knowledge
Policy
Management
Sectors
Vision
Innovation
Status
Roles

Affiliation hierarchy: (Breiger 1974,Wasserman and Faust 1994)
Implicit vs. explicit: (Crown and Rosse 1995)
Local/scientific knowledge: (Berkes andFolke2002,Gagnon and Berteaux 2009)
Knowledge mismatches:(van Eeten 1999,Hermans et al.)
Policy andFlexibility: (Choe and Fraser 2001, Aldyet al. 2003)
Policy decision levels: (Jantsch 1970)
Organizational learning: (Argyris and Schon 1978,Flood andRomm 1996)
System consciousness: (Westley 2002,Westley et al. 2006.)
Process vs. project management: (Meierand O'Toole Jr2001, Edelenbos and Klijn 2009)
Inter-sector cooperation: (Faulkner and Senker 1994,CasimirandDutilh 2003,
Peterson 2009,vanMierlo etal. 2009)
Vision development and adaptation: (Westley and Mintzberg 1989,Berson et al.2001,
van derHelm 2009,O'Connell et al. 2011)
Innovation pathways: (FederandUmali, Kash and Rycroft 2002,Rycroft and Kash 2002)
Capacity,effort, willingness: (McGrath 2001,McDermottand O'Connor 2002)
Organizational status: (Podolny and Stuart 1995,Podolny andPhillips 1996,
Gray andBalmer 1998)
Roledefinitions andexpectations: (Sverrisson 2001)

• These studies and the more recent work in the Ecology and Society special feature
(Kok and Veldkamp 201l)advocate theneed for further explorations of the spectrum
of scales, and especially social scales. On these basis of our results, we would like
to expand this point of view by proposing that researchers should explore a broader
spectrum of a. dimensions and b. the scales associated with them, as well as c.
differences between scales used toframe dimensions familiar to scaleresearch.
• This exploration entails connecting to a broader spectrum of disciplines by current
scale-oriented researchers, but also an involvement in the scale debate of experts in
those fields. Table 4.2 provides some key references from research domains that
connect tothedimensions and scales found inourcase studies.
Given our results that suggest that cross-scale dynamics have helped change agents
explicate crucial dynamics within the systems in which they operate, the study of
cross-scale dynamics should receive a more central focus than is currently the case.
Cash et al. (2006) and Cumming et al. (2006) provide a strong theoretical basis
for these explorations, and the cross-scale dynamics described in our practical case
studies show the potential value of a stronger focus not just on dynamics between
environmental and social scalesbut alsobetween different social scales.
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Linkingscaleresearch topractice
We have aimed to demonstrate the value of eliciting practice-based perspectives on scale
for the development of research based on our case study results. Wehope this study provides incentive for further investigations into the dimensions and scales that make up the
perspectives of thoseinvolved inenvironmental governance andinnovation for sustainability,through scale-oriented interview methods like the Scale Repertoire, and the analysis of
strategies, policies and media. However, this link between practice and theory should be
developed morefundamentally and indifferent ways:
• Develop strategies to bring together societal actors and researchers to exchange perspectives on dimensions and scales. Use translations between different theoretical
and practical perspectives on scale to bridge gaps in understanding between knowledgedomains.
• Build on the recognition of the value of scale consciousness in governance to create
cross-level and cross-scale communication pathways, exchange platforms and initiativesfor practical action.

4.6 Conclusions
Attemptsatlinkingdisciplinaryperspectivesontheroleofscaleandcross-scaledynamicsin
social-ecological systemshave sofar mainly linked theoretical andacademicinsights. This
studyprovidespracticalperspectivesonscale,elicitedfrom societal actorsthathavecreated
accepted change in social-ecological systems. Extending the scale terminology toa framework of dimensions, scales and levels, we proposed that 1. these 'change agents' would
be able to explicate a range of dimensions and scales and 2. that these would allow them
to understand cross-scale dynamics in ways that would be valuable to interdisciplinary researchon scale. Ourresults from theTransForum case study showed awiderangeof scales
produced bychange agentsintheinterviews, andanumberof combinations of these scales
thatwereabletocapturethecross-scaledynamics they sawascrucial. Theelicitation ofdimensions, scales and cross-scale dynamics can openupnewpaths for research and reframe
pastwork. Italsoshowsthepotential valueandneedforbridgingthedividebetween theory
andpracticeinterms of scale consciousness.
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Abstract Thischapter combines twomodes of participatory exploration of thepossiblefutures of
social-ecological systems: analytic understanding andexperiential engagement. Humans usetwodistinct mental modes to deal with salient information: analytic processing and experiential processing.
Analytic processing deals with abstract information. Experiential processing focuses on immediate
experience. Communication usingboth modes ofprocessing hasbenefits that arecomplementary and
essential for science communicators. Inthischapter,wecombine twotools,each geared toonemode
of communication, to create complementary results. The System Perspectives Scope is a tool aimed
at eliciting and sharing analytic perspectives on social-ecological systems change. ScenarioCommunities facilitates the communication of perspectives on the future in an experiential mode. In a case
study in Oxfordshire, UK, we applied these twotoolsin two scenario development workshops. Each
workshop featured the tools in adifferent order tocompare the effects of each tool on the other. The
System Perspectives Scope was able to elicit participants' analytic perspectives and let them reflect
on the systems they described. ScenarioCommunities communicated scenario storyline segments in
an experiential mode. This in turn stimulated the creation of individual, experiential perspectives on
the scenarios. The workshop that used the tool focused on experiential engagement followed by the
tool focused on analytic understanding yielded the best results for both tools and reinforcing effects
of the first tool on the second. This study has shown that analytic and experiential communication
can indeedbe usedtogenerate both understanding of andengagement with social-ecological systems
change.
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Introduction
The last decades have seen a growing recognition among researchers and policy makers
alikethatthechallenges of globalenvironmental changerequiretheinvolvement of abroad
range of societal actors (Schwartz 1991; Gibbons et al. 1994). Natural and human systems
havebecome connected to such adegree that they arebetter described as social-ecological
systems (Folke2006). Because of thepervasive complexity anduncertainty because of this
connectedness, environmental governance can no longer be the exclusive domain of specialists orbureaucrats. Instead, collaborative knowledge development strategies are needed
that incorporate a wide spectrum of perspectives from different system levels and sectors
(Gibbons 1999; VanAsselt andRijkens-Klomp 2002). Furthermore, since top-down environmental policies have often met with societal indifference or resistance, the challenge is
not only toincrease understanding of social-ecological change,but alsotofoster awillingnesstocooperate and take action among societal actors (Yorqueetal. 2002).
Communication strategies and technologies can play a crucial role in making knowledge andperspectives accessiblebetween societal actors. But the demands for information
to handle abstract analysis as well as be vivid and engaging are often at odds. Scientific
communication has difficulty conveying complex analyses of future uncertainties in ways
that engage non-specialists (Marx et al. 2007). In contrast, in films, news stories, documentaries and other media, future uncertainties are presented in vivid and engaging ways
that can affect societal attitudes, but these representations provide very little insight into
the system dynamics underlying social and environmental change (Beers et al. 2010). The
challenge lies inthefact that these two goals are linked tofundamentally different ways in
which humans process information (Epstein 1994). Taking on this challenge in communicating about social-ecological systemschange isthefocus of this chapter.

Analysisand experience: apsychological perspective
Social psychology shows us thathumans havetwo complementary modes of mentally processing information experiential processing and analytic processing (Marx et al. 2007).
Experiential processing deals with an individual's direct experiences, as well as with vivid
images and stories. Through this type of processing, experiences, images and stories can
have a strong emotional impact that is vividly remembered, and that more easily leads to
actionandbehaviour change. Bycontrast, analyticprocessing workswithabstract information, large sets of data and analytic schémas, and is more involved with cognition and less
with memory and the emotions (Epstein 1994). Experiential processing can more easily
take precedence over analytic processing than vice versa, because of its association with
strong emotions (Fagerlin et al. 2005). Thefirstresponse to situations whereboth typesof
processing arepossible is alsomorelikely tobeonebased on experiential processing, with
analytical processing following to add analytical depth (Tversky and Kahneman 1974; De
Neys and Glumicic 2008).
The importance of dual processing for the communication of future uncertainties associated with environmental change has recently been advocated by Marx et al. (2007). In
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thiscontext, communication focusing onexperientialprocessing, orexperientialcommunication in shorthand, is more suited to generate engagement and willingness to take action.
Benefits of experiential communication for participatory scenarios are:
• Concretenessand imaginability: Communication grounded in the direct experience
of the world can represent abstract concepts, such as those associated with socialecological systems change,inways thatmakethemconcrete (Shaw et al. 2009).
• Vividnessandengagement:Interactionsinanexperientialmodethatinvolvesimagery
and storylines have the potential to be engaging and vivid, fostering active involvement with the subject matter (Fagerlin etal. 2005).
Conversely, communication focusing on analytic processing, or analytic communication,
is more conducive to the development of knowledge on the system dynamics underlying
changedynamicsinsocial-ecological systems. Usedforparticipatory scenarios,the benefits
of analytic communication are:
• Elicitation of mental models: the analytic communication mode can enable those
takingpartinthedevelopment of scenarios tomaketheirmodels of social-ecological
change explicit and directly availabletoothers (Holling and Gunderson 2002).
• Analyticreflection: Throughexpressingknowledgeinananalyticmodeusingschemes,
conceptual models anddata,thoseinteracting with thecontent canreflect ontheconsequences, consistencies andinconsistencies of their models (vanVliet etal. 2010).

Analyticand experiential communication in scenario development and
related fields
This chapter explores the potential of participatory scenario development to overcome the
dichotomy of facilitating analytic understanding and experiential engagement. We define
scenarios as 'descriptions of possible futures that reflect different perspectives on past,
present, and future developments' (Gallopin 2002; van Notten et al. 2003). Scientists,
governments and businesses have adopted the practice of participatory scenario developmenttoexplorefuture uncertainties inawaythatincorporates abroadrangeof perspectives
(Kok et al. 2006). Rather than being predictive, scenarios aim at capturing some of the
uncertainty inherent to complex systems by envisioning possible system developments in
concrete futures (Xiang and Clarke 2003). Scenarios have thepotential tofacilitate understanding of social-ecological systems by describing development dynamics and pathways.
By creating concrete views of the future, scenarios can also generate engagement with future uncertainties.
Scenariodevelopmentdealingwithsocial-ecological changeemploysbothanalyticcommunication throughgraphs,schemes, (conceptual)models andbrainstorms,aswellasmore
experientially oriented communication in the shape of iconic images, vivid scenario storylines and spatial planning tools (Xiang and Clarke 2003). There is, however, still a gap
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between theaudiences andcontexts inwhich analytic andexperiential content areused, the
relative importance allotted tothem, and thedegree to which they areintegrated (chapter 2
of this thesis). Furthermore, the use of experientially powerful techniques is still underdeveloped inthis context.
However, there are several related fields of research that together provide pieces of the
puzzleonwaystopresentinformation thatconnects withbothmodes ofmental processing.
Welooktothesefields for cluesonhowtobridge thegapbetween experiential and analytic
communication in scenario development (chapter 2of this thesis). Landscape visualization
(Sheppard 2001; Scharnier 2007) focuses on experiential communication, bringing future
landscapes and urban environments to life in a vivid and realistic manner. Knowledge visualization and visualanalytic arerelated research domains, wherethefocus ison abstract
schémas, concepts and metaphors as accessible, clear and intuitive carriers of information
(Thomas andCook 2007). Incommercial gaming,experiential interaction isthemain strategy. In contrast, serious gaming, the use of gaming techniques and processes for education and knowledge exchange, is focused on both engagement and understanding, and so
moreanalyticcommunications aresometimespartofthestrategies usedinthisfield(Squire
2005). Webuild oninsights from thesefieldstodevelop ourparticipatory tools.

Introducing twoparticipatory tools
In this study, weapplied and evaluated twoparticipatory scenario development tools inlive
workshop settings. Each of these tools is geared towardsharnessing the specific benefits of
onecommunication mode.
1. The System Perspectives Scope is an analytical communication method employing
simple,interactivevisualformalisms toexplicitly focus ontheconceptual dimensions
anddynamics of social-ecological systems.
2. Scenario Communitiesis anexperiential communication method focusing onparticipants' creation of scenariocontent inresponse toanimated storylines of the future.
Weimplementedbothofthesetwomethodsintwocasestudiesinthecountyof Oxfordshire
(United Kingdom),whereparticipants from tworegional sustainable development communities participated in two future visioning workshops. We used the tools in different sequences to study theinteractionsbetween analytic andexperiential communication.

5.1 Objectives
The main objective of this study is to evaluate whether the analytical tool 'System Perspectives Scope' and the experiential tool 'ScenarioCommunities' produce complementary
benefits fortheparticipatory exchangeofindividuals' perspectivesonenvironmental change
when applied together.
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Weposedfiveresearch questions inorder toaddress thismain objective:

• DoestheSystemPerspectivesScopeexplicatepersonalperspectiveson social-ecological
systems?
• Does the System Perspectives Scope stimulate participants to reflect on their own
mental models?
• DoestheScenarioCommunities toolfacilitate thecreationofnewexperiential content
containing complexity?
• Is the interaction with the Scenario Communities tool characterized as an engaging
and vividexperience by the participants?
• How arethesebenefits affected bydifferent sequences ofboth tools?
We will first describe this study in terms of case and tool design (5.3, 5.4) and workshop
setup (5.5) and measurements (5.6). Then, we willpresent our case study results (5.7) and
discuss theirimplications for participatory scenarios on social-ecological change (5.8,5.9).

5.2 Casestudy: Oxfordshire
Both the System Perspectives Scope and Scenario Communities were developed to work
with sustainabledevelopment communities inthecounty of Oxfordshire, UK.With approximately 600,000inhabitants,Oxfordshire isarelatively rural county by the standards of the
densely populated South-East of England. The city of Oxford dominates the county, and it
in turn is characterized by thepresence of Oxford University (Oxfordshire County Council
2011). There are a number of regional and local sustainable development communities in
Oxfordshire. Forthis study,weconducted twoworkshops,oneineach community.
The first workshop was run with Sustainable Woodstock, a local sustainable development community in the municipality of Woodstock. The second workshop was run with
the Oxfordshire Rural Community Council (ORCC), an organization that facilitates the
tackling of various issues for rural municipalities, including sustainable development and
housing challenges. Both workshop groups were comparable in terms of their regional focus. Education levels of participants were also similar. The participants in the Sustainable
Woodstock workshop consisted ofpeopleworkinginthe(sustainable) business sector, government, education and NGOs. In the ORCC, most participants classified themselves as
working in an NGO or government body. The participants in the Sustainable Woodstock
workshop were 11yearsolder onaverage than thoseintheORCC.
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Figure 5.1: TheScalePerspectives Chart with aninput examplefrom theworkshop. Usersmove
theirpre-selectedissuesonthisfixedscalespaceoftimeandgeographicspace,andplacethemonthe
levelsthatreflecttheirperspectives.

5.3 Analytical and experiential communication tools
Analyticcommunication: TheSystemPerspectivesScope
TheSystemPerspectivesScope (SPS), first described in chapter 3of this thesis,is an interactive,visual tool that canbe used toelicit stakeholder perspectives on thedimensions and
dynamics of social-ecological systems. This tool consists of two parts, the Scale PerspectivesChart andMyths ofNature.
The Scale Perspectives Chart allows stakeholders to explicate their perspectives onrelevant temporal and spatial system scales for issues related to social-ecological change. In
thetoolparticipantsprovide theissuestheyfind mostrelevantinthecontextof theexercise.
They thenplace theseissuesinafield framed byfixedscalesof timeand space (figure 5.1).
Each marker on the scale indicates a new level on the spatial and temporal scales. This
way,participants can pinpoint the spatial and temporal levels for these issues. Participants
can also indicate how a single issue expresses itself onmultiple levels, and use connection
arrows and area demarcations to indicate cross-level effects. Earlier research has focused
on the capturing of stakeholder perspectives ontherole of different spatial (Lima andCastro 2005) or temporal (Hoogstra and Schanz 2009) levels in the context of environmental
change, but the Scale Perspectives Chart provides more flexibility for stakeholders to dimensionalize their issues. Itis alsothefirstparticipatory tooltoconnect both temporal and
spatial levelsinthis integrated manner.
Whereas the Scale Perspectives Chart allows stakeholders to map out the dimensions
of social-ecological change, Myths of Nature focuses on the dynamics. Myths of Nature
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Figure 5.2: TheMythsofNature. Eachimagedepictsthedynamicsofnaturalsystemsinresponse
todisturbance.
is a simple, visual depiction of different implicit perspectives that exist among institutions
and individuals onthenatureof ecosystems' dynamics and thewaythey respond to disturbance,based on the work of Holling (1979; Holling 1986) and Timmerman (1986). These
perspectives provide a way to explore perspectives on system dynamics in an accessible,
clear way linked these perspectives to worldviews on the nature of social relationships explored by Douglas and Wildavsky (1982). In this exercise, participants pick the myth of
nature that most closely resembles their perspective on theresponses of natural systems to
(human-induced) disturbance. In keeping with our focus on direct, visual communication,
wefollowed Hoogstra andSchanz(2009)inthechoicefor avisual depiction, seefigure5.2.
Wechanged the names of theperspectives slightly in ouruses of theperspectives, to make
the test more accessible to our audience. They are, as described in chapter 3of this thesis,
Natureforgiving, Naturemalleable,Nature resilientandNature fragile.

Experiential communication: Scenario Communities
Scenario Communities is a participatory, experiential scenario storytelling method developed for both on-line platforms and live workshops. We draw on elements from serious
gaming andlandscape visualization tofocus onmulti-media storytelling sinceaudio,visualsandnarratives areallwaysinwhichinformation canberenderedexperientially powerful
(Marx etal. 2007).
There aretwobasicelements tothismethod, reflecting thebenefits ofexperiential communication discussed in section5.1:
1. Creatingmulti-mediaanimationscapturing scenariostorylinesthroughvisuals,sounds
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andvocal narrative.
2. Participants creating location-based storylinefragments thatreflect their perspectives
inthe storylinein aconcrete,imaginable experiential mode.
Capturing thedynamics of social-ecological systemsinavisual scenario storylineisachallenging task for most existing experiential communication strategies (chapter 2of thisthesis): many dimensions of both natural and human systems are not clearly recognizable in
the biophysical space. To meet this challenge, we chose drawn multi-media animations.
In this medium, we can capture the full richness of visual language to represent biophysical change together with anything from social interactions to metaphors, while integrating
multiple scales, all in an intuitive, experiential mode. See figure 5.3 for an example of this
ability tomix content.
Responding to each animation representing a time step in the storyline, participants
create individual storyline fragments from their local perspectives selecting the geographical locations from which their perspective is told. In this process, the audiovisual content
together with the facilitation of personal contributions aim at creating a vivid, engaging
interaction.
Essential to this approach is that the local perspectives are individual rather than based
on group consensus. This allows for an individual relation to the storyline and creates a
diversity of perspectives to be expressed undiluted and in very specific, varying contexts.
In that way,the Scenario Communities process retains therichness of arange of individual
perspectives,making sureevery voiceisavailablefor a subsequent group scenariodevelopment aswell asremaining accessible toother audiences.

5.4 Workshoppreparationandsetup
As ascenario context for theregional storylines,weintroduced theMillennium Ecosystem
Assessment scenarios (Millennium Ecosystems Assessment 2005), because this scenario
set aims to fully integrate complex systems thinking on social-ecological systems into the
storylines. Scenarios were developed in discussions with a panel of 12 of Oxfordshire
sustainable development experts. Wesetupthree different timeperiods: 2009-2019,20192029and2029-2039. Scenario animations werevisualizedbyanartistanddeveloped using
Adobe Flash (Adobe Systems Inc. 2008). Voice-overs were provided by a professional.
Musicwas added to setthe atmosphere of each animated time period.
We explored the combined use of the System Perspectives Scope and Scenario Communities methods in two contrasting configurations. In the first workshop, organized with
Sustainable Woodstock, we started with the System Perspectives Scope, and followed up
withtheScenarioCommunities exercise. Forthe sakeofbrevity,wewillrefer tothis workshopasanalytic first. Conversely, inthe second workshop, organized with the Oxfordshire
RuralCommunity Council,westartedwiththeScenarioCommunities storylineandthenintroduced the System Perspectives Scope. This workshop willbe referred toasexperiential
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first. Theworkshopwith SustainableWoodstockconsisted of 10participants;theworkshop
with theORCCconsisted of 11participants.

5.5 Measurementsandanalysis
Weused twotypes ofdatatoevaluate thetools andtheirinteractions: content created using
the tools; and results from questionnaires -participants' open comments and Likert scale
questions (Likert 1932). For the Likert scale questions, weused the Wilcoxon signed rank
test (Lowry 1999)todetermine the significance of differences.

SystemPerspectivesScope
Explication of personal perspectives: for the Scale Perspectives Chart, we examined the
range of spatial and temporal levels relevant to an individual issue, and the spectrum of
issuesandtheirdimensions found intheworkshop group. FortheMythsofNatureTest,we
reviewed participants' choices and any elaborations on their part about the chosen myth in

Figure 5.3: Someexamplesoftheintegration ofsocial-ecological dynamicsinthestorylineanimations. Additionalinformation intheanimationsisprovidedbyavoice-over. 1. Strife betweenlocal
and national interests. 2. Failure of largecorporations. 3. Effects of climatechangeonanational
level. 4. Dynamicchangeincommunities. 5. Changingfunctions ofurbanareas. 6. Socialintegrationandxenophobia. 7. Socialinstitutions golocal. 8. Massmigrations. 9. Localfeedbacks: local
produce. 10.Agriculturalinnovations. 11.Educationaboutagro-ecologicalsystems.
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thedesignated open commentsbox.
Reflection on mental models: to evaluate whether participants were able to reflect on
their mental models using the System Perspectives Scope, we analysed first-person reports
of theexperience of the exercise, written down by participants attheend of the workshops.
These were responses to an open question: participants were asked to describe their experience of the exercise. In our analysis, we coded these reports for positive and negative
commentswithregardtowhethertheexercisestimulatedreflection onsystemdynamics and
dimensions.

ScenarioCommunities
Creation of new experiential representations of social-ecological change: following van
Vliet et al. (submitted), we evaluated whether the scenario exercise had prompted participants to create new scenario content. We coded the personal scenario content on the
following characteristics:
• Thelength of the contributions
• The total number of concepts ineach contribution
• The amount of concepts reflecting those present intheprovided storyline
• The total number of new concepts
To evaluate whether concepts from social-ecological systems theory were represented experientially in participants' individual storylines, we scored eachpersonal scenario textaccordingtothepresenceofabasicsocial-ecological systemcharacteristic inthetext(chapter
2of thisthesis):
• One (1point) ormore (2points) non-local spatial levels
• Cross-level dynamics (1point)
• System developments overtime (1point)
• Non-linear system dynamics (e.g. resilience dynamics, system transformation, sudden eventsbreaking continuity) (1point)
Vividness and engagement: we used a number of questions on a 7point Likert scale (-3 =
very low,0=neutral,+3=very high, aspertaining tothequestion):
1. whether ornotparticipants found the scenario storyline engaging
2. theinfluence of themulti-media format ontheir engagement
3. influence of thecontribution of apersonal storyline ontheir engagement
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We asked these three questions again for participants' experience of the vividness of the
storyline. These two wordings provide a different emphasis: engagement puts more focus
ontheinteraction,whilevividnessismoreaperceivedqualityoftheprincipalmaterialitself.
Wealso collected open comments by participants by asking them to describe their experience of the Scenario Communities exercise. In our analysis, we coded comments in
these reports for positive or negative with regard to whether the exercise was vivid and/or
engaging.

Evaluatinginteractionsbetween exercises
Weevaluated whether thebenefits ofeachtoolalsoaffected theuseof theother tool. Using
a 7 point Likert scale, we asked the participants in the analytic first workshop whether
the System Perspectives Scope altered theclarity of the subsequent Scenario Communities
exercise. Conversely, in the experiential first workshop, we asked whether the Scenario
Communities exercise altered the engagement with the content in the System Perspectives
Scope.
To evaluate the connectedness between the content of both tools, we calculated which
percentage of the personal scenarios was linked to the content of the Scale Perspectives
Chart, depending onthe sequence oftoolsused per workshop.
We asked a 9-point Likert scale question about the spent mental effort directly after
each exercise, astandard measure for cognitive load (Sweller etal. 1998). These questions
allowed ustojudge the cognitive load experienced during individual exercises, and thereby
examine whether differences inexercise orderinfluenced cognitive load.

5.6 Results
Because of ourinterest in the interactions between the analytic and experiential communication tools, wepresent theresults from the two workshops separately and sideby side for
comparison.

TheSystemPerspectivesScope
Explication ofperspectives onsocial-ecological systems
The results of the Scale Perspectives tool are presented in figures 5.4 and 5.5. The arrows
showthe spectrumof spatial andtemporal levelscovered onaverageperindividual for each
workshop. The arrows demonstrate that stakeholders in both workshops dimensionalized
their selected issues across multiple spatial levels and time frames. However, the arrows
also show that in the analytic first workshop, participants focused more on European to
global and long-term dimensions of their issues, while in the experiential first workshop,
there wasmoreof afocus onthelocal tonational spatial levels and aslightly shorter term.
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Figure 5.4: Overviewof ScalePerspectivesChartentriesintheanalyticfirstworkshop. Thearrow
showstheaveragespectrumoflevelscoveredperindividual,themarkersshowthetop6issues.The
markerwiththelowestspatialandtemporallevelsfor eachissuerepresentsanaverageofthelowest
levelsatwhichaparticipantdimensionalizedeachsingleentry,whilethemarkersatthehighestspatial
andtemporallevelsrepresentthehighestlevelsperentry.

Themarkersrepresent theaveragedimensionsofthetopissuesintheScalePerspectives
Chart from eachworkshop. Foreachissue,thereisapoint thatrepresents itsoccurrence on
the shortest timeframe and smallest spatial level, and apoint representing the entry of that
issueonthelongesttimeframe andlargest spatiallevel. Thetop5issuesintheanalyticfirst
workshop(with atiedfifthplacefor sustainability education andwaterresources) represent
70% of the contributions in the System Perspectives Scope for that workshop; the top 5
issues from theexperientialfirstworkshoprepresent 58%of thecontributions madethere.
Partly, similar issues such as food provision/security and carbon reduction/renewable
energy came up, but the other issues were different. In the analytic first workshop, sustainability education, food security andrecycling were seen asissuesthatshould be tackled
on the district to national levels, while carbon reduction, food security, biodiversity and
themanagement ofwaterresources werecharacterized asrequiringpolicies that interaction
between thelocal andinternational levels.
In the experiential first workshop, community development was seen as a local, longterm goal, while food provision and housing were more short-term local concerns. In contrast, transport andrenewable energy policies should interact across levelsfrom thelocal to
the national on a short to middle term. Overall, both plots show a high degree of linkages
across spatial levels and time frames in the participants' issues, even when looking at the
averages.
Table 5.1 shows the outcomes of the Myths of Nature test. These results show that in
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both groups the 'nature resilient' myth was dominant. Other myths were rarely chosen 'nature benign' and 'nature capricious' are therefore notpresent in this table asprincipal myths.
However, other myths were used to elaborate on the 'nature resilient' myth and provide a
more complex picture. In both workshops, a transition was perceived by participants from
a state of relative resilience in global environmental systems to a state of 'nature fragile'
and nearness to a global tipping point. In the experiential first workshop, the myths of nature were used by participants to present the perspective that while on the long term, the
global environmental system is essentially changing, malleable and dynamic, knowing no
equilibrium, on the short term, systems resilience and tipping points are indeed relevant. In
terms of differences between workshops, though the 'nature resilient' myth was dominant
in both groups, more participants in the experiential first workshop provided nuance and
elaboration.

Facilitating participants' reflections on their analytical models
Table 5.2 shows a summary of participants' comments when asked to describe their experiences with the exercise. Positive comments indicating a reflective process include words
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Figure 5.5: Overview of Scale Perspectives Chart entries in the analytic first workshop. The arrow
shows the average spectrum of levels covered per individual, the markers show the top 6issues. The
marker with the lowest spatial and temporal levels for each issue represents an average of the lowest
levelsatwhichaparticipant dimensionalized each singleentry,whilethemarkersatthehighest spatial
and temporal levelsrepresent the highest levelsper entry.
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like 'realization', 'enlightening', 'encouragedholistic/system-wide considerations' and 'encourages to think about own responses' The limited amount of time for the exercise was a
criticism in both workshops, though this point was emphasized more in the analytic first
workshop. Therewas nodifference between thenumber ofpositive comments.

Scenario Communities
Creation ofnew experiential representations ofsocial-ecological change
The following text is an example of the individual scenario contributions by a participant
from theexperientialfirstworkshop. Itslengthisaverageforthecontributionsinthatworkshop. This contribution is based around 13 concepts (marked by c) and is characterized
by references to other spatial levels (s), cross-level dynamics (x), temporal change (t) and
non-linear systemdynamics (n).
'2079: Local issomething I can visualize and recognize, itfeels comfortable. Thisseems
to mean growing our ownfood, making, repairing, choosing better products0 rather than
quickly replacing/disposing them. ORCC will be supporting networks0, promotion0, cooperatives0, localservices0, distributionofinformation0. From aglobalperspectivesx, this
wayoflifeseemsveryisolatedandnarrow, it's windingtheclockbacks. Wewouldstillhave
toexchangeideasandtrade. Thisscenario wouldmeanscalingdownthechoiceofgoods0.'
'2029: Thissoundslikehistorical times desolationandthenthebirthofnewideas,likethe
post-war period changing into the 60'snt. PersonallyI don't know, we would need to be
good neighbours0, work togetherfor shelter,sharing, survival andprotection0. We cannot
stay cut oftot. The ORCC could liaise and work with other Rural Community Councils to
keepwiderperspectives0*'s, andspreadnewsandgoodpractice0. Globally,therewouldbe
a needfor travelnetworks08.'
'2039: This sounds wonderful, a 'real' way of life, the appreciation of resources and
stability*. Weshould aim to keep a reinon the scale ofdevelopmenf. I don't know about
theroleof the ORCCintermsofaglobal perspectives^.'

Table 5.1: MythsofNature.
Natureresilient
Naturefragile
Natureresilientchangingtonaturefragile
Natureresilientontheshortterm,
malleableonthelongterm

Analyticfirst
81%
9%
9%

0%

Experientialfirst
40%
10%
30%

20%
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Table5.2: MythsofNature.
Analytic

first

Positive:7
Enlightening(1),
Welldone(1),
Useful (1),
Thoughtprovoking(1),
encouragestothinkaboutownresponses(1)
Interesting(2),
criticism: 3
Difficult tochooseonlyfive(1),
needsmoretime(2)

Experiential first
Positive:7
Thoughtprovoking(1),
Stimulating(1),
Stimulating(1),
encouragedholistic/
system-wideconsiderations(1),
veryinteresting(1),
clarifies individualthoughts(1),
Realisation(1)
criticism: 1
Notenoughtime(1)

Table 5.3 shows the size of the personal scenario contributions and the average number
of concepts per contribution in the workshop. This table also shows how much of these
concepts reflect the content of the animated storyline, andhow many of these concepts are
newcontributions ororiginal elaborations.
The lengths of the contributions in the experiential first workshop average more than
twiceaslong asthoseintheworkshopwhereitwasusedlast. Intheanalyticfirstworkshop,
most contributions reflect the animated storyline, while in the experiential first workshop,
most contributions arenew concepts.
Table 5.4 shows how much of these concepts were representations of social-ecological
system dynamics in theexperiential communication mode.
Overall, spatial levels,cross-level dynamics,temporal dynamics andnon-linear dynamics arepresent inthepersonal scenarios ofboth workshops. Thelargest difference between
workshops can be found in the fact that a far larger percentage of the participants in the
experiential first workshop, 80 percent as opposed to 30 percent in the other workshop,
discussed morethan onenon-local spatial scale.
Vividnessand engagement
Table 5.5 shows the means and standard deviations for each question related to vividness
andengagement of theScenarioCommunities tool,ona7-point Likert scale,dividedbythe
two workshops. Participants in the analytic first workshop were divided about the engage-
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ment and vividness ofthe storylines and about theeffect of themulti-media aspects andthe
construction of their individual storylines. In contrast, participants in the experiential first
workshop almost uniformly viewed the storyline as vivid and engaging, and a significant
effect is found of the multi-media presentation and the writing of individual storylines on
bothvividness and engagement.
Table5.6 showstheopencommentsmadeabouttheScenarioCommunities tool. Participants' reports of their general experienceof theexperientialfirstworkshop aremuch more
numerous andpositiveabouttheScenarioCommunities tool. These comments arecoherent
with judgements of the engagement and vividness in the questionnaire in this workshop.
In the analytic first workshop, negative comments about the lack of time for this section
predominate.

Effects ofexerciseorders
Table 5.7 shows the outputs of questions regarding the interactions between the benefits
of both tools. In the analytic first workshop, the System Perspectives Scope was seen as
having some influence in terms of clarity on the Scenario Communities storyline, but this
effect wasultimately notsignificant. Conversely,intheexperientialfirstworkshop,boththe
ScenarioCommunities storylineandthewritingof individual contributions hadan effect of
significantly increasing engagement with the System Perspectives Scope.
Table 5.8 shows the links between the content in the Scale Perspectives Chart and the

Table5.3: Averagewordcountsandnumbersofconceptsinindividualscenariostorylinesandinthe
overallgroups.
word count

total concepts

concepts from
animated scenario

new concepts

ScenarioCommunities
last
mean
st.dev.
Grouptotals (n=ll)

72
24.1
812

9
4.5
99

6.3
2.7
69.3

2.7
1.9
29.7

ScenarioCommunities
first
mean
st.dev.
Group totals (n=10)

199.8
98.6
1991

20.2
8.2
202

4.8
4.1
48

15.4
8.2
154
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Table 5.4: Percentagesofpersonalcontributionsperworkshopthatcontainstoryelementsreflecting
social-ecologicalsystemsconcepts.
Onenon-local spatial level
Multiple spatial levels
Cross-level dynamics
Temporal dynamics
Non-linear dynamics

Analyticfirst
80%
30%
60%
100%
80%

Experientialfirst
90%
80%
70%
100%
70%

content of the personal scenarios. In the analytic first workshop, the overlap between the
concepts intheScalePerspectives Chart andthepersonal scenarios is almost twice aslarge
asintheexperiential first workshop.
Table 5.9 shows the cognitive load measurements of each test. These results indicate
that for both tools in both workshops, there was an active interaction with the tools, but
that the exercises were not too challenging to perform. There is no significant difference
between the scores of the sametoolineach workshop.

5.7 Discussion
Wewill begin by discussing each individual toolbased on our research questions and then
discuss the interactions between the exercises. Based on this analysis, we will discuss the
complementary value of experiential and analytic communication and offer recommendations for environmental change communication.
Analytic communication: SystemPerspectives Scope
Does the System Perspectives Scope explicatepersonal perspectives on social-ecological
systems?
In the Scale Perspectives Chart, the participants were allowed more freedom to describe
spatial and temporal levels for their focus issues than waspreviously available inan online
version (see chapter 3). Instead of being asked topinpoint akey level per issue, they could
provide multiple interacting levels todescribe each issue. And in fact, all participants used
thisfreedom todescribe each of their issues,resulting in arich image of interacting system
levelsfromtheperspectiveofeachparticipant. Theexperientialfirstworkshopshowedmore
ofafocus onthelocal/regional/national spatiallevelsthantheanalyticfirst workshop. Since
the scenario story sections inthe Scenario Communities exercise werefocused locally, this
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Table 5.5: Questionnaire results on the Scenario Communities method for both workshops, and the
differences between workshops, on a 7 point (+3 to -3) Likert scale. The cells in bold represent
significant effects and differences.

Didyou think the
scenario storyline
wasvivid ornot vivid?
Didthe multi-media
presentation make the
scenario storyline less
ormore vivid?
Did writing your own
contribution makethe
scenario storyline less
ormore vivid?
Did you think the scenario
storyline wasengaging or
not engaging?
Didthe multi-media
presentation of the story
make the scenario storylineless ormore engaging?
Didwriting yourown
contribution make the
scenario storyline less
ormore engaging?

Analyticfirst
(n=10)
mean

st.dev

0

1.4

Experiential
(n=ll)
mean
1.4

2.4 (p<0.01)

first
st.dev
0.7

1.5

Difference
between
workshops (Z)
1.6 (p>0.05)

2.0(p<0.05)

-0.1 (p>0.05)

1.6

0.7(p>0.05)

0.4

0.4

1.5

1.8

0.2

1.4 (p<0.01)

0.3(p>0.05)

1.2

1.8(p<0.01)

1.2

2.1(p<0.05)

2.1 (p<0.01)

0.7

1 (p>0.05)

1.5(p<0.01)

0.8

1.8 (p>0.05)

1.9 (p<0.05)

order of exercises could have prompted participants to explore theparts of their perspectives
that were more local and experientially embedded.
In our previous work with the System Perspectives Scope, we found significant link
between the chosen myths of nature and the spatial as well as the temporal dimensions of
individual perspectives (chapter 3ofthis thesis). Inthis study,however, thechoice of 'nature
resilient' was sodominant that significant relationships between myths of nature and chosen
system levels could not be established. However, the comments on and elaborations on the
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myths of nature do indicate a need to apply the myths differently to different systems and
system levelsthat could beexplored further.
A drawback of the System Perspectives Scopes becomes clear when we compare the
tool to analytic communication tools such as conceptual and semi-quantitative participatory models (Sendzimir 2007;Kok 2009). Inthe System Perspectives Scope, each element
provides an explicit perspective on a characteristic of social-ecological systems: dimensionsandcross-level links,andgeneral systembehaviour. Thisinformation isclear, quickly
produced and accessible,butitdoes notallow for amore extensive exploration ofhowsystemelements interact. Participatory models gofurther in specifying theserelationships and
constructing a coherent whole. On the other hand, participatory models generally do not
focus explicitly on interactions across system levels, nor do they directly explicate general
perspectives of system dynamics. Toovercome the limits of either method, the Scale Perspectives Chart could be combined with semi-quantitative values to explore notjust which
relationships existbetween systemlevels,buttomodel thedynamics of thoserelationships.
Similarly, theMyths of Nature could be used to test semi-quantitative models under differentassumptions of system behaviour.
Does the System PerspectivesScope stimulate participants to reflecton their own mental
models?
In the open comments,participants inboth workshops attested tohavingbeen motivated to
reflect on system levels and dynamics. Participants used wording specifically indicative of
reflection onsystemdynamicsanddimensions. Inbothworkshops,adiscussionontheScale
Perspectives Chartevolved from specific subjects tothequestion of scalinggovernance and

Table5.6: PositivekeywordsandcriticismsinthecommentsontheexperienceoftheScenarioCommunitiesexerciseinbothworkshops.
Analytic

first

Experiential first

Positive:3
Engaging(1),
Thoughtprovoking(1),
Okay(l)

Positive:15
Interesting(4),
challenging(2),
thoughtprovoking(7),
alarming(1),
animationhelpedframethinkingmuchmorevisual!(1)

negative:5

negative:2

Notenoughtime(4),
storylineunconvincing(1)

Toomuchfocusonthelocal(1),
moregroupworkneeded(1)
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Table 5.7: Questionnaire results on the translation of benefits, on a on a 7 point (+3 to -3) Likert
scale.
SPS:clarity effect onmulti-media storyline
SPS:clarity effect onpersonal scenario

Mean
0.5 (p=0.10)
0.7 (p=0.08)

st.dev.
0.9
0.7

Multi-media storyline: engagement effect onthe SPS
Personal scenario: engagement effect on the SPS

0.8 (p=0.04)
1.5 (p=0.01)

1
0.8

community action. The benefits and drawbacks ofbottom-up and top-down forces of change
were discussed, as were the challenges of exporting local success stories totheregional level
and above.
Participants characterized the reflection on myths of nature in the comments and during
the workshop as an 'eye-opener'. In the discussions, the Myths of Nature exercise pointed
to the challenges of communicating between perspectives, which was both recognizable and
enlightening toboth groups. Itmade their sense of this communication gap explicit. In terms
of workshop order, no major differences were found. An overall criticism on the power of
the System Perspectives Scope to allow for reflection on systems is that the two elements
of the tool have to be connected better. This is especially relevant since our previous use of
this tool shows promising relationships between their results (chapter 3 of this thesis). To
deal with this issue, we discussed the relationships between scale and myths of nature after
the tools were used in the workshops.
The complementary benefits and drawbacks of the System Perspectives Scope and participatory model building concern the participatory process as well the first is more accessible and allows for quick system overviews that focus explicitly on scales and system
dynamics, while the latter allow for an exploration of specific system behaviour. Again, a
mix of the two methods could be synergetic.

Table 5.8: Percentage ofpersonal scenarioconceptsreflecting orreflected bythecontentinthe Scale
Perspectives Chart.
Experientialfirstworkshop:
% ofpersonal scenarioconcepts subsequently found in ScalePerspectives Chart

13.6%

Analyticfirstworkshop:
%ofpersonal scenario concepts previously found in Scale Perspectives Chart

24.9%
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Table 5.9: Cognitive load results for both tools in both workshops, on a7point (+3to -3)Likert
scale.

Cognitiveload:
SystemPerspectives
Scope(first)
Cognitiveload:
ScenarioCommunities
(last)

Mean st.dev
Mean st.dev Difference(Z)
0.7
0.9 Cognitiveload:
1.1
0.5
0.8(p=0.41)
SystemPerspectives
Scope(last)
1
1.4 Cognitiveload:
1.2
0.1
0.3(p=0.79)
ScenarioCommunities
(first)

Experiential communication: Scenario Communities
Does theScenario Communitiestoolfacilitate thecreationofnewexperientialcontentcontainingcomplexity?
There is a marked difference between the outputs from the Scenario Communities tool in
both workshops. Participants' personal scenarios in the experiential first workshop were
longerthanthosefrom theanalytic first workshop. They alsocontained morenew concepts
thatwerenotderived from themulti-media storyline. Cluesfor thereason ofthis difference
can be found in the 'engagement and vividness' indicators, as well as in the measures for
interactions between thetools,which willbediscussed inthenext sections.
VanVlietetal. (submitted) comparegroupcreativity inanumberofworkshop methods
such ascollages andconceptual modelling. Storyline lengths andnumbers of new concepts
are used as a measure for creativity. In that study, the longest group storyline, based on a
two-day workshop with four different scenario development tools, is about 400 words. In
the experiential first workshop, the overall collection of storylines is 1991 words for that
workshop. Even in the analytic first workshop that seemingly suffered from an interaction
effect between the tools, the collection of storylines is 812 words. The same is true for
the number of new concepts. In the study by van Vliet et al., thehighest number was 12.1
new concepts in a group storyline. Our idea of concepts aligns closely with that of issues
in van Vliet et al. (submitted). In the experiential first workshop, 156 new concepts were
introduced intotal,while eveninthe analyticfirstworkshop,thenew concepts totalled 30.
However, participatory scenario development methods such as those evaluated by van
Vliet (submitted) arenotprimarily concerned with capturing diversity. Instead, thesemethods are focused on collaboration and consensus. Conversely, a clear drawback of the Scenario Communities tool is that it does not focus on the building of a group storyline, and
therefore lacksthebenefits ofintegrating andmixingperspectives. Tocapturebothdiversity
and theintegration ofperspectives,bothindividual storylines andgroup storylines couldbe
constructed.
The coding of individual story elements representing social-ecological systems change
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shows that in both workshops, participants included multiple levels, cross-level dynamics,
temporal change andnon-linear systembehaviour. Themajority of concepts inthe analytic
first workshop were reflections of those from the multi-media story sections. It can be
assumed that the social-ecological system dynamics in these storylines are also reflections
oftheoriginal multi-media stories. Conversely,intheexperientialfirstworkshop,anumber
of concepts from the multi-media story sections were reflected in participants' storylines,
butahigher number of concepts were new. Combined with thehigh percentages of system
dynamics present in these storylines, we conclude that participants contributed their own
perspectives on social-ecological systems change.
Wedid not test the engagement and vividness of theparticipants' individual scenarios.
In landscape visualization, new tools allow for live collaborative landscape design (Stock
et al. 2008). They have theadvantage inproviding participants with visual tools to express
their perspectives, and so surpass the simple textual responses of Scenario Communities in
terms of attractiveness and concreteness. However, Scenario Communities allows participants to contribute much more original content. Likewise, serious games allow for user
comments and choices (Susi et al. 2007). But these interactions are much more structured, and do not allow for a full spectrum of social-ecological dynamics tobe expressed.
The challenge is toreconcile the freedom of expression in textual storylines with the communicative power available through visual formats. Games such as From Dust (Ubisoft
unpublished) and Spore(Electronic Arts2008) arebeginning toprovide thetechnologies to
overcome this gap andhaveusers create fully dynamic worlds of their own design.
Is the interaction with the Scenario Communities tool characterized as an engaging and
vividexperiencebythe participants?
The measures for the vividness and engagement of Scenario Communities show a significantdifference betweenbothworkshops. Participantsintheexperientialfirstworkshopwere
uniformly positive withregard totheoverall vividness and engagement of the scenariostoryline. Participants alsoindicated significant positive effects of themulti-media component
onbothvividness andengagement. Theseresultsconfirm thatthemulti-media visualization
ofthescenariofragments wasnotonly abletoconveyexperientialrepresentations of system
dynamics, but also able to bank on the benefits for engagement and vividness that are part
ofthepotential ofexperiential communication. Finally,thecreation ofindividual storylines
was itself judged to have contributed significantly to the engagement and vividness of the
scenariomaterial. Thesevaluations were alsoreflected inthegeneral comments.
In the analyticfirstworkshop, on the other hand, opinions were divided. Some participants held the same opinions as thosein the opposite workshop, including positive evaluationsoftheeffect ofthemulti-mediaelementandtheopportunity tocreatepersonal scenario
storylines. In fact, this element of personal contribution is the only variable that scored a
mildly positive scorefor both vividness andengagement, despitethedividedness ofparticipants. Therelativelackofgeneralcommentsmaybeseenasreflecting alackof engagement
aswell. Asthesecomments show,alackoftimewasseenasaprobleminthisworkshop,but
since the time difference between workshops amounted to 15minutes on two hours, could
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therebeotherreasons for thisdifference inevaluation? Forthis,wegotothediscussion on
interactions between ourexperiential and analytictools.

Experiential and analyticcommunication: interactions
As discussed in section 5.1,experiential and analytical communication compete for prominenceinhuman processing, andexperiential processing isoften thefirstanddominantprocessing mode in situations that allow for both modes (Tversky and Kahneman 1974). This
conceptprovides abasis for thefollowing research question:
How arethesebenefitsaffectedbydifferentsequences ofbothtools?
Participants in the analytic first workshop produced shorter personal storylines, and these
storylinesincluded lessnewconcepts andfewer descriptionsof other spatiallevels. Anumber of variables can conceivably have played a role in this difference - open comments
indicate that the slightly shorter time allotted for the workshop has been a contributing issue. Also,therewasanagedifference of 11yearsonaveragebetween thegroupsthatmight
have influenced attitudes toward multi-media technology. Still, the significant differences
between vividness and engagement ratings in the questionnaires between the workshops
suggest another reason. We hypothesize that the tendency for experiential communication
to be more engaging and vivid created an impetus for participants in the experiential first
workshop to create elaborate storylines that contained many new concepts in vivid experiential settings. This engagement created momentum and inspiration for the participants
to engage with the subsequent System Perspectives Scope. This hypothesis is supported
by participants' answers in the questionnaire that confirm the increased engagement with
the System Perspectives Scope created by Scenario Communities. Conversely, the System
Perspectives Scope, while considered thought-provoking and resulting in in-depth analytic
discussions,did notfeature the samequality of experiential engagement andvividness,and
was therefore unable to bring these qualities to the subsequent exercise for some participants. From apsychological perspective, it could be surmised that this difference between
workshops is a practical consequence of the fact that experiential processing often takes
precedence in mental processing, and that therefore, a transition from experiential to analyticprocessing ismoreintuitive,whileatransition from analyticprocessing to experiential
processing iscounter-intuitive (Kolband Fry 1975;DeNeys and Glumicic 2008).

Complementary benefits
The results from the experiential first workshop are strongly indicative of the potential of
combining experiential and analytic communication inparticipatory scenario development.
Participantswereengaged with themulti-media scenariosandmotivated tocreatetheirown
storylines thatwerefleshedout andrich inideas. Building onthatengagement, the System
Perspectives Scopeallowed participants tocapture theirperspectives onsystem dimensions
anddynamics. Throughthisanalyticcommunication tool,participantswereabletotranslate
their ideas andengagement toa system description thatmade challenges and opportunities
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for action clear. Inthefollowing groupdiscussion, strategiesandplansweremade tocreate
a more system-conscious perspective, for instance by actively forging cross-level policy
links.
The analytic first workshop presents a contrasting result, indicating that the sequence
from analytic toexperiential communication tool is counter productive. Nevertheless, even
with thishandicap theparticipants inthis workshop alsomoved to strategic thinking on the
basis of the analytic communication exercise, and subsequent contributions inthe Scenario
Communities exercise doreflect themulti-media storylinesincluding experiential representationsof social-ecological change concepts.
Onawhole,both toolsproved promising intheir ability toharness thebenefits of combininganalytic andexperiential communication modes. Wediscussedcriticisms oftheindividualmethodsinprevious sections. Criticismsonthecombination mainly concern thelack
of conscious translation between the content of both tools. This choice was made to allow
us to study interactions between tools without coercion, but wehypothesize that encouraging thetranslation of contentisbeneficial for theentireprocess. Therelatively limited time
available for the overall workshops can have distorted the effectiveness of the combination
as well. Still, webelieve thatboth theresults documenting participants' experience aswell
as thetools' products advocate the value of combining analytic and experiential communication for participatory explorations of the future. The combination provides both the analytical 'bones' perspectives on system characteristics- and the experiential flesh -concrete,
vivid scenarios-for theexchange of insights on social-ecological dynamics.

5.8 Conclusions and recommendations
Thisstudyexploredtheposition thattheexperiential andanalyticalprocessingmodesarevital,complementary waysfor participatory scenario development tocreateboth systems understanding and engagement with future uncertainties. Weused two complementary tools,
each focusing on one mental processing mode,in two workshops in apractical case study.
The following are ourconclusions (a) andrelatedrecommendations (b):
• la: The System Perspectives Scope, an analytic communication tool, was able to
produceparticipants' perspectives onsocial-ecological systemsinaway that focused
explicitly on system dimensions and dynamics. Participants reported that the tool
allowed themtoreflect onthe systems they described.
• lb: To allow for more in-depth and analysis of system behaviours, the System Perspectives Scope elements should be combined with semi-quantitative participatory
modelling.
• 2a: Scenario Communities, an experiential communication tool, helped create individual scenarios that amounted to a larger quantity of information based more ideas
compared togroup storyline building. Thesepersonal scenarios also contained experientialrepresentations of social-ecological system dynamics
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• 2b:Werecommendthatthenextstepsshouldfocusoncombiningbenefitsofdiversity
and integration of perspectives, as well as providing participants with the means to
presenttheir ownperspectives using multi-media.
• 3a: Thisstudyhasgivenanindicationthatconfirms thepsychologicalperspectivethat
experiential communication comingbefore analyticcommunication ismoreintuitive.
• 3b: Wetherefore recommend thatparticipatory process designers start with an interactive, experiential exchange to generate engagement and the creation of vivid perspectives, and then transition to an analytical mode to explore system dynamics and
dimensions. We would also propose research that explores iterative alterations and
integrations of thetwocommunication modes.
• 4a: Despite theprototypic nature of thetools used, this study has shown that analytic
andexperiential communication inparticipatory scenario development can indeed be
usedtogeneratebothunderstandingofandengagementwithsocial-ecological system
dynamics inthecontext of future challenges and uncertainties.
• 4b: Our overall recommendation is for environmental science communicators tobecome more conscious of the role of analytic and experiential processing modes, not
justintheirowncommunications,butinthewaystheyhelpothersocietalperspectives
toexpress theirviews.

Chapter6
Asenseofchange:media
designersandartists
communicating aboutcomplexity
insocial-ecological systems
Beyond thewalls ofintelligence,life is defined.
-Nas,NY State ofMind, 1994
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B.Teklenburg, A. Borges, S. Jnokva, W.Wits, N. Assmann, E. Abdi, K. Cunningham, B.Nordeman. A sense
of change: media designers and artists communicating about complexity in social-ecological systems. To be
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Abstract Inordertotakeonthecurrentandfuture challengesofglobalenvironmental change,fostering a widespread societal understanding of and engagement with thecomplex dynamics that characterize interacting human and natural systems is essential. Current science communication methods
struggle with the challenges associated with communicating about complex systems. This study reports on a series of workshops that aimed to harness the insights of interactive media designers and
artiststoovercomethese challenges. The workshopsresultedinnewinteractivemediaconceptsby 86
participants, 12of which were selected by the workshop participants and theinterdisciplinary workshop team using a set of criteria specific to the communication challenges discussed in this chapter.
These 12concepts were then evaluated using the same criteria by a panel of communication and design experts andapanelofcomplex systems scientists usingthesamecriteria, andthebest 8concepts
are discussed in thischapter. Theseconcepts fell intothecategories of serious games, groupinteraction concepts and social media storytelling. The serious games focused directly on complex systems
characteristics and were evaluated to be intuitive and engaging designs that combined transparency
and complexity well. The group interaction concepts focused mostly on feedbacks and non-linearity
butwere fully developed and tested in theworkshops,andevaluated as engaging,accessible and easy
toimplement inworkshops and educational settings. The socialmedia storytelling concepts involved
less direct interactions with system dynamics - but were seen as highly accessible to large scale audiences. The workshops in this study show the potential of interdisciplinary collaboration between
complex systems scientists, designers and artists. The results and process discussed in this chapter
point to the need for more structural engagement of interactive media designers and artist communitiesin thedevelopment of communication toolsabout human andnatural systems change.
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6.1 Introduction
Accelerating,interconnectedchangesinallspheresoflifeonearth-environmental,cultural,
technological, economic, and political- have led to a world facing deep and unprecedented
complexity and uncertainty (Gallopin 2002).The consequences of ignorance of this reality
and the lack of willingness and ability todeal with the challenges of global change are farreaching environmental degradation and growing threats tohuman well-being (Millennium
Ecosystems Assessment 2005).
New scientific paradigms identified under the umbrella of 'complex systems science'
have been developed to gain a more comprehensive understanding of the structures and
dynamicsofhuman andnaturalsystems(Levin 1999). Complex systems sciencerecognizes
that traditional mono-disciplinary knowledge development fails to generate the types of
understanding needed to govern the interactions of these systems (Holling and Gunderson
2002). Instead, social and environmental systems should be understood as interconnected
'social-ecological systems' (Folke2006).
Complex systems science has proven to be an effective way to organize and clarify
information on systems across scales and disciplines (Jacobson and Wilensky 2006; van
Bilsen et al. 2010). However, research in education science has shown that many of the
basicprinciples atworkincomplex systemsarecounter-intuitive. Fornon-experts,aradical
shift inperspective isrequired for the development of complex systems thinking (Jacobson
and Wilensky 2006). Furthermore, developing a shared understanding is not enough to
create the impetus for change in the face of future challenges. Actors across the societal
spectrum mustbe engaged with global environmental change and willing totake concerted
action(Sheppard 2005).
Thechallengeofcommunicating aboutcomplexity insocial-ecological systemsisexacerbated by the influence of dominant societal images, mental models and discourses about
environmental governance and sustainable development. Images, mental models and discourses are all perspectives on the ways in which reality is framed and simplified by individuals, groups and societies (Barrouillet et al. 2000; Beers et al. 2010; Hermans et
al. 2010). The complexity of social-ecological systems change can be obscured by simple
andbiased framing. The limitedpossibilities inthetraditional media to create communication with any depth further constrains the space for creating societal understanding of and
engagement with change dynamics in complex social-ecological systems.
Interactive media offer ways to overcome the limitations of societal communications
on social-ecological change,showingpotentialfor thefacilitation ofanalytic understanding
of complex systems (Andrienko and Andrienko 2007;Thomas and Cook 2007) as well as
for the generation of affective engagement (Al-Kodmany 2002; Sheppard 2005; Freeman
2010). These new media also offer ways to make communication about social-ecological
complexity more accessible (Gooding 2008). However, current science communication
tools and methods meet with a number of challenges when aiming to communicate about
social-ecological complexity.
Our purpose for the research in this chapter is to step outside the science communica-
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tion niche andharnessthepotential of awiderfieldofinteractive mediafor communication
on complexity in social-ecological systems. To this end, we have organized collaborative
workshops where we brought together complex systems researchers and interactive media
designers and artists to develop concepts for communication. This linking of complementary disciplines has the potential to be strongly synergistic, building on a wide range of
communication methods andperspectives from interactive media design and art while also
building directly on insights into social-ecological systems complexity. These new forms
of communication can help generate new images, mental models and forms of discourse
that are more conducive to understanding and engagement with regard to environmental
governance.

Thechallengesofcommunicatingaboutsocial-ecologicalsystemschange
Communication about the nature of social-ecological systems change brings up a number
ofchallenges from theperspectiveofcomplex systems science. Wewillrefer totheseasthe
'complexity challenges':
• People with no specialbackground incomplex systemsthinking generally donotappeartoconsiderfeedbacks, non-lineardynamicsandinteractingprocesses atmultiple
scales (Dorner 1996;Wilensky andResnick 1999;Sweeney and Sterman 2007).
• Feedbacks, non-linear dynamics and cross-scale interactions result in a deep uncertaintyincomplex systemsthatis difficult tograsp (vander Sluijs 2005).
• Insightintocomplex systemsrequires theopportunity tobothexpressand experience
different perspectives inthose systems,apossibility thatisunderdeveloped in current
communication tools (Gibbons etal. 1994).
• Communications about social-ecological systems change should aim to facilitate the
development of strategicknowledge of how to operate in a complex, dynamic environment (Hmelo-Silver and Azevedo 2006). This type of experience is rarely aimed
for in science communication (Bishop 2011).
A particular difficulty for science communication is that the above prerequisites for the
understanding of systems change are atodds with basic design criteria from interaction designthatarecrucial for any effective communication (Resnick andWilensky 1998;Mennin
2007; Ramirez andRavetz 2011). Wewillrefer totheseasthe 'design challenges':
• Most science communication tools fail to be engaging enough to draw in users and
make them care about the content (Sheppard 2005; Scharmer 2007; Wilkinson and
Eidinow 2008;Ramrezand Ravetz 2011).
• Accessibility is crucial for any communication tool ormethod. If it is not accessible,
few people willbe abletouseit (chapter 2of this thesis(Mennin 2007).
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• Capturing the complexity of social-ecological systems can be atoddswith cognitive
clarityandtransparency (Hmelo-Silverand Azevedo 2006).
• Communicating through intuitive designs crucial, even more so since complex systems are characterized as exhibiting counter-intuitive behaviors (Thomas and Cook
2007)
The collaborative workshops in this chapter provided many responses to the challenges
listed above. Because the collaboration between complex systems scientists, interactive
media designers and artistsislargely uncharted territory withunmapped potential, wehave
deliberately not focused on the development of a single tool. Instead, we aimed to capture
awiderangeofperspectives oncomplexity communication, brought tolife through aseries
of workshops thatresulted in design concepts in different stages of development. Through
an expert-based evaluation of these concepts, this chapter offers apanoramic set of design
possibilities thatwillhelptakeonthechallenges ofcommunicating about social-ecological
systems changeinvery different ways.

6.2 Objectives
Thischapter focuses onthefollowing question:
• Howcaninteractivemediadesignersandartistshelpsciencecommunicators tocreate
communication concepts thattake on the challenges of communicating about socialecological systems change?
In order toaddressthisquestion, weusethefollowing objectives:
• Evaluatetherangeofcommunication conceptsresultingfrom thecollaborative workshops on their ability todeal with communication challenges associated with socialecological systems.
• Review the workshop process itself and draw conclusions on how collaborations betweencomplex systems scientists andmulti-media designers andartists canbe setup
effectively.
In section 6.3,we introduce the setup of ourcollaborative workshops, theparticipants, and
theselectionprocessthatledtotheconceptsdiscussedinthischapter. Section 6.4presentsa
generaloverview oftheworkshopresults. Sections 6.4 and 6.4introduce thefinal selection
of concepts andtheir evaluation. In section 6.5,wediscuss theworkshops and theirresults,
leading toconclusions andrecommendations aspresented in section 6.6.
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6.3 Collaborative designworkshops
In order to elicit insights onhow to take on thechallenges of communicating about socialecological systems change from beyond the domains of science communication, we organized a series of collaborative workshops with multi-media design and art education institutesinthe Netherlands.

Participants
Weorganized two workshops indifferent formats. The first was acombined course, taking
six weeks, for MSc students of the Art Science program at the Royal Academy for Visual
Arts,and students intheMScprogramMediaTechnology atLeiden University. 29 students
enrolled. Thisgroupwasmadeupof students attheMSclevelandconsisted ofanumberof
nationalities. Both the Art Science and Media Technology masters focus on a combination
ofarts,designandscience. WithArtScience,thescientific elementservesasinspirationand
the emphasis is on the artistic. Conversely, in the Media Technology master, the emphasis
ison scientific research.
Another, single-session workshop taking one afternoon was organized at the Utrecht
Arts Academy. 80 students attended that workshop a mixture of BSc and MSc students
from awiderange of art,design andmulti-media backgrounds.

Workshop organization
During both workshops, we gave an opening presentation that introduced complexity in
social-ecological systems in astep-wise fashion, discussing complexity inbiophysical systems and in human systems. Subsequently we introduced ways in which human and biophysical systems are fundamentally connected (Westley et al. 2002). Following this, we
discussed themeaning of this complexity in terms of environmental management and governance and the individual positions of societal actors, considering the present world and
thefuture. Wepresented the challenges in communicating about social-ecological systems
change discussed in 1.1,butavoided examples of science communication.
Wethen setthefollowing -deliberately open-ended- challenge for the students:
Createadesign thatallowsfor thecommunication ofcomplexity ininterconnectednatural
andhuman systems. Design your conceptso itdoes notjust conveyanalyticunderstanding
butprovides anexperientialsense ofthiscomplexityand whatitmeans.
Students were given 30 minutes to come up with a first concept. Then, all students were
asked to discuss and evaluate their own concepts and those of others in one-on-one speeddating sessions,using a 10-pointrating system (0= extremely bad to 10=extremely good)
reflecting how well their or others' concepts dealt with a number of criteria based on the
design challenges from section 6.1. Because of the widely different characters of the design concepts, detailed comparisons would be nonsensical, so the following basic design
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criteria wereused,inspiredbyinteraction designresearch (Facebook 2004;Scharnier2007;
Wilkinson andEidinow 2008;Wilkinson 2009;Wilkinson andRamirez 2010):
1. The concept is accessible.
2. The concept has thepowertoengageusers.
3. The concept conveys therightamount of information.
4. The concept istransparent while capturing complexity.
5. The concept isclear.
6. The concept isdesigned tobeintuitive.
Criteria 3to5weredesignedtoprovidedifferent perspectivesonthetransfer of information.
The Art Science/Media Technology course was extended over the remaining weeks
through 3daysofdesign workperweek,aninterimworkshoptodiscuss students' progress,
and afinal symposium where students' ideas were presented.

Evaluation ofconcepts
The workshops resulted in a total of 86 concepts, in different stages of development the
Art Science/Media Technology concepts were more developed because of the longer time
allotted tothem.
Most concepts were not in a sufficient state of development that they could be tested
on users. Instead, we chose to ask two independent panels of experts, one panel of four
multi-media and communication experts and one panel of four complex systems scientists,
tojudge aselection of concepts.
To limit the amount of time needed for these evaluations, the workshop team made
a first selection of these concepts, bringing them down to the top 12 concepts best able
to deal with the complexity as well as the design challenges. To avoid bias, we based this
selectionontheparticipants' self-evaluation andthoseoftheirfellow workshopparticipants,
evaluating which concepts werejudged to deal well with as much challenges as possible.
The workshop team (consisting of researchers withbackgrounds in complexity science, art
anddesign) evaluated theconcepts ontheir ability todeal withthe 'complexity' challenges.
Wherecomparisonsweredifficult tomake(forinstance,ifaverage scoreswerethesamebut
resulted from different perceived strengths and drawbacks) weused ourownjudgement.
The 12concepts resulting from this first selection were evaluated by both the communication experts andcomplexity expertsaccording totheirperceived abilitytodeal with the
'design' challenges in 1.1. Additionally, the complexity experts were also asked to judge
theconcepts ontheir ability tocommunicate the 'complexity' challenges. Theexperts also
used the 10-pointrating system. Experts were also able to comment on the concepts they
reviewed. The following arethecriteria used toevaluatetheability of theconcepts tocommunicate about systems complexity:
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1. The concept captures non-linear system behaviour
2. The concept captures feedbacks
3. The concept captures cross-scale dynamics
4. The concept captures path-dependence
5. The concept communicates the valueofmultipleperspectives on a system
6. The concept conveys how complex systems arecharacterized by deep uncertainty
7. The concept facilitates thedevelopment of strategic knowledge
Again, these criteria have not been designed to be very detailed, because of the wildly
different natureofpossibleconcepts. Wealsoaskedbothgroupsofexpertswhich audiences
andcontexts they thought each concept would bemost suitable for.

6.4 Design concepts
Overview
The 86 concepts covered a broad range of media. In the ArtScience/Media Technology
workshop,themajority oftheArtSciencestudentsfocused ondynamicvisualizations,social
media storytelling concepts,liveperformances and interactive groupinstallations. TheMedia Technology students focused on interactive, computer-based visualizations and games.
The Utrecht Arts Academy workshopproduced concepts covering awiderrange of media.
10of the 12selected concepts originated in the 6weeks-long Art Science/Media Technology workshop, while 2of the concepts from the afternoon-long Utrecht Arts Academy
workshopwereincludedinthefinalselection. Anumberofconceptsfrom thisshorterworkshopconsisted ofbasic ideas thatwere strong withregard tooneor several communication
challenges. In the Art Science/Media Technology workshop, the concepts had more time
tobe realized and elaborated on. These concepts were seen asresponding to awider range
of challenges. Fromboth workshops, 51 concepts were seen as having strong responses to
one or more of the communication challenges. Appendix 2 summarizes these ideas (right
column) and showstherange of media they propose toemploy (left column).
The 12conceptsthatwereselectedbytheworkshopparticipants andtheteamasdealing
best with the communication challenges from 1.1 fell into the categories of games, group
interactions, visual metaphors, dynamic visualizations and social media storytelling. The
nextsections willprovidein-depthresults organizedbythreecategories games (6.4),group
interactions (6.4) and social media storytelling (6.4)- that contain 8 of these 12 concepts.
Four concepts were either judged weak on most points by the communication experts as
well as the complexity experts, seen as promising but underdeveloped, or seen as serving
a fundamentally different communication function. Wewill quickly summarize these concepts attheendof this section.
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Figure 6.1: Organismus,showingtheconceptual versions ofthecolony andorganismlevelsinthe
gamespace.

Gameconcepts
Fourgamesconceptswereincludedinthefinalselection andevaluatedbyourexpertpanels.
Eachofthesegamesaimstooffer awayforplayerstodirectly anddynamicallyinteractwith
complex systems dynamics. Twogames, 'Organismus' and 'Chaosgolf' take ahighly conceptualandapproach,usingabstractenvironmentsandsystemelements,whilethetwoother
games, 'Spaceship Earth' and 'Levels ofLife' embed their gamesinreal environments. Table 6.1shows theevaluation of thesegames asdoneby the communication experts and the
complexity experts. For the sake of brevity, we will present 'Organismus' and 'Levels of
Life' here,and 'Chaosgolf' and 'Spacehip Earth' can befound in appendix 3.
Organismus
A 3D organism building puzzle (6.1) consisting of living cells suspended in space that
change shape and properties over time. New cells appear. The pieces rarely fit as they
are,butexperimentation helpsdiscover thatthey can adapttoeach otherdepending ontheir
generalshapeandproperties(e.g. colors)totemporarily formanorganiccolony. Thiswhole
develops its own set of change rules, though, and when crucial parts change too much to
remain compatible, the organ can fall apart. The player can prevent this by changing and
adapting theunits.
The player can create multiple units, or colonies, like this that remain available and
suspendedinspace. Iftheplayermanageseachunitwell,he/shecancombinethesecolonies
into an organism given the same dynamics of compatibility that hold true on the simpler
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level. On the organism level however, different change dynamics occur which leads to
different requirements onthemanagement of theplayer. Also,theplayer willbeless likely
tohavereplacement elements onhand atthislevel. Ontheupside,themeta-level constructs
yield much morepointsper second.
The aim of the game is for the player to get challenges that have to be adapted to.
Strategies have to be revised constantly, different strategies apply on different levels, each
system has its own rules,multiple systems havetobe monitored and managed at once,upscaling success can be a different kind of challenge. Moreover, there is no final solution,
even though it might seem so for a while. External shocks in many shapes and sizes can
cause sudden disturbance or success. Radical changes on the organism level can cause
similar shocksorbeneficial events.
Evaluation by expertpanels:
• Communication panel experts found this game lacking in accessibility because of its
challenging premise,but solidly engaging, intuitiveandinformative andpossessing a
good balancebetween transparency and complexity.
• Complexitypanelmembers found thisgametobeinformative, clearandintuitiveand
found this game tobe particularly suited to communicate principles of scaleinteractionsanduncertainty betweenindividual units,the 'organs' andthe'organisms'. The
game scoredhighinterms ofcreating astrategic knowledge development experience
butlow onmaking multipleperspectives available.
• Suitable contexts: college-level education and on-line communication.
LevelsofLife
The player plays a series of micro-games that take place on different biophysical levels,
from the cellular level through individuals, societies and ecosystems to the global level
(figure 6.2). This means managing gene replication, the survival of acell, the organization
of an organ, an individual's role in a community, the community itself, and so on. The
micro-game goals and dynamics are particular to the level,but dynamics that are universal
to complex adaptive systems should also stand out. This ispointed out at the beginning of
each micro-game theplayer istoldhowmuch he/she canrely onexperience from previous
levels, and how much will be new. On each level, the player has to deal with influences
playing outatother levels. Thefinalgoalofthegameistocollectasmuch levellinkages as
possible which is shown in a meta-map between the levels (see figure 6.2 for an example
imposed on animage of biophysical scales). The regular path through the game is tomove
upprogressively and down through thelevels via different paths butthere aremany places
where, as a bonus, scalejumps can be made. These scalejump 'bonus levels' show how
cross-scale influences are notjust between consecutive levels. Think of playing at a single
cell stage, and as a bonus getting to play a level where abacterium becomes a pandemic,
seen asakind of strategic gameatthe appropriate level.
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Evaluation by expertpanels:
• The communication panel judged this game to be accessible and engaging with a
good approach tocombining ofcomplexity and transparency.
• The complex systems science panel saw Levels of Life as accessible and engaging
and very informative, communicating about scale interactions primarily but also on
path dependence,perspectives and uncertainties.
• Both panels sawthemicro-game structure asbothpositivein terms oflearning curve
andnegative intermsof freedom of gameplay.
• Suitable contexts: secondary school, college, physical installations, on-line communication.

Groupinteraction concepts
Two concepts were included in the final selection that each use physical interactions in
a group to communicate about complexity in systems. Wewill discuss the concept 'Ouija
Drawing' here assecondexample, 'BreathingFeedbacks',canbefound inappendix 3.Table
6.2 shows the evaluation of both concepts by thecommunication panel and the complexity
panel.
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Table6.1:Evaluationofgameconceptsbythecommunicationandcomplexitypanels.Eachnumber
represents aratingbetween -5and +5,with -5 standing for 'extremely bad' and +5for 'extremely
good'.Theboldtexthighlightsvaluesthatareeitherinthehighestquadrant(>2.5)ornegative(<0).
Communication
Expert
ChaosGolf
Spaceship Earth
Organismus
Levels of Life

Accessibility
3.0
1.8
1.2
1.5

Engagement
1.3
3.0
1.1
2.8

Information
0.8
2.3
0.8
1.8

Complexity
/transparency
3.5
2.0
1.4
3.8

Clarity
2.3
2.7
1.2
2.5

Intuitive
design
33
3.0
1.6
3.8

Complexity
Expert
ChaosGolf
Spaceship Earth
Organismus
Levelsof Life

Accessibility
3.9
1.3
0.8
2.5

Engagement
1.9
33
2.5
2.0

Information
1.4
4.5
2.3
3.8

Complexity
/transparency
2.2
1.3
1.3
1.8

Clarity
2.2
3.3
2.0
2.0

Intuitive
design
2.9
2.8
2.5
2.8

Complexity
Expert
ChaosGolf
Spaceship Earth
Organismus
Levels of Life

Nonlinearity
1.2
2.5
0.5
2.0

Feedbacks
1.1
2.5
1.0
2.0

Scale
dynamics
-2.0
0.3
1.5
4.8

Pathdependence
1.8
0.8
1.5
1.8

Multiple
perspectives
-0.4
-0.8
-0.3
2.3

Uncertainty
2.1
0.8
1.8
2.3

Complexity
Expert
ChaosGolf
Spaceship Earth
Organismus
Levels of Life

Strategic
knowledge
0.6
0.3
2.3
1.0

Ouijadrawing
A group of people sit around a table or on the floor, in a circle (figure 6.3). They are all
connected atthewristby a structure of connectors, sothemovements ofeach person affect
themovements of theothers and vice versa. Each of them isgiven apen andpaper todraw
objects. The individual drawing patterns represent local variability and agency, while the
structure andproperties of the connectors represent network structure aswell as constraints
(biophysical, institutional) on the nature of interactions. The group can be given different
drawing assignments toreflect different system dynamics,for example:
• Oneperson draws anobject orperson, andtheotherparticipants lettheirpens follow
whatevermovements arepassed onby the drawing actions of the 'principal drawer'.
The result of this is adegrading similarity between thedrawings as their creators are
in positions further away from the principal drawer. This assignment can represent
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Figure 6.3: OuijaDrawingastestedintheArtScience/MediaTechnologyworkshop
thechanging character of theimpact of a singlelocal process throughout a system.
• Each person draws the object or person individually, creating an interplay of effects
and feedbacks between the participants, with different people alternatively leading
and responding to the movements in the process. This assignment can represent a
dynamic interplay between localprocesses ornetwork agents,and thefeedbacks that
result from this.
• All participants hold their pens still on the paper, allowing the 'system noise' - involuntary movements inthebody,achangingbalancebetweenparticipants and other
effects toappear onpaper, and feedback throughout the system.
Evaluation bypanelexperts:
• The communication experts also saw this concept as very accessible, engaging and
clearbutdid notbelieve itwashighly informative.
• Thecomplexsystemssciencepanelawardedthisconceptwithahighlypositiveevaluationintermsof accessibility,engagement, information, combining transparency and
complexity andintuitiveness. They sawitasmainly communicating about feedbacks,
non-linearity and uncertainty.
• Suitable contexts: secondary school,college,workshops,physical installations.
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Table 6.2: Evaluation ofgroupinteraction conceptsbythecommunication andcomplexitypanels.
Eachnumberrepresentsaratingbetween-5and+5,with-5standingfor 'extremelybad' and+5for
'extremely good'. Thebold texthighlights values that areeither in thehighestquadrant (>2.5)or
negative(<0).
Communication
Expert
Ouija Drawing
Breath Feedbacks

Accessibility
4.0
2.8

Engagement
3.5
3.8

Information
0.0
-1.0

Complexity
/transparency
3.0
1.3

Clarity
2.3
2.8

Intuitive
design
2.0
3.0

Complexity
Expert
Ouija Drawing
Breath Feedbacks

Accessibility
4.5
4.3

Engagement
3.5
2.0

Information
2.0
1.5

Complexity
/transparency
3.8
4.3

Clarity
3.0
3.8

Intuitive
design
4.0
4.5

Complexity
Expert
Ouija Drawing
Breath Feedbacks

Nonlinearity
1.0
1.3

Feedbacks
2.8
2.0

Scale
dynamics
-3.0
-2.5

Pathdependence
1.8
-2.8

Multiple
perspectives
0.0
-2.5

Uncertainty
2.5
-2.8

Complexity
Expert
Ouija Drawing
Breath Feedbacks

Strategic
knowledge
0.6
-3.0

Socialmedia storytelling
Twoconceptsinthefinal selection eachused socialmedia totell stories. Theexamplespresentedhereis 'TimeCapsules'. Theotherexample, 'Indicators' canbefound inappendix3.
Table6.3 showstheevaluation ofthesetwoconceptsbythecommunication and complexity
panels.
Timecapsules
A fake set of documents (figure 6.4) is created and promoted asreal these documents appear to be a vision of the future of a seemingly deranged individual, who has a very rigid,
one-dimensional perspective of theworld, history and thefuture. The document makes this
person appear to be insane, and engages the reader, who thinks the document is real, to
consider his/her own perspectives on the change of societal and natural systems through
time. The document was presented in a group context as well as dispersed over the internet, where theillusion thatit wasreal wasmaintained (seeabovefigurefor some responses
through Facebook).There are two principles at the basis of this concept: Presenting fabricated information as real, and eliciting the desired response by presenting the opposite
perspective. The illusion of reality can make for an interaction with the concept that has
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"HetBelangVanTijdcapsules"
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Figure 6.4: TimeCapsulesstorylineplacedonlineinFacebook(Facebook2004)showingreactions
thatassumethemeta-story(documentsfound onthetrambyunknownauthor)istrue.
very littleframing, andcan therefore bemoredirect andoutside of aperson's expectations.
Thepresentation of aperspective thatis soobviously extreme inits static,peculiar dogmatism can elicit an opposite response. This combination of techniques makes this concept
intoa 'scenario storytelling' exercise inavery different mode thanisusual.

Other concepts
Fourotherconceptswereincludedinthefinalselection,butarenotpresentedinthis section.
Two of these concepts were dynamic visualizations that extended the adaptive cycle and
panarchy concepts from the social-ecological systems literature (Gunderson and Holling
2002). Both of these concepts were given low marks with regard to most criteria by both
panels, especially in terms of thedesign criteria, because they were seen astooesoteric for
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Table 6.3: Evaluation of socialmedia storytelling conceptsbythecommunication andcomplexity
panels.Eachnumberrepresentsaratingbetween-5and+5,with-5standingfor 'extremelybad'and
+5for 'extremelygood'.Theboldtexthighlightsvaluesthatareeitherinthehighestquadrant(>2.5)
ornegative(<0).
Communication
Expert
Indicators
Time Capsules 3.0

Accessibility
1.3
4.5

Engagement
4.3
1.8

Information
3.0
2.0

Complexity
/transparency
3.0
-0.8

Clarity
1.3
1.0

Indicators
Time Capsules

Accessibility
1.0
3.7

Engagement
2.0
4.1

Information
1.3
1.8

Complexity
/transparency
4.0
1.8

Clarity
3.0
3.4

Intuitive
design
1.0
3.3

Complexity
Expert
Indicators
Time Capsules

Nonlinearity
-0.8
0.5

Feedbacks
0.0
1.8

Scale
dynamics
-2.0
-0.5

Pathdependence
0.0
1.3

Multiple
perspectives
-0.5
3.0

Uncertainty
1.3
1.3

Complexity
Expert
Indicators
Time Capsules

Strategic
knowledge
-03
-1-3

Complexity

Expert

Intuitive
design
3.3

non-experts. One concept was a collection of ways in which a group of participants can
be tested as acomplex system through numerous outside disturbances of group work. This
concept was deemed too underdeveloped by the panels. Finally, a strong visual metaphor
made the final selection, as a wild-card addition. This concept consisted of a picture of a
man whose lowerbody wasfrozen, and whoseupperbody wasonfire,accompanied by the
title'on average,he's fine'. Thisconceptwasseenasclearlyandengagingly communicating
theproblem ofrelyingonaverages andtrendsinavery accessible way,butlittleelse andit
didnotallow for flexibility orinteractivity atall.

6.5 Discussion
Wewillbeginbydiscussing theoverview ofcreated concepts andthemediafor whichthese
concepts were designed. Then, we will discuss the evaluation of the concepts in thefinal
selection: what are their strengths and drawbacks in comparison to the state-of-the-art in
science communication? How can the potential value of these types of concepts be taken
forward in practice?
After discussing the concepts, we will review our general approach to creating collaboration between social-ecological systems scientists and interactive media designers and
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artists,and thepotential of linking these disciplines.

Overview
The collaborative workshops haveresulted in awellspring of concepts with different forms
of potential, including a smaller selection of concepts that were evaluated asbeing able to
take on arange of communication challenges. Most of the 51remaining concepts summarized in the overview were not selected because they were underdeveloped. Most of them
consist of a general notion that would benefit from a longer period of conceptualization
anddevelopment. Although theseconcepts donotlend themselves todirect translation into
practical tools and products, the quantity and diversity of ideas captured demonstrates the
potentialofthecollaboration between complexity scientists andinteractivemedia designers
and artists.
Furthermore, the range of media and genres proposed for these concepts widens the
perspectives and options that could be taken into consideration for the communication of
complexity in social-ecological systems. Thelevelofinteractivity allowed bydifferent media played a crucial role in the evaluation of the potential of different concepts. Games,
group interactions and social media storytelling all allow for interactivity and for theintegration of many functions -our selection has depended strongly on our use of criteria, and
theneedfor concepts todealwithmost ofthesechallenges simultaneously. Wewill discuss
alternatives tothis approach in section 6.5.
Practical feasibility was acriterion that has notbeen included in the challenges but has
been an unavoidable consideration. Feasibility has come up chapter 2 of this thesis, but
we have avoided ithere to keep the space for innovative thinking open at first. Still, based
onconversations andcomments,feasibility wasanimplicit consideration inthe evaluations
among both theparticipants and theexpertpanels.

Gameconcepts
Organismus
Strengths and weaknesses: Organismus was seen as overall solid in terms of the design
criteria. The complexity panel was most enthusiastic about its ability to engage and be
intuitive. It was expected to be a little problematic on the accessibility side, because the
game has the potential to become very complex. This problem could easily be solved by
paying strong attention to the learning curve of the game (Squire 2005). Organismus gets
some high markings for crucial criteria of complexity communication a solid value for its
tackling of scales, and the strongest value of the four concepts for its ability to generate
strategic knowledge. This last criterion is crucial, as it integrates analytic understanding
and experiential engagement into asinglelearning experience.
Practical usefulness: Because of the way complexity in this game is combined with intuitive, engaging and even frantic game design, we think this game would be very useful as
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a basic and versatile tool to teach about complex systems in a wide range of educational
settings.
Feasibilityofimplementation: Thegamedoesnotdepend onpowerful graphicdesign;however,thegamemechanics arevery complex, especially because ofthenearly unlimited outcomes, and would require expertise, not so much in terms of manpower but in terms of
knowledge and experience,todevelop.
Levels of Life
Strengthsandweaknesses: The 'network ofmicro-games' approachisareal strengthofthis
game in the eyes of bothpanels. It allows for the game tocommunicate much information
andcapture complexity whileremaining clear,intuitive andengaging. Italsoallowsfor the
gametodealexcellently withacrucial element ofcomplex systems dynamics thattheother
gameshavemoredifficulty with: scaleinteractions.
Practical usefulness: As aneducational tool, levels of life shows much potential. Itspieceby-piece approach, learning curve design, focus on specific cases and explicit emphasis
on cross-scale interactions make it very suitable for secondary school and college environments. Because of the extensive character of the game, it is not as useful as a quick
intervention asgameslikeChaosGolf (appendix 3) wouldbe.
Feasibilityof implementation: This game is far less of achallenge interms of the model(s)
driving thegameplay than theothergames,becauseof itsmicro-game structure. However,
there would be a large amount of content and designing to produce. A solution posed by
oneofthecommunication expertsistoapproach thisgameasanopen-source project where
different contributors develop and discuss thevariouslevels.
Overall discussion
Thefour gamesfrom theworkshops showthepotential of seriousgamestocapture systems
complexity in intuitive, engaging ways that are able to mix the challenges of communicating about complex social-ecological system while remaining clear and transparent. In
thesequalities,thegameshaveveryfew precedents. TheabstractgamesChaosGolf andOrganismus are particularly unique in their direct focus on complex systems dynamics when
compared to the state of the art of serious games. The biggest drawback of all of these
gamesistheir lackoffocus oncapturing theperspectives andcontributions oftheirplayers.
The games follow a traditional game model - the player deals with the game content. A
related gapinthesegamesis the social,multi-player element. Even though, these elements
would givethegamesdifferent functions thantheonestheyweredesignedfor, multi-player
gaming is averypromising avenuefor the sharing of perspectives on complex systems that
has not been explored in this chapter. In terms of practical feasibility and implementation,
the game designs are challenging but would not require theresources of mainstream commercial games. In this, they follow the trend of web-based casual games that are often
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developed by a few experts(Part et al. 2010). The suggestion by our communication panel
totakean open-source approach for thesegames would be fitting.
The following recommendations suggest avenues for future research and development
of games for the communication of complexity in social-ecological systems, as well as
someexamples ofthesedirectionsfrom otherfieldsofresearch andthecommercial gaming
world.
• Focuson thepotential of serious games thatfocus directly on the communicationof
complex systems characteristics in order to generate strategic knowledge (HmeloSilver and Azevedo2006).
• Use the learning curve used in commercial games to manage the tension between
oversimplifyingandoverloadingcontent (Squire 2005;Parker2010).
• Build on thepotential of complex systems simulations toprovide an engaging mix
ofstructureanddynamism, of the controllableand the uncontrollable(Cowley et al.
2008).
• Focusonmulti-player interactions(vanBilsen et al. 2010).
• Build on the increasing popularity and available technologyfor open-endness in
games (Jenkins 2007;Sefton 2008).
• Usedevelopments inusercontentcreationfrom characterstostorylines toworldsto
game modes- toallowparticipants tocreateandsharetheirownperspectives within
the game (Rieber 1996; Edge Staff 2007; Electronic Arts 2008; Blizzard Entertainment 2010;Barry 2011;Ubisoft unpublished).

Interactive groupconcepts
OuijaDrawing
Strengthsandweaknesses: Overall, theinteractive group concept Ouija Drawing wasevaluated as good to extremely good regarding nearly all design criteria. But while the communication panel thought the amount of information that thought could be communicated
was low and a drawback of themethod, the complexity panel thought the concept actually
captured a good amount of information. Weexplain this difference by considering that the
complexity panel recognized the system dynamics captured by this concept better. However, this might be an indication of bias after all, the understanding of system dynamics
has tobe communicated to groups of non-expert participants. A solution for this would be
paying close attention to what information guides the exercise. In terms of the complex
systemscriteria, thecomplex systems sciencepanel sawaproblem withthe communication
of scales and multiple perspectives. Wewould like to argue that cross-level dynamics can
be recognized inthe exercise, represented by the constraints of the group structure. Again,
thecommunication of this insight would depend onthe guiding information.
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Practical usefulness: We agree with the members of both panels that this exercise is a
great way to introduce the concept of feedbacks causing non-linear effects in a connected
system. It could easily be used in arange of settings, aslong asthese settings arephysical.
Extensions tomixphysical exercises with on-line connections could alsobepossible.
Feasibility of implementation: This concept was already complete and tested at the end
of the ArtScience/ Media Technology workshops. Its implementation requires some basic
materials and some group coordination, nothing more. It can be easily captured in simple
instructions.
Overalldiscussion
Theuseofinteractivegroupconceptsforthecommunication ofcomplexity hassomeprecedence (ResnickandWilensky 1998;Mennin 2007).However,theways groups wereusedin
the concepts in this workshop bring up new ways to embody complex systems dynamics.
Indoing this,they showthatgroupinteractionshavemuchuntapped potential for education
and workshop settings and warrant future exploration. Their great advantages lie in their
practicality andtheir ability tocreateaveryintuitiveunderstanding of systemsdynamicsby
using thehumanbody andmentalprocesses. Theirdisadvantage liesinthefact thatthey do
not scaleup aseasily asfor instanceweb-based gamesdo.
Werecommend to:
• Focusonwaystoupscalethebenefitofgroup-orientedconcepts (Bishop2010).
• Usegroup interactions to representafull range of complex systems characteristics,
including cross-level interactions (Resnick and Wilensky 1998; Colella 2000; Yoon
2008).
• Develop an indexand instruction manual of available groupconcepts that could be
applied tocommunicatedifferentsystemscharacteristicsandsubjects invariouscontexts.
• Discuss andemphasizethecommonalitiesanddifferencesbetween differentperspectives in the group exercises (Resnick and Wilensky 1998; Colella 2000; Mennin
2007).

Socialmedia storytelling
TimeCapsules
Strengthsandweaknesses: Thehigh valuesgiven toTimeCapsulesbybothpanelsin terms
ofbothaccessibility andengagementhavealottodowithitsflexible format (on-line,physical)anditsintriguingpremise. Thestrengthoftheconceptisbasedintwoideas: presenting
fictionalinformation asif itisreal,and using areverse message toconvey the communication. These ideas create atype of engagement and cognitive involvement thathas not been
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used in complexity communication before. The drawback of this approach is that it can be
cryptic and problematic in its clarity. The communication panel commented that much of
theimpact of thisconceptrelies onlater framing of thelessons learned.
Practical usefulness: The Time Capsules concept and similar social media storytelling
projects have potential in providing a re-frame or a wakeup call in a range of educational
and organizational settings. Its viral quality allows it to potentially upscale its impact far
beyond thesecontexts (Bodin 2006).
Feasibilityof implementation: Since this project has already been tested on-line, and has
elicited the responses that were aimed for, feasibility is not an issue. The project could be
repeated adinfinitum aslong asnew socialenvironments areavailable on-line.
Overalldiscussion
Both the Time Capsules and Indicators concepts are examples of a main strength of social
media storytelling: accessibility and flexibility of content. The social media formats both
concepts use also make them highly feasible in fact, both concepts have been tested with
on-lineaudiences. Eachconceptisalsoveryengaginginitsownway whichispartlyaresult
from thefreedom intermsofcontentthatispossibleinsocialmedia. Theproblemwith this
highlyoriginalandengagingcontentisthatinbothcases,itisalsoquitecrypticandcouldbe
confusing. Amorefundamental issuewiththewaysocialmediaareusedinbothinstancesis
thatthey arenotsointeractiveassaygamesorgroupinteraction concepts theydonotallow
for a direct, sense-based interaction with systems complexity. Furthermore, participants'
contributions can betaken beyond on-line comments insocial media (Writerguy 2007).The
lackof spacefor creative contributions is ahandicap sharedby allconcepts inthis study.
The evaluations of these group concepts and the literature they connect to give rise to
thefollowing recommendations:
• Usethepower ofsocialmedia toconnectpeople totheircontent throughmassinterpersonal persuasion processes (Busselle and Bilandzic 2008;Fogg 2008; Kim et al.
2008).
• Getpeople involvedoverlongerperiods of timetocreateasense of livingwithcomplex systems intheirownlives(Ornebring 2007;Zhang et al. 2010).
• Stimulateparticipants towrite,filmand createdifferentartifacts on the themeofthe
interaction(Writerguy 2007).

Reviewingtheworkshopapproachfor thedevelopmentofcollaborative
design concepts
The results of the study presented in this chapter demonstrate the potential of bringing
in designers and artists to develop new ways to communicate about complexity in socialecological systems. Our approach to exploring their perspectives and ideas is oneof many
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paths that could have been taken. Even within our project, a differentiation can be seen,
producing different results. The Utrecht Arts Academy workshop was a single day session with alargenumber of participants. This workshop generated ideasthat showed much
potential, but participants lacked the time to fully shape these ideas. In the Art Science/
Media Technology workshop, there were less participants, but there was much more time
todevelop theconcepts. A crucial difference between these workshops was the interaction
between researchers from the social-ecological systems perspective, the art and design educators involved in the workshop and the participants. This interaction helped to develop
the concepts in the direction that was most valuable in terms of our communication challenges. At the sametime, it does show thatwhile more limited, a single day workshop can
bring up much potential. This is useful to know when the time frame for collaboration is
infact limited for instance,when alargegroupof researchers andhigh-level designers and
artistscanbebroughttogetherfor asingleoccasion. Wewould liketo suggest thatthiskind
of momentary exchange would require a mix of both art and design and complex systems
expertise among theparticipants in that way,design concepts can immediately integrate a
deeper systems understanding.
The Art Science/Media Technology workshop showed a different prospect for future
art/science collaborations. Those involved were able to generate the most useful concepts
and recommendations, because they were already undergoing a training that included the
reflections of art, design and science on one another. This made the participants uniquely
capableofapplyingapproachesandconceptsfrom beyondthesciencecommunication spectrum to the problem of communicating about complexity in our world. We see the educationofhybridartists/scientists asacrucialrequirementfortheemergenceof communication
strategiesthatcreatepublicengagement withandunderstandingof social-ecological change
onalarge scale.
A design choice that was fundamental to our workshops and for our evaluation in particular, was the view that a single concept should be able to deal with most or all of the
challenges of communicating about complex systems we posed. An alternative approach
could be to focus on specific, single challenges and aim for a toolbox instead of a single
tool/game. Aproblem with thatapproach would be that the characteristics of complex systemsareinfactinterconnected,andcommunicating someofthesecharacteristicsinisolation
could produce abias. Also, our use of a set list of criteria can have limited our evaluation
of the concepts by using a single frame on a wide variety of ideas. An alternative using
grounded theory isproposed by Isenberg (1998).
The implementation of the kinds of concepts that have come up in the workshops was
only marginally addressed. For anumber of concepts wehave proposed thattheir development and implementation is feasible. Several concepts were already developed to the level
of working prototypes. But for thesekinds of ideas tobe fully realized and used the structural support of both the science communication domain and media design and innovation
cultures is needed.
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Untappedpotential:collaborationbetweensocial-ecologicalsystemsscientistsand designersand artists
This study has only begun to tapinto thepotential of collaborations that link complex systems scientists and interactive media designers and artists. Our results demonstrate that
there aremany affinities between modesof communication ininteractive media and artand
scientific perspectives on social-ecological systemschange. Artis appreciative of complexity and uncertainty and has the ability toconvey understanding on an analytic level as well
as through experience. Aesthetic appreciation has its own type of rationality that warrants
more exploration inthecontext of complex systems communication (Richards 2001; Ramrez andRavetz2011).
More efforts areneeded thatfocus onharnessing thepotential of connecting art, design
and complex systems science. Wehave seen the benefits of organizing spaces for encountersbetween individualsfrombothdisciplines. Wehavealsoreportedonthevalueofhybrid
education focusing both disciplines in this study. Another approach would be to focus on
inspiring and informing communities of interactive media designers and artists to take on
the challenge of communicating about social-ecological complexity as long-term, collaborativeprojects. Forinstance,many open-source projects havebeen developed out of shared
curiosity, chances for collaboration and shared engagement with different subjects. These
engines of innovation should be harnessed.
Thefollowing recommendations addresstheorganization of collaborations between designers and artists and social-ecological systems scientists tocreatebetter communication:
• Short brainstorms about communicating about social-ecological systemscomplexity
couldbeusefulwithexpert-levelparticipants aimfor amixofartandscienceexpertiseandallowfor much interactionbetweensmallgroupsof individuals.
• Fosterhybridscience/art/designeducationandtrainingtocreatetheinterdisciplinary
expertiseneededfor trulyeffectivecommunicationoncomplexityinsocial-ecological
systems.
• Explore different ways in which media innovators and artists can be engaged,informed and inspired to employ their skills and experiencefor thefull development
and implementation of interactive media communication on social-ecological complexity.

6.6 Conclusions
In this study, we started with the premise that interactive media designers and artists can
contribute new perspectives and ideas in collaborative design efforts to generate societal
engagement with and understanding of complexity in social-ecological systems. This collaboration is crucial because current science communication strategies are only partially
able to deal with the challenges that come up in trying to turn this potential into a reality.
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We defined the challenges first. Then, we introduced a study that aimed to take on these
challengesbyharnessing theexpertiseofinteractivemedia designers andartists. Facilitated
by an interdisciplinary team in several workshops, multi-media designers and artists developed communication concepts that aimed tofacilitate understanding and engagement in an
integrated fashion.
This case study produced 51out of 86concepts using arange of media with the potential to take on one or a few challenges, and 12out of 51 concepts that were evaluated by
theparticipants andworkshopteamasprovidingpossiblewaystodealwiththeentire setof
challenges. Asecondevaluationoftheseconceptsbyapanelofcommunication expertsand
a panel of complexity scientists resulted in the 8concepts presented in this chapter. These
conceptsfell intothecategories of games, groupinteraction concepts and socialmedia storytelling. Though exhibiting very different characteristics, all concepts proved engaging,
accessible, intuitive and well able to combine complexity and transparency. Overall, the
concepts have the most difficulty with capturing scale interactions, and they provide little
opportunities for thecontribution of participants' perspectives. The concepts could beused
in education tohelp facilitate shifts in understanding from linear, central models of understanding tocomplexity-based understanding. Inworkshops,they could beused asquickinterventions for (re)framing. Thefeasibility of developing andimplementing these concepts
in is strong the games require expertise in the development of challenging game models,
but donothavetobe largeprojects likemost mainstream games, and the group interaction
and social media storytelling concepts were already working concepts that could be tested
intheworkshopsandon-line. Alloftheseconcepts showdifferent feasible, complementary
ways in which audiences could be engaged with social-ecological systems complexity that
are notcurrently partof science communication.
In terms of the collaboration between scientists and artists, the workshops in this study
show the benefits and drawbacks of different formats, including single sessions with large
groups and longer workshops. They also demonstrate the value andpotential of interdisciplinary education thatcombines science,artanddesign. Finally,they show theneedfor the
inspiring,engaging andinforming of artistsanddesigners togetcollaborative design arenas
totakethepotential of these concepts tothelevelof full development and implementation.
Theresult couldbevibrantcommunities ofinterdisciplinary innovators thatbuild ondeveloping new ways tocreate andinteract withimages,mental models,discourses and realities
and overcome the limits of current societal communication on social-ecological systems
change.

Chapter7
Synthesis
Thepast is aliar, thefuture awhore.
-LaDispute,Bury YourFlame, 2008

Chapter isbased on:
J.M. Vervoort, Kasper Kok, P-J Beers,R. van Lammeren, A.VeldkampExploring interactivevisualizationstrategiesfor communication aboutsocial-ecological systems change,in preparation.
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7.1 Introduction
Throughout this thesis,wehaveargued that theenvironmental and social challenges facing
humans in the twenty-first century require deep societal understanding of and engagement
with thecomplexities of social-ecological systemschange. Thisunderstanding andengagement have tobebuilt on the perspectives of a wide range of societal actors,both to ensure
a broad base of knowledge and experience, and to enable system-wide action. But societalcommunications about social-ecological systemschangeareoften framed by dominant,
simple and heavily biased images and mental models. The different chapters of this thesis have each reported on different ways in which the challenges of communicating about
social-ecological complexity canbeapproached through theuseof interactive visualization
andmulti-media. Chapter 1 identified twomain challenges:
• Capturing and communicating different societal perspectives on the complexity of
social-ecological systems.
• Combining the facilitation of analytic understanding with the need to generate experiential engagement with systems change
Both of these challenges are framed by the following preconditions: for any such communication toolstobe viable, they should be accessible,flexibleand feasible.
Chapter 2 used these challenges to review the different strategies and tools available
in environmental science communication and developed a possible framework that would
combine their strengths and complement their weaknesses. Chapters 3and 4 went beyond
the state of theart and presented and evaluated twonew tools thattook on the challenge of
capturing analytic perspectives on social-ecological complexity. Chapters 5 and 6 focused
onthechallenge of combining understanding and engagement.
This synthesis chapter will first discuss the collection of tools and methods developed
and evaluated in this thesis in terms of the challenges I introduced in chapter 1to discuss
the strengths and weaknesses in our overall approach (7.2). This evaluation will also serve
to discuss which of these challenges have proven to be easier or more difficult to tackle.
The next section discusses the complementarities between our collection of tools and approaches, the ways they translate between different types of content and interaction, and
where the gaps lie (7.3). In 7.4 I will focus specifically on the link between the tools in
this thesis and future-oriented participatory processes such as scenarios development and
visioning. Iwillthen discuss themerits andproblems of alternative avenues wemighthave
explored (7.5). Section 7.6 discusses how these methods could be embedded in societal
communication to up-scale their impact and overcome current limitations. In section 7.7,
the challenges of communicating in a context of diverse societal actors are reviewed. Section 7.8 looks briefly at the communication challenges in the TransForum programme that
was the context for this research, and how these link to our findings in this thesis. This
thesis willendwith theconclusions of different case studies and general conclusions inthe
form ofrecommendations (7.9).
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7.2 Takingonthechallengesofcommunicatingaboutcomplexityinsocial-ecological systems:lessonslearned
The development and evaluation of the tools and concepts discussed inthis thesis has been
a process of continuous reflection and learning, guided by theambition to takeonthechallenges of communicating about social-ecological systems change. Building onthe conceptual framework, this section reviews the measure of our success in taking on these challenges,anddiscusses thelessons thatresulted from thisprocess.

Capturing complexsystemscharacteristics tofacilitate analytic understanding
Our self-imposed requirement for anytools tobeaccessible,flexibleandfeasible washelpful, because it gave us the focus to start with a very basic approach to the communication
of complex systemscharacteristics. Wechose non-linearity and scaledynamics asthe most
accessible and basic traits of complex social-ecological systems. This choice gave rise to
the System Perspectives Scope, a method that was accessible, flexible, generalizable and
that built on the perspectives of participants. One of its main strengths was the way that
it focused directly and explicitly on complex systems characteristics. Its main issues were
a lack of quantification and a strong pre-framing of participants' perspectives through the
focus on spatial and temporal levels and myths of nature. To go beyond these limitations,
we developed the Scale Repertoire. This tool sacrificed elements of generalizability, largescale application and accessibility for a much more in-depth systems analysis. The Scale
Repertoire was largely unprecedented in its explicit focus on notjust cross-level but also
cross-scale dynamics. A characteristic of complex systems that we did not focus on in the
ScaleRepertoire chapterbutfor which thismethod alsoshowspotential istheconveyingof
the idea of path dependence (Rycroft and Kash 2002). Its storyline structure, focusing on
interacting drivers,dimensions and scaleprovideasuitableplatform for understanding path
dependence. Other storyline-based tools such as Scenario-Communities share this potential, as do the game concepts whereprogressive consequences of choices and actions drive
thedirection of thegameplay.
Asweexploredthecombination ofanalyticunderstandingandexperiential engagement,
our case studies indicated that the engagement-oriented methods were best able to convey
the idea of uncertainty in complex systems. There is a logic to this deep uncertainty is
partly something that can be understood analytically, but it should also be experienced for
it to have any meaningful impact. The engaging, distressing nature of the story sections
and participants' contributions in the Scenario-Communities case study and the challenging open-endedness of the games, group concepts and social media storytelling concepts
showed muchpotential for theintuitive conveying of uncertainty.
Lessons learned:
• It is possible to create forms of interactive communication that focus directly on the
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traitsof complex systems,and todo soinways thatbuild onawiderange of societal
perspectives.
• There is a challenge in resolving the tension between the need for accessibility and
generalizability on the one hand and capturing the full richness and structure of different perspectives onthe other.
• A grasp of the uncertainty associated with complex systems appears to be captured
betterbyexperience-oriented tools.

Combininganalyticunderstanding withexperientialengagement
The complexity of social and environmental change can invite disengagement (Macey and
Brown 1998; Levin 1999). In the absence of simple cause and effect relationships, clear
goals anddefined distinctions,itiseasier todisconnect from problems. Facilitating societal
engagement with the challenges that complex social-ecological systems present is no easy
task, but it should be a crucial focus for communication strategies and tools. If individuals, communities and organizations are not engaged, there is no potential tomove towards
action (Sheppard 2005). Furthermore, without engagement, there is nodrive to understand
issues more deeply. On the other hand, understanding can alsoblock or foster engagement
(Pritchard and Sanderson 2002). Communicating about social-ecological systems change
therefore means combining the analytical and the experiential in ways that are mutually
supportive.
In our combination of the System Perspectives Scope and Scenario- Communities, we
concluded thatitisindeedpossibletoeffectively combineanalyticandexperiential methods
as separate approaches. In our work with multi-media designers and artists, we explored
thepotential for fully integrating experiential engagement and analytic understanding on a
conceptual level. Serious games, group interaction concepts and social media storytelling
concepts appear to be realistic yet powerful approaches to integrating understanding and
experiential engagement. Steps toward theimplementation of such methods are essential.
We see potential in connecting tools such as those in this thesis to a different type of
engagement-oriented work that comes from the worlds of community participation and
management. In methods such as Theory U (Scharnier 2007) and various examples of
reflective practice (Macey and Brown 1998), there are strategies in use of 'presencing' issues of social and environmental change that anchor the meaning and relevance of these
issues affectively amongtheirparticipants. Therecouldbearolefor multi-media scenarios,
games and groupinteraction concepts in such processes, and valuable lessons could in turn
be drawn from theseengagement-oriented processes for thedesign of multi-media tools.
Lessons learned:
• Combinations of methods that are clearly distinct in their functions (analytic understanding/engagement) can becomplementary and synergistic, with thetwo modesof
communication supporting eachother. Additionally, theyallow for theseparate study
of analytic and affective aspects of perspectives.
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• A full mix of engagement and analysis in games, group interaction concepts and
socialmediahasthepotentialtocreatesimulation-typeinteractionsthatareconducive
to the development of strategic knowledge born from experience (Hmelo-Silver and
Azevedo2006).

Designlessons:accessibility,flexibilityand feasibility
Intermsofaccessibility,theresultisthatthetoolsinthisstudyareeitherweb-basedorapplicableinarangeoflivesettings,andthatsome(Scenario-Communities, System Perspectives
Scope)workinbothmodes. Designshaveeitherbeenkept simpleenough for shortinstructionstoguideparticipants,oraconsciouschoicehasbeenmadetorelyonfacilitation (Scale
Repertoire). In terms of flexibility, the tools geared toward analytic understanding like the
SystemPerspectivesScopeandtheScaleRepertoirecansupportverydifferent typesofcontentandcantherefore beused inawiderangeof social andenvironmental changecontexts.
Moreover, these tool designs themselves are easily adjustable tofitdifferent needs. For instance, the System Perspectives Scopecould easily feature different scales from the spatial
and temporal scales that were used. The flexibility of the System Perspectives Scope has
made it possible touse this tool in European-level as well as local-level cases. The games
andgroupconcepts arelessflexibleintermsofcontent. However,becauseoftheirfocus on
theconceptual, they canbeusedasmetaphors andinterventions toconnect tovery different
concrete issues. The scenario and storyline-based toolsrevolve around multi-media stories
that have to be prepared for each case, which makes them the least flexible. The System
Perspectives Scope, Scale Repertoire and Scenario-Communities, as well as collaborative
design concepts such as Oujia Drawing and Time Capsules have proved their feasibility
because they were developed and used by small groups of researchers and designers with
limited resources. Aworkingprototype oftheon-line design framework discussed inchapter 2hasalsobeendeveloped, thoughithas yettobeusedin acase study. Wediscussed the
game concepts in chapter 6 in terms of feasibility, identifying possible challenges, but on
a whole the development of these concepts falls into the same order feasibility in terms of
expertise andresources needed.
Lessons learned:
• There is a positive relationship between accessibility, flexibility and feasibility of
design for communication tools. This limits what ispossible, but it creates the kinds
of tools that can actually be used and adapted in different settings and for different
purposes.
• Start testing non-digital versions of thedesign wheneverpossiblebefore constructing
digital prototypes toretain flexibility.
• Discuss designs with target audiences from the first day. This will help tailor communication designs to their audiences, get potential users to support the design, and
helpthem understand theconcept from adesigner's perspective.
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• Take time to introduce designers to the content of complexity in social-ecological
systems, and train the researchers in digital design. Create a truly interdisciplinary
team. Designers and artists with mixed backgrounds in science as well as art and
design, such astheparticipants inthechapter 6study couldbe crucial.

7.3 Toolsinan analyticframework: complementaries and
gaps
The strategy outlined in chapter 1 provided us with an axis (analytic understanding / experiential engagement) that helped evaluate and distinguish the strengths and weaknesses of
our own tools and the state of the art in terms of core challenges. However, as we developed and tested our tools, another relevant axis of analysis emerged (seefigure7.1). Tools
could focus moreoncontent thatwasrooted inpractice andembedded inconcrete environments,orfocus moreonabstract,conceptual approaches tosystems. Translations alongthis
axis arecrucialfor both analytic understanding and experiential engagement. The resulting
modelhas similarities toKolb's learningcycle(KolbandFry 1975),though itshouldnotbe
restricted tothecyclic sequence.
Translating knowledge developed inpractical contexts tomoreconceptual, abstract understanding is at the heart of knowledge development and capacity building. But so is the
translation of abstract, conceptual understanding to practical contexts. In the context of
complex systems, the latter appears to be an easier transition (Hmelo-Silver and Azevedo
2006). This is where our analytic tools fit in, and where they show their opposite natures:
the System Perspectives Scope starts at the conceptual level, while the Scale Repertoire
starts atthepractice leveltobuild conceptual understanding.
Communication modes focusing on experiential engagement most naturally align with
practical settingsandcontentembedded in specific environments (Marx etal. 2007). Experiential engagement with systemson aconceptual, abstract levelisthemost elusive combination, butthislink could potentially beverypowerful, generating anintuitive involvement
with complex system dynamics. The Scenario-Communities toolfitsinthe quadrant of experiential engagement embedded in practical contexts. The collaborative design concepts
from chapter 6fitin thecategory of experiential engagement with systems on a conceptual
level. Theconceptual framework showsthatouraimtocombineanalyticunderstanding and
experiential engagement through the use of the System Perspectives Scope and ScenarioCommunities isadiagonal translation theSystemPerspectives Scopefocuses onaconceptuallevel,while Scenario-Communities aimsfor apractice-oriented, embedded context.
So where are the gaps that could be explored? The framework shows that we have not
focused explicitly ontheinteraction between experiential engagement with andanalyticunderstanding ofpracticalcasesandembeddedcontent,insteadmovingdirectly toanalyticunderstanding on aconceptual level. However, a combination of Scenario-Communities with
the Scale Repertoire would certainly be possible moving from an engaging, experienceoriented account to the more analytic storyline development in the Scale Repertoire that
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Figure 7.1: Mappingthewaysthetools inthisthesisbridgepractical andconceptual content,and
analyticandexperientialcommunicationmodes.
leads up to an analysis of dimensions, scales and cross-scale dynamics. This combination
could even function in anonline context with asimplified version of the Scale Repertoire.
Anothergapisthelinkbetween analyticunderstanding inaconcretecontextandexperientialengagement on aconceptual level. This combination appears tobe counter-intuitive,
but not impossible. Just as the experiential engagement from the Scenario-Communities
method could be brought over to the analytic understanding in the System Perspectives
Scope, so could experiential engagement on a conceptual level be brought to a concrete,
analytic context. In workshops andeducational settings, experiential engagement with systems change on a conceptual level could bring this material to life and make it intuitively
accessible. That experience could then be applied to arange of specific cases and environments.

7.4 The focus on individual perspectives in the context of
futures exploration
Several tools examined in this thesis either use individual, exploratory scenarios and normativevisions asaformat for content toexplore different communication technologies and
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strategies (chapter 2), aiming to capture analytic perspectives that allow for theframing of
scenarios exercises (chapter 3),eliciting value systems from normative visions (chapter 4)
or exploring the creation of individual scenarios as ways to capture personal, experiential
worldviews(chapter5). Asdiscussedinchapter 1,ouruseofscenariosandvisionshasbeen
different from other usesinmulti-stakeholder future-oriented workin thatourfocus hasalmost completely been on individual perspectives. Scenarios and visions merely provided
at suitable format for the elicitation of rich experiential content (chapter 5) and individual
value systems/scales (chapter4).
It is clear that focusing exclusively on individual scenarios and visions misses many
of the benefits of group work in single organizations and especially in multi-stakeholder
settings. That said, there are a number of ways in which this elicitation of individual perspectives can provide avaluable step specifically to the different purposes to which groupfocused scenarios and vision development areput.
Exploratory scenarios can be developed to explore uncertainties in a multi-stakeholder
setting and provide communal learning through their development and use (Wilkinson and
Eidinow 2008). For this purpose, starting with the capturing of individual perspectives
can capture a wider range of elements and subject matter for the scenarios, each of these
captured undiluted in the idiosyncrasies of the framing by participating individuals. When
theseindividual perspectives areshared,participants could develop agreater understanding
ofeach others' viewpoints before agroup effort ismade.
Exploratory scenarios can also be used as a basis for action, to create relationships,
commitments and ideas (Kahane 2010). For this purpose, a step in the process focusing
onindividual perspectives alongthelines of thetoolsused inthisthesishas thepotential to
makeclearerwhatfutures meanforindividualsintheirspheresofactionandinfluence. This
could facilitate the development of relationships. This step can then be used in a scenarios
development process to create scenarios that are relevant to stakeholders' contexts and to
identify connections andideas onwhich tomoveforward together.
When the focus is on creating explicitly normative visions desired futures to move
toward (Robinson et al. 2011) making individual aspirations explicit can be vital for an
assessment whether the group vision reflects these aspirations. As argued in chapter 4,
individual, normative visions are excellent for the elicitation of individual value systems.
Then,inback-casting styleexercises,individual perspectives onhowtogettothese desired
futures could be valuablein capturing arange of truly different pathways.
Finally, in models for scenarios development that aim for a more continuous, involved
process such as RIMA (Wilkinson and Eidinow 2008) and story-and-simulation (Alcamo
2008), there could be much value in having an iteration between the development and use
of scenarios on a group level and by individuals who provide fresh perspectives. On-line
tools such asproposedinchapter 2would lendthemselves very welltothiskindof iterative
process that seeks strong societal involvement.
In general, i would like toargue that amajor part of the value of scenarios and visions
inamulti-stakeholder arenaistheexplication ofindividual needsandvaluestoothers. This
explication is partly a natural feature of group-oriented work, but a step or steps that focus
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explicitly onindividual perspectives would strongly reinforce this valueinsuchprocesses.
Several future directions can be suggested for exploring the role of eliciting individual
perspectives in multi-stakeholder scenarios development on atheoretical level. Thefirstis
exploring the differences between eliciting individual and group perspectives on apsychological/behavioural level,interms of overcoming bias andcognitivebarriers to considering
the future (Schoemaker 1993). The second is examining how individual scenarios and visions fit into attempts to provide a theoretical framework for multi-stakeholder scenarios
development (vanNotten et al. 2005,Wilkinson 2009).

7.5 Alternative research strategies
Ourexploration ofthepotential ofinteractive visualization andmulti-media tohelptakeon
the challenges of communicating about social-ecological change started with a review of
existing methods, and then followed the strategy of developing and evaluating a range of
new tools. This led to insights into the potential of methods specifically designed for the
facilitation ofanalyticunderstanding andexperientialengagementinthecontextof complex
systems. What limitations to this approach can be recognized, and what other approaches
couldbe taken? What kindsofinsights can weexpect different approaches tolead to?
We did not use our new tools in combinations or comparisons with existing methods
to evaluate how they match up in real case studies, and therefore, we were restricted to
comparisons with literature such as van Vliet et al. (submitted). It would be valuable, for
instance, to compare the System Perspectives Scope with Fuzzy Cognitive Mapping (Kok
2009) to directly evaluate the benefits, drawbacks and complementaries of each method.
Thesamegoesfor different engagement-oriented approaches. Forinstance,wemovedaway
from landscape visualization and towards interactive, drawn animations in our ScenarioCommunities visualizations, but it would be valuable to measure the differences between
these approaches inacase study, andnotjust inaliteraturereview (chapter2).
Another research avenue that we did not take up concerns serious games. Given our
evaluation in chapter 2 and the discussion of game concepts in chapter 6, it is clear that
games show high potential for the communication of complexity in social-ecological systems. Since the main challenge with games is the resources and expertise needed for their
development, we could have used existing, commercial games to evaluate the potential of
this genre (Squire 2005). This approach would not have allowed us to look into games
specifically developed for communication about social-ecological systems, but it would
haveenabled us toexplorehow gamesincorporate characteristics of complex systems such
as non-linearity and uncertainty, and how interactions with these games affect users. The
same strategy could havebeen used for other formats such as social media storytelling and
landscape visualization.
In defence of our approach, it allowed us to focus specifically and exclusively on the
challengesposedinchapter 1.Italsogaveusthedirectexperienceoftheconceptual design,
development andparticipation issues that comeupwhen taking onthese challenges.
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7.6 Up-scalingtheimpactofcomplexity-consciouscommunication
In a world where societal communications are dominated by overly simple, one-sided and
uncertainty-averse images, mental models and discourses (Ravetz 2006, Veldkamp et al.
2008, Beers et al. 2010),how doweup-scale theimpact of complexity-conscious forms of
communication, based on a multiplicity of perspectives? Inour definition of the dynamics
of communication, individuals and groups are simultaneously senders and receivers, and
the exchange of information is heavily connected to theformats and modes through which
communication happens (Barnlund 2008). In terms of impacts, though, communication
creates and reflects individual and shared realities that help determine spaces for response,
action and innovation in societies (Craig 1999). So how can interactive media help create
new,complexity-conscious societalrealities and spaces?
Web-based social media canplay acrucial role in opening upthepossibility for differentcontributing perspectives, offering morepossibilities to search outkey actors aswell as
morepossibilities for themtofindcommunication arenas and contribute theirperspectives.
Research on the impact of social media on civic action indicates that social media storytelling can integrate into the lives of participants to a degree where it changes their civic
involvement (Zhang etal. 2010). Craglia etal (2010) offer anumber of essential proposals
for both innovation andup-scaling for interactive geo-web applications.
An avenuethathas been unexplored in this study is linking communication methods to
large-scale, traditional media and media institutions. It would be straightforward to summarize large-scale participatory processes into media reports. Another strategy is to use
traditional media tobroadcast initial content andprovide many options for response.
However, wecanimaginemore structural up-scaling and embedding of communication
tools. IftoolssuchastheSystemPerspectivesScopeandScenario-Communities are flexible
and effective enough, they could be used by a wide range of societal actors (government
branches, NGOs, businesses) as their own platforms for internal and external exchange of
perspectives. The perspectives elicited could well be biased and dominated by the mental
models, discourses and images of these groups, but if they are framed within a complex
systems structure such as the System Perspectives Scope, this could help draw attention to
the role of such complex systems traits as cross-level and scale interactions, non-linearity
and feedbacks intheissues thatarediscussed. The samegoes for morein-depth tools such
as the Scale Repertoire a tool that would be suitable for scale-conscious strategic analysis
in awiderange of organizational andpolicy contexts.
Finally, a point we brought up in chapter 6 is the need to inform, motivate and inspire media designers and artists to create innovative ways to communicate about socialecological systems complexity. The case study in chapter 6 has shown the potential of a
wider involvement of these communities in the design of communication methods. If incentivesoffinance,networking andcommunity-building, curiosity, skill-building andsocial
engagement work together to create the wide range of high-quality, free, open-source media projects that exist today (Hippel and Krogh 2003; Garriga et al. 2011), it would be
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worthwhile to explore how these incentives could be used to help start similar movements
forthedevelopment oftoolsthatfacilitate theexchangeofperspectives on social-ecological
systems change.

7.7 Communicatorsincontext: contributors,participants
andaudiences
The immediate goal of the communication efforts discussed in this thesis has been to facilitate greater societal understanding of and engagement with complex social-ecological
systems. However, thisgoal isinturninstrumental tohelpcreatemore sustainableforms of
social-ecological systems governance. Consideringthisgoal,itisimportant toputthevalue
of communication intoperspective.
Facilitating change in social-ecological systems could be viewed as a catch-22 situation: while actors' choices can be motivated by developing shared understanding and engagement, there are many limiting factors that could constrain them from actually taking
effective action, and that go beyond communication issues(Stern 2000). Therefore, if we
would be discussing science communication in the classic sense,as abroad-casting to 'the
public', the methods discussed in this thesis would have very littlepotential indeed. However, these limiting factors canin turnbe altered or influenced by societal actors operating
at different levels and in different sectors. It has therefore become clear that opportunities
for systems change can only be recognized and accepted through a cooperation of actors
across system levels and sectors (Stern 2000; Ostrom 2009). This is where the types of
communication methods discussed inthispaper can play acrucial role.
Obviously, communications ofperspectives on social-ecological systemschange donot
happen in aneven space. Instead, actorsrepresenting different societal forces advocate perspectives using discourses, images and mental models that each interact in different ways
with a range of ambitions for social-ecological systems governance (Beers et al. 2010;
Hermans et al. 2010). This clearly includes those seeking to use multi-media methods to
facilitate change.Ideally, communication tools such as those in this thesis could be instrumentalinthesharingofmentalmodels andinhabiting theperspectives of others. Wedonot
seethisdevelopment of sharedunderstanding andengagement asanunrealistically communitarian and power-free process that necessarily has to lead to action based on consensus;
power relations and differences in goals and attitudes could bebrought to lightjust as well
(Kahane2010).
For instance, in the Scale Repertoire case study, contrary and conflicting interests and
perspectives of different individuals weremade highly explicit by this tool. And in theuse
of both the System Perspectives Scope and the Scenario-Communities method, different
power relations across spatial levels werebrought tothetable. The way thesetools framed
suchissuesledtocross-level strategicplanning. Awareness of thisplay of perspectives and
consciousness of the potential role of communication tools in these processes is crucial.
And sois consciousness of theroleof the science communicator. From acomplex systems
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knowledge development point of view,communicators should aimtocapture very different
perspectives,images,discourses andmentalmodels operating acrosssystemlevelsandsectors. This way,moreand different typesof knowledgebecome availablethatmay holdnew
insights. However, from theperspective of those seeking tofacilitate change, the choiceof
perspectives that shouldbe enhanced through multi-media becomes evenmore value-laden.
Those perspectives that they see as conducive to goals related to social-ecological systems
governance, such as building adaptive capacity and creating accepted transitions, should
be empowered in terms of engagement and analytic content. Those perspectives that are
blocking change should be re-framed. Clearly, the danger here is that the communicators
themselvesbecome orchestrators of perspectives.
Depending ontherolesenvisioned for communication tools inthis interplay of societal
perspectives, strategies to engage contributors and participants should be very different.
These differences reflect on tool designs. The goal could be toelicit, exchange and present
awiderangeofsocietalperspectives. Inourcasestudies,theSystemPerspectivesScopeand
Scenario-Communities focused on the elicitation of a wide range of societal perspectives.
Furthermore, we focused on the capturing of the richness of content and particularities of
individual perspectives. These tools showed potential in their ability to even the playing
field:the SystemPerspectives Scope allowedparticipants toexpresstheirmentalmodels in
asystems-oriented format, thereby providingpotential alternativestodominant structurings
ofproblems. The Scenario-Communities tools allowed participants to express their visions
of the future in an engaging way that could provide other images than those commonly
propagated.
Alternatively, thegoal couldbetocapturejust thekeyperspectives in specific groupsof
societal actors. The ScaleRepertoire focused such a specific group of actors: the agentsof
change intheTransForum network were selectedfor their specific insights onhowto effect
accepted change in agricultural systems. These insights were given aplatform through our
elicitation method.
The games and interaction concepts from our work with multi-media designers and
artists did not in themselves focus on the elicitation of perspectives. Importantly, however,
theseconcepts inthemselvesrepresent valuable newperspectives,images andmental modelsof complex systems.

7.8 Multi-level lessonsincommunication: TransForum
Several lessons for communicating about complex systems change at higher system levels
canbeidentified inthehistoryoftheTransForumprogrammeforagro-ecological innovation
thatconstituted thecontextofourresearch. Asanorganization operating onmultiple differentjurisdictional,organizational andgeographical levels,itprovedeasierforTransForumto
create strong communication for its local projects, but harder to communicate the insights
of higher level processes. At local levels, projects and initiatives had a concrete presence,
long-terminvolvement offamiliar faces andtangibleresults (TransForum 2010). Therefore,
it was easy to cater to both analytic and experiential communication modes. TransForum
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used these local projects to create a strong media presence (TransForum 2011). At higher
levelsthesebenefits werenot soclearly present.
TransForum was also conscious of the limiting nature of images, mental models and
discourses,andrefrained from overlaying theseoverthediversenatureoftheprojects inthe
programme to avoid homogenization and a forced direction (Veldkamp et al. 2008; Beers
et al. 2010). Later in the programme, though, an overall vision was created Metropolitan
Agriculture (Van Latesteijn and Andeweg 2010). This vision allowed for different discourses on sustainable agriculture toexist sideby side while stillproviding an overarching
image with both analytic and experiential connotations. In retrospect, such a vision would
havebeenvaluablefrom thebeginning oftheprogramme,giventhatitcouldhavebeenused
as a gathering image for the projects under its wings while still allowing for a multiplicity
of specific directions and interpretations. These lessons provide higher level links to the
challenge of balancing the pre-framing of analytic perspectives as discussed in chapters 3
and4andtothechallengeofcombining experiential and analytic modesof communication
inchapter 5and 6.

7.9 Conclusions and recommendations
This thesis has sought to explore new ways to facilitate societal understanding of and engagement with social-ecological systems change. All of thecase studies in this thesis contribute to the conclusion that interactive media tools can take on essential communication
challenges in the context of social-ecological systems. They have communicated about
social-ecological complexity notby broadcasting information butby letting their users explore and reframe their own perspectives. The design philosophy and application of these
tools has pointed toward potentially powerful new ways to use interactive media for more
inclusive and participatory forms of science communication.
The following are the basic conclusions regarding our two challenges and design preconditions:
• Interactivevisualization canbedevelopedtofocus directly ontheelicitationandcommunication of analyticperspectives on social-ecological systems change.
• Combininganalyticunderstandingandexperientialengagementcanbeachievedthrough
separate methods to create flexible outputs with complementary benefits or through
full integration toaimfor thedevelopment of anew typeof experience-based, strategicknowledge.
• The preconditions of flexibility, accessibility and feasibility were turned from limitations into guidelines that focused the design of communication tools clearly on
complexity while avoiding complicatedness.
The evaluation of the ground covered in this thesis and the gaps and alternatives werecognized inthis chapter lead tothefollowing conclusions:
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• The conceptual framework mapping out analytic understanding and experiential engagement, and practice-level and conceptual-level content is useful to understand
translations within andbetween communication strategies and tools.
• Asaresearch strategy,wechosetofocus ondesigning toolsthatfocus directly onour
communication strategies. This provided specific insights and an in-depth learning
experience. Other valuable strategies are comparing new tools with existing tools,
andevaluating tools existing outside the sciencecommunication domain.
Interms of thesocietal contextof science communication and thefacilitation of knowledge
development andaction, ourresearch has ledtothese conclusions:
• Participatory strategiesinmulti-stakeholder contexts aimingfor consensus and diversity/individualperspectivesinprocesses such asscenariosdevelopment and visioning
have problems and benefits. Theresearch in this thesis has focused oneliciting individual perspectives inorder tocapture therichness of theseperspectives first, bothin
an analytical and experiential sense. Webelieve this provides an essential basis for
more consensus-oriented work.
• The eliciting and sharing of perspectives serves different purposes when seen from a
position of knowledge development and capturing uncertainty or from a position of
change advocacy- though inpractice thesegoals are strongly interlinked.
• The various tools developed in the research in this thesis have demonstrated that a
chosen mode of communication represents a framing of possible perspectives and
that the creation of new modes of communication can themselves represent new
spaces for perspectives.
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Feasittfity,
"daSty

partidpatton

-Favorsimple techniques
•Workwfth skilllimits of
participants
-Favorweb-based
approach:usegeo-web
platforms
-Usemultiple communication strategies
(Arias 1996;AIKodmany
2002)MacFarlane(2005)
(Jansen,DeGraefetal.
2007)(SidtarandRinner
2008)(Hopfer and
MacEachren2007).

-Use qualitatively
different perspectives
ondHTerentspatial
scales
-Scaleglobal issuesto
local
-Alwaysshow subjectcontext relationships
(Sheppard200Ï,2005,
Al-Khodmany2002)
-Maintain consistency In
systemdynamicsacross
platforms
•Bankon potential for
qualitativety different
representationof different scalesoffered by
mufti-platform approach
-Balanceemergent complexitywith designed
complexity
(Westeraet al.,Jeegerset
al2007).

•Employopen source
strategy
-Usetoned-downAlternate RealityGame
approach
-Usesocial networking
sites,casual gaming
Sawyer (2008)
WorldWithout Oil(2008)

Ç,
"5
«>
™

-Evaluate how information
intensity changes between
scales(ThomasandCook
2007)

-UseLV/PSPto provtde highlightsof realism
-Communicatevalidity of
visualizations
-Avoidbiasesin interpretation,
disbelief,confusion
-Blendrealisticandabstract
visualizationfordifferent information types
-Explicate uncertainties
-Validateknowlegeandexperienceofcommunication
designer
-EvaluateInformation conversion
-Fitvisualizationattributes to
visualized content
(Sheppard 2001;Appleton et
al.2002;Nicholson-Cole 2005).
MacFarlaneet al.[200S)
-Credibility incontent and
game dynamicscan make up
for visual realism
(Westeraetal.)
-Avoid unfamiliar visual constructions
-Visualise uncertainties
•Useaestheticstechniques to
Improve clarity
-Combineafocuson local contentwith an overview
Thomasand Cook
(2007},Thomson et al.(2005),
Brathetal.(200S)

Öigagemtm

-incorporatesectionsof free movement
throughvirtual space
-Usesymbolswith strongaffective content
(e.gJiumans!
-Useanimated imagerytodraw focus
-Usepermissibledrama,avoidseekingreactions
-Useacontinuumof real-worldand
computer-based interactions:ARG
Usegeo-webtoolstocreateanoverall
senseof environment
•Focuson immediacy and personal
relevance
(Mulder etal2007),(Orlandet aL2001).
Dockertyetal.(2006)andAppletonetal.
(2003)(Nkho!son-Cole2005; (Dykes2000).
Sheppard(2005)(Al-Kodmany2002)
(Arias 1996; (Jansenet al.2007,Sidlar and
Rinner 2008)
-Usecommercialgametrainingstructures
-UseARGstrategyfor engagement
-Appropriatelevelof required concentration
•Appropriate challenge,increasingwith skill
-Provideasenseof control
-Givecleargoalsand feedbacks
-Consider userfamiliarity with medium:
balancebenefits for engagement with cognitive load
(Westeraet al.) (Prensky2001). (Squire
2005)
-Focuson human interaction timeframes to
createa fluid human-computer discourse
-Useanagivation historyfor previous locations and actions
-Helpparticipantsgo beyond face-value
conclusionsthrough visualaids
Thomas andCook (2007) NewellandCard
eta!.1983,1999Toryand Moller
(2004)(Heuer1999)

Figure A.1: Generalguidelinesandreferences forinteractivemedia scenarios. Guidelinesin squares
arederivedfromLV/PSP,rounded squarescontain guidelinesfrom seriousgaming,andcirclescontain
guidelinesfrom visual analytics. Complementing thestrategy proposed in thispaper, these guidelines
can serveasachecklist: considering themcanincreasethequality ofanymethod of scenariocommunication wishingtomeet thechallenges setupin section 3.
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Table B . l : 51 Workshop concepts that were evaluated as being able to take on one or more of
the communication challenges as framed by the criteria in sections 6.3 and 6.3, organized by media
formats.

Medium
Interactive visuals (5)

Concepts
1.Showcross-scale changethrough self-similar fractals.
2. Show sensitivity to initial conditions through chains of effects.
3. Show pathdependence of thetiming of interventions.

Cross-modal perception (2)

1.Usedifferent senses tocaptureconsistencies and incongruities between
system perspectives.
2. Remove specific sensestoreframe the environment.

Serious games (digital) (4)

1.Theadaptive constructing of organisms.
2. 'Steering' theplanet across scenario axes.
3. Playing withthedynamics of astability landscape.
4. Acomplex of micro-games moving across scales.

Physical game

1.Create afalse senseof orderina system with labels that hide underlying
complex dynamics.

Dynamic network
visualization (4)

1.Develop storylines through adynamically changing network.
2. Visualise worldwide communication patterns.
3. Visualiselong-termeffects ofactionspassingthrough networks.

System dynamic modelling
visualization (3)

1.Visualize different interacting rhythms in asystemdynamic model.
2. Create system transformation inadynamic model andmark qualitatively
different phases.

Agent-based model

1.Create multi-scale nested agentbased models.

Physical group interaction (2)

1.Set upa system for connected group drawingtoexplore feedbacks
2. Use amplification of breathing in agrouptoexplore feedbacks, equilibrium
and instability.

Roleplaying (4)

1. Switch identities for atime toexperience different perspectives.
2. Hideindividualfieldsof expertisetoreframe identities and thevalueof
knowledge.
3. Re-describe reality by creating anew language with agroupthat captures
complex system dynamics differently.
4. Doasmuch tasks aspossiblein ashort timetore-experience the
relationship between knowledge and action under uncertainty.

Physical installation (5)

1.Start with anobject interacting ina set space,then break through that space
toamorecomplex, open environment.
2. Create visual storylines that display theevolution of ideas through
reinterpretation by participants.
3. Usemoving lightprofiles programmed toexhibit edge-of-chaos-behaviour.
4. Create awalking machine producing cascading effects.
5Create moving wall furniture that allows users toplaywith feedbacks.
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Table B . 2 : 51 Workshop concepts that were evaluated as being able to take on one or more of the
communication challenges as framed by the criteria in sections 6.3.2 and 6.3.3, organized by media
formats.

Medium
Posters,single images (3)

Concepts
1.Use 3dposters tocombinedifferent system perspectives.
2. Use simple,shocking anthropomorphising metaphors.
3. Play with perspectives by linking strongemotions toneutral content and
viceversa.

Sculptures (3)

1.Create asculpturethat showsatransition from early life toman through
qualitatively different forms ofcomplex systems,using different materials.
2. Createan embedded, multi-level version of themythological Atlas carryingthe world.

Video,animation,
documentary (3)

1.Use language asmetaphor for complexity andthe limits ofknowledge in
a shortfilm.
2. Visualize different would-have-beenstoillustratepath dependency ina
shortfilm.
3. Capture thecomplexity ofproduction andconsumption chains through
multiplebranching storylines.

Useexisting environments and

1.Hide ambiguous messages pointing tounknown locations and eventsin
formal information infrastructure.
2. Cause periodic orunpredictable disturbances inagiven environment to
usethose present asresponding systems.
3. Cause periodic orunpredictable disturbances inagiven environment to
usethose present asresponding systems.

infrastructure (3)

Comic

1.Create apath dependence comic withdifferent storylines spiralling
outward.
2. Create acoming onamulti-scale timelinethat shows cross-scale
interactions.

Autobiography

1. Create anautobiography that follows asmany storylines of what could
havehappened aspossible.

Storepresentation of products

1.Combine thephysical setup of in-storeproduct presentation withmultimedia toshow arange ofaspects ofthedevelopment ofthe product/food.

Music

1.Use music tolink theinterplay of processes with asense of uncertainty.

Elementary school education

1. Start teaching young children how tocultivate their skillsof perception,
attention and observation

Social media storytelling (2)

1.Presentfictionalmaterial as real andcreate viral storytelling.
2. Use theopposite of yourmessage toelicit implicit knowledge.
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AppendixC
Otherconceptsfromthe final
selection
The following concepts from theworkshops discussed in thepaper were among thoseselected for review bythecomplex systems science anddesign panels, but were omitted to
keepthechapter succinct.

Games
ChaosGolf
ChaosGolf isanon-line game of virtual, 3Dmini golf, where theplayer hastonavigatea
ballthroughadynamic,movinglandscapethatissymbolicforchoicesandchallenges faced
by a manager of nature-society interactions. Theball represents the state of the system
that is managed, theputts represent actions, andthelandscape represents the dynamically
evolvingfieldofopportunities anddifficulties facedbythemanager-thislandscape changes
while thegame isplayed. Thegameisframed byacontext that explains inwhat waysthe
hole theplayer is playing represents a certain case or scenario. A level editor can allow
participants todesigntheirownlevelstoreflect certain casesorscenarios. Theball changes
in shape andproperties toreflect changeofthesubject oragentitself.
Evaluation byexpertpanels:
• Communication panel expertsfound thisgametobeaccessible,intuitiveandpossessingagoodbalancebetweentransparency andcomplexity. Theircriticismwasthatthe
gameplay wasnotdirectly involved with themanagement of uncertainty, butrather
with navigatingit.
• Complexity panel members gave this game agood evaluation interms ofclarityand
engagement criteria. They found itscommunication ofcomplex systems characteristicstobemostly focused onnon-linearity,path dependence anduncertainty.
• Suitable contexts: high-school education andon-line.
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Figure C.1:Chaosgolfconceptshowingdynamiclandscape
Analysis
Strengthsandweaknesses.Chaosgolf getshighmarksfor anumberofcommunicationchallenges, but in terms of the complexity challenges it shows an interesting problem because
the player navigates, rather than deals with, the challenges of the dynamic landscape the
game goals are not as intricately tied up with the challenges of complex systems as in the
other games. The game would alsorequire alotof extra information about themeaning of
the systemdynamics,because they areopen to interpretation.
Practicalusefulness:ChaosGolfcaneasily andaccessibly serveamodestfunction -quickly
introduce a sense of dynamic system equilibria and changing contexts in an intuitive and
engagingway. Itcouldbeakeyintroductory exerciseinmanyinterdisciplinary coursesand
workshops oncomplex systems dynamics.
Feasibility of implementation: This game would not need to look spectacular, but instead
relyongame-play for itsengagement. Asaweb-based casualgame,itsgamedynamicscan
befairly easy todevelop.
Spaceship Earth
A scenario storytelling game using a global perspective where the player pilots the planet.
A moving globe is located within a tension field of axes that represent the different ways
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Socialcapital
Globalization

Localization
Environmentfirst

Figure C.2: Simplified exampleofbasic SpaceshipEarth elements. Navigating theworldthrough
different globalchangechallengescanbedonebynavigatingtoadifferent future,butsuchatransition
hascosts,inthisexampleintermsofdifferent typesofcapital.
in which visions of the future are polarized in scenario assessments: proactive world vs.
reactive world, globalization vs. localization, economy first versus environment first, and
so on.The player starts out with quantities of several different types of credits (financial
support, public engagement, knowledge, technology etc.) that can be used to steer the
world towards one variable or another. Different transitions will cost different ratios of
thesecredits. The worlditself willmirrorthestateitisindepending onitsposition, through
a storyline told on its surface. The earth is also the place where (impending) disasters or
rapid positive developments can be seen. These developments will be consistent with the
kind of world theplayerhas steered toward atthatmoment: astrongly localized world will
haveproblems with issuesontheglobal level,whileastrongly globalized worldhastodeal
with the consequences of global governance schemes that areinsensitive tothe local scale.
Inthis game,theplayer creates his/her own vision of the world but itis not a static vision,
and they have to deal with the consequences of their choices. They also get a sense of the
costs and challenges of making global transitions alongthese dimensions.
Evaluation by expertpanels:
• The communication panel members appreciated this game for its accessibility, engagement andclarity.
• Members of the science panel judged this game concept to be highly informative,
clear, engaging and intuitive. They saw its main communication being on nonlinearity and feedbacks, with scale issues and perspectives not being prominent in
thisgame.
• Suitable contexts: high-school, college,on-line.
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Analysis:
Strengthsandweaknesses:Thisgamewasvaluedfor itsaccessibility,engagement andintuitivedesign. Thecomplexitypanelgavethisgameanexceptionally highratingforitsability
toconvey therightamount of information. Atonceproblematic and a strong point isits focus on a single(global) scale: it largely ignores scaleinteractions,butparadoxically allows
for consciousness of the global integration of system changes. The complexity panel was
very divided on this game's ability to capture a sense of strategic knowledge: some panel
members felt that the global focus of the game undermined the possibility of inhabiting
specific systems.
Practical usefulness: Spaceship Earth serves a different function from the more abstract
games in this selection it aims to develop understanding of the challenges of global governance, and of future uncertainties. It could therefore be useful in educational settings as
well aspolicy/workshop settings. Itwould bevaluable tofocus on developing the possibilityof choosingbetween setsofaxesfor the 'scenarios' inthegame, sothesecouldfitactual
scenarios exercises.
Feasibility of implementation: Spaceship earth could be fairly simple to design if it used
relatively few variables and rigid categories of information tablesfor its scenario combinations. If the goal was to create amore continuous interaction of game elements that would
generatemuchuncertainty intheirpossibleoutcomes,afull modelwouldbeneededtodrive
thegame.

Groupinteraction concepts
Breathing feedbacks
Concept: a group of people has to do a short physical exercise, like walking up and down
some stairs. Then, they are brought to a room where multiple microphones have been installed. Each individual does nothing but breathe into a microphone. The sound of the
group's breathing is amplified throughout the room, providing individual and group feedbackonthebreathing. Inthebeginning,thebreathingischaoticandasynchronous,but after
sometime,peopleunconsciously syncup. Thisexerciseworksasametaphorfor acomplex
adaptive system, like an ecosystem or a society, transitioning from a state of relative chaos
to a state of relative equilibrium and synchronicity, because of system agents syncing up.
Also,thebreathisabodilyfunction thatcanswitchbetweenunconsciousness and conscious
control,whichextendsthemetaphor intothesubject ofadaptivemanagement. The soundis
recorded and analysed and discussed further.
Evaluation by expertpanels:
• The media experts thought this concept was very engaging, accessible and clear, but
notstrongintermsof theamountof information communicated.
• This concept wasjudged by the science panel to be very highly accessible, offering
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Figure C.3: Asuccessful trialrunofBreathingFeedbacks.
a great combination of transparency and maintaining the complexity which makes it
very clear andintuitive. Acriticism wasthatitfocuses almost exclusively on nonlinearity and feedbacks.
• Suitable contexts: high school,college,workshops,possibly online.
Analysis:
Strengthsand weaknesses:Likethe Ouija Drawing concept, Breathing Feedbacks received
very high ratings for nearly all communication challenges. The amount of information
communicated was again seen as low by the communication experts, but as solid by the
complexity panel. Most problematic is the ability of this concept totakeonthe complexity
challenges the complexity panel saw its communication limited to the understanding of
feedbacks an non-linearity.
Practical usefulness: Breathing Feedbacks is an immersive and pervasive experience of
interacting system elements, and as such can be used in educational or workshop settings
as an engaging and direct intervention to quickly give a sense of the role of feedbacks and
non-linearity incomplex systems. Participants literally 'step intothe system'.
Feasibility of implementation: The need for a space and the right electronic equipment
makes this concept a little more difficult to implement, if far from impossible. As figure
C.3 shows, this concept was tested in the workshop, and produced the intended immersive
effect.
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Socialmediastorytelling concepts
Indicators
Concept: a series of Youtube (2008) videos that shows a person bragging about his capacity to capture the gist of a language in 30 minutes sufficiently to talk and understand
native speakers. He then demonstrates his method over a series of videos: a simple, boxrelationshipmodelthatsummarizesahandful ofkeywordsandrelationships/grammar. This
person proceeds tointeract with different people using his model of the languages, and the
video subtitles show himfailing miserably and comically. The video then goes on to show
how governments, companies etc. developindicators for ecosystemhealth etc.,building on
themetaphor of whatisleft outinlanguageEvaluation byexpertpanels:
• The media panel members were very divided about the accessibility of this concept,
but otherwiserated itpositively on all fronts.
• The sciencepanel wasdivided butmostly positive about the accessibility of this concept, but all found it tobe engaging and informative. They saw it as mostly communicating onthelimits of knowledge.
• Suitable contexts: high school,college,workshops, on-line
Analysis:
Strengths and weaknesses: The complexity panel saw Indicators as being somewhat indirect, but communication panel praised it for its ability to translate the complex concept of
uncertainty and lack of knowledge to an understandable metaphor. However, in communicating a main idea rather than displaying system dynamics as some concepts in previous
categories,Indicatorswasnotevaluatedasabletocapturemanyaspectsofcomplex systems
well, apart from an understanding of uncertainty. In short, then, Indicators was seen as a
creative andpowerful concept, butlimited byits single focus.
Practical usefulness: This concept could be useful to quickly make its point in a wide
range of settings including educational and workshop settings but also as a general 'social
marketing' device,given its great web-based accessibility.
Feasibility of implementation: Great- a first version of this project was already developed
during theworkshop. The webarchitecture for itspresentation anddispersal through social
networks is already available.

AppendixD
Glossary
Thefollowing definitions arebased onordirectly derived from thereferenced authors.
Adaptive capacity: The capacity of actors in a system toinfluence resilience (Folkeet al.
2010).
Analytic communication: The sending and receiving of information that is handled by
humans' analytic processing mode, such as schémas, statistics, large data sets(this thesis,
Marx etal. 2007).
Changeagents: Actorswhoexerttheirindividual agencytoinnovateandcreatesustainable,
accepted change inthe systems inwhich they operate (Anderies 2008)
Communication: thesending andreceiving ofinformation between individualsandgroups
moderated by forms and modes of presentation, reflecting and creating shared realities
(Craig 1999;Barnlund 2008).
Complex adaptive systems: Systems that are irreducible to their constitutive parts; are
madeupofdynamic networks ofinteractions;havetheability toadapttotheir development
history; are sensitive totheir initial conditions (Levin 1999).
Complexity (in social-ecological systems): A system can be characterized as complex if
its future statecannotbededuced from thefunctioning of itsparts (Levin 1999).
Dimension: Abare aspect of reality or phenomena towhich scales are applied. Examples
aretime, space,temperature (thisthesis).
Engagement: The affective involvement with content (Xiang and Clarke 2003)
Experiential communication: The sending andreceiving ofinformation thatishandledby
humans experiential processing mode, such as direct experience, vivid imagery, engaging
stories (this thesis,Marx et al. 2007).
Feedback loops (positive or negative): The output of the system directly or indirectly
changes the input of the system; in positive feedback loops,output amplifies input; innegativefeedback loops,output attenuates input (Levin 1999).
Framing: Cultures, groups and individuals structuring and delineating how the world is
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perceived and interacted with (Tversky and Kahneman 1985).
Interactive visualization: Visualization that allows for and responds to changes by users
(Thomas and Cook 2007).
Knowledge visualization: The study of abstract schémas, concepts and metaphors as accessible,clearand intuitivecarriers of information (Thomas and Cook 2007)
Landscape visualization: The part of digital geographic visualization that deals with 3D
visuals (Sheppard 2005).
Level: Aposition onascale. Examples of levels arecountries,watersheds,ecosystems and
households (Gibson etal. 2000).
Multi-modalcommunication: Communication employingmultiplesensessuchashearing,
sightand smell (Sharma etal. 1998).
Myths of Nature: Alternative conceptualizations of how natural systems react to disturbance (Holling 1979).
Non-linear change: Outputina systemis notdirectly proportion toitsinput (Levin 1999).
Participatory/ multi-stakeholder scenarios/visions: Plausible or desired futures developed by multiple stakeholders with distinct goals,perspectives and societal positions (Kok
et al. 2006;Wilkinson andEidinow 2008).
Personal scenarios/visions: Alternateplausible/desired futures developed by an individual
ratherthan agroup (thisthesis).
Resilience: The capacity of a system to absorb disturbance and reorganize while undergoing change so as to still retain essentially the same function, structure and feedbacks,
and therefore identity, that is,the capacity to change in order tomaintain the same identity
(Folkeet al. 2010).
Scale: A measure used to structure a dimension (time, space, power), such as the Julian
calendar and themetric system(Gibson etal. 2000).
Scenario communication: Communication strategies associated with the development of
alternative futures (this thesis)
Scenarios: Descriptionsofpossiblefutures thatreflect different perspectivesonpast,present,
andfuture developments (vanNotten et al. 2003)
Serious gaming: A computer-based contest with an artificial intelligence or other players
thatuses gameenjoyment for training purposes (Greitzer etal. 2007)
Social-ecological systems: Integrated systemof ecosystems andhuman society withreciprocal feedback and interdependence. The concept emphasizes the humans-in-nature perspective (Folkeet al. 2010).
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Time orientation: The basic structuring of an individual's time experience: the relative
importanceplaced onpast,present and future (Zimbardo andBoyd 1999)
Timeperspective: Thecompositecognitive structures thatcharacterize theway anindividual projects, collects, accesses, values, and organizes events that reside in the past, present
andfuture(Hoogstra and Schanz 2008)
Uncertainty (in afutures context): Lack of certainty and knowledge that make it impossible to predict the future. Three levels can be distinguished: technical uncertainty (inexactness),methodological uncertainty (knowledge limitedby methods, values,framing) and
epistemological or fundamental uncertainty (full knowledge is fundamentally impossible)
(Funtowicz andRavetz 1993).
Visions: descriptions of desired futures (Robinson etal. 2011)
Visual analytics: The science of analytical reasoning supported by a highly interactive
visual interface (Thomas andCook 2007)
Visualization: Anycommunication thatusesvisualstructurestorepresentobjects, concepts
andrelationships (Pylyshyn 2003).
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Gedurende de laatste decennia is via verschillende wetenschappelijke disciplines het besef gegroeid van de complexiteit en onzekerheid die verbonden natuurlijke en menselijke
systemen of sociaal-ecologische systemen kenmerken. Maar dominante maatschappelijke
beelden, mentale modellen en discoursen schilderen deze complexiteit op over-simpeleen
bevooroordeelde wijzen af. Nieuwe, interactieve media hebben depotentie om maatschappelijke communicatie over social-ecologische complexiteit voorbij deze beperkte vormen
van communicatie te helpen. Het doel van het onderzoek in deze Ph.D. dissertatie is het
gebruikenvaninteractievemediavoorhetvangenencommunicaren vaneengroteverscheidenheid aan maatschappelijke perspectieven op verandering in sociaal-ecologische systemen.
De dissertatie gaat in op twee fundamentele uitdagingen: 1. Het vangen en delen van
verschillende analytischeperspectieven (besproken inhoofdstukken 3en4) en 2. Het combineren van analytisch systeembegrip met experientieel engagement (hoofdstukken 5 en
5). De uitdagingen worden besproken in hoofdstuk 1. De onderzoekers pakken deze twee
uitdagingen uit door het ontwerpen, inzetten en evalueren van een serie van nieuwe communicatiemiddelen. Detoegankelijkheid, flexibiliteit enhaalbaarheid van tools zijn criteria
diedoordehele dissertatie worden gehanteerd.
Omhet onderzoek tekaderen gebruikt hoofdstuk 2deuitdagingen uithet eerste hoofdstuk om tools en strategieën te identificeren die momenteel worden ontwikkeld en gebruiktinverschillendeonderzoeksvelden dieverbondenzijn aancommunicatieoveromgevingswetenschappen. Het hoofdstuk begint met communicatie over toekomstscenarios en
onderzoekt daarna landschapsvisualizatie, serious gaming, visual analytics en informatievisualisatie. Een evaluatie van deze velden concludeert dat opde manier waarop ze nugebruiktworden deverschillende toolsenstrategieënuitdezevakgebieden iederhun krachten
enzwakteskennenashetgaatoverhetcommuniceren oversocial-ecologische systeemverandering. Om voorbij deze limitaties te komen stelt het hoofdstuk een ontwerp-framework
voor dat verschillende elementen uit de voorgaande evaluatie combineert. Allereerst wordt
web 2.0 technologie voorgesteld voor het integreren van verschillende platforms. Daarnaast worden design methodes uitpervasive gaming gebruikt ominhoud gegenereerd door
gebruikers in tezetten omanalytische communicatie en engagement te faciliteren.
Hoofdstuk 3brengt verslag uit van onze eerste strategie voor het vangen en delen van
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verschillende analytischeperspectieven opsocial-ecologische systeemverandering. DeSystem Perspectives Scope is een tool die verkent hoe participatieve modellen kunnen worden gebruikt om perspectieven van verschillende maatschappelijke actoren te vangen op
de ruimtelijke en temporele dimensies van complexe systemen. Het gebruik van deze tooi
in twee case studies laat zien dat het mogelijk is om expliciet te richten op ruimtelijke en
temporele systeemniveaus en hun interacties, verschillende manieren om temporele verandering tebegrijpen enverschillendebasisperspectieven ophoe social-ecologische systemen
veranderen. Dit alles gebeurde door een vrij simpele toolin een toegankelijke on-line context. Resultaten van dit onderzoek wijzen op significante relaties tussen verschillende perspectieven op ruimtelijke en temporele systeemniveaus en verschillende perspectieven op
systeemdynamiek.
Hoofdstuk 4verkenteenandereanalytische strategiewaarmeedementalemodellen van
sleutelpersonen meer volledig en fundamenteel gevangen zouden kunnen worden. Webeginnen met de aanname dat change agents in social-ecologische systemen in dit geval de
landbouw-innovatoren inhetTransForumproject-ervaringmoetenhebbenmethetverbinden
vaneengrotehoeveelheid conceptuele dimensiesinhunpogingen omgeaccepteerde veranderingen te creeeren. Hierbij zullen zij niet alleen kijken naar de biofysische dimensies
maar ook naar institutionele dimensies, netwerken, kennisdimensies, machtsdimensies enzovoort. We stellen ook dat deze dimensies, en de schalen die agents of change gebruiken
heninstaatstellenomvolgenshencruciale systeemdynamiek inkaarttebrengendietussen
die schalen afspeelt. We hebben daartoe een serie diepte-interviews afgenomen met een
methode genaamd de Scale Repertoire. Deze methode hielp om multi-dimensionele perspectieven van change agents te vangen die interacties tussen schalen weergaven binnen
een project of regio. Het onderzoek indithoofdstuk bevestigt dat change agents inderdaad
instaatwarenomeenbredeverzameling aanschalentegebruiken omcrucialemulti-schaaldynamiek bloot te leggen. Opbasis van deze bevindingen pleit het hoofdstuk voor hetbetrekken van sleutelfiguren buiten de wetenschap in interdisciplinair onderzoek naar de rol
van schaal in het beheren van complexe systemen. Verder zou bewustzijn van dimensies,
schalen en schaalniveaus inmaatschappelijke debatten moeten worden gestimuleerd.
Inhoofdstuk 5onderzoeken wedetweedeuitdaging: hetcombineren vananalytischbegripmetexperientieelengagementincommunicatieoversociaal-ecologische systeemverandering. Wehebbendaartoetweeworkshopsgeoraniseerdmetlocalegroependiezichrichten
opduurzame ontwikkeling inhet kader van een case study in de county Oxfordshire in het
Verenigd Koninkrijk. Wegebruikten een live versie van de System Perspectives Scope uit
hoofdstuk 3 samen met ScenarioCommunities, een interactieve tooi voor het vertellen van
verhalen uit toekomstscenarios. ScenarioCommunities bleek in staat om engagement op te
wekken, werd als levendig ervaren en was in staat de participanten te motiveren om hun
eigen levendige verhaallijnen te schrijven. De System Perspectives Scope ving de individuele mentale modellen van participanten en faciliteerde analytische reflectie bij hen op
deze modellen. Deze positieve resultaten van beide tools zijn complementair en werden
ook zo gezien door participanten. Het sterk participatieve karakter droeg bij aan zowel de
ervaring van het process door participanten en de capaciteit van de tools om resultaten te
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genereren. De workshop die begon met de tool gericht op experientieel engagement werd
als succesvoller ervaren en genereerde meer resultaten dan de workshop die begon met de
analytisch-georienteerde tooi. Hoewel de case study klein was, zijn de resultaten over dit
verschil consistent genoeg om te suggereren dat de transitie vanengagement naar analytischeinteractive natuurlijker isdan de tegenovergestelde transitie.
Een alternatieve aanpak van de uitdaging om analytisch begrip te combineren met experientieel engagement was het richten op een volledige fusie van deze twee communicatiemodi. Om deze richting te verkennen brengen we in hoofdstuk 6 verslag uit van een
samenwerking met multi-media designers en kunstenaars van buiten de wetenschapscommunicatiedoormiddel vaneen serieworkshops. Deze samenwerkingen genereerden ideeën
voor serious games, interactieve groepsopstellingen en storytelling op sociale media. De
game concepten en interactieve groepsopstellingen bleken het beste in staat om complexe
systeemdynamiek te vangen. Deze concepten werden ingeschat als goed in staat om engagement te genereren en richtten zich op het ontwikkelen van strategische kennis. Waar
de interactieve groepsopstellingen fysieke ruimten gebruikten waren de games door hun
on-line implementatie bijna onbeperkt inzetbaar. De storytellingconcepten op sociale media werden hoog gewaardeerd op het gebied van engagement en intuitief ontwerp, maar
scoorden minderhoog inhun geschatte capaciteit voor het vangen van complexe systeemdynamiek. Hetexploratievekaraktervanditonderzoekbetekendedatwenietindegelegenheid waren omalleconcepten uittetesten. Inplaatsdaarvan vertrouwden weopde opinies
van experts voor een beoordeling van het potentieel van de concepten. Met deze beperking in acht genomen suggereren de resultaten van dit project dat experientieel engagement
en analytisch begrip geheel samen kunnen gaan en dat games en interactieve groepsconcepten kunnen bijdragen aan de ontwikkeling van strategische kennis bij hun deelnemers.
Tenslotte geeft deze case study een sterk argument voor collaboratieve initiatieven tussen
wetenschapscommunicators en multi-media designers en kunstenaars.
In de synthese (hoofstuk 7) concluder ik dat interactieve visualizatie kan worden ontwikkeld op zon manier dat het zich direct kan richten op het vangen en communiceren
van analytischeperspectieven opsociaal-ecologische systeemverandering. Ook kunnen analytisch begrip en experientieel engagement worden gecombineerd door het gebruik van
gescheiden methoden of door devolleintegratie vandezemodi,waarmee ophetontwikkelen van strategische kennis kan worden gericht. De vereisten van flexibiliteit, toegankelijkheid enuitvoerbaarheid veranderdenvanbeperkingeninrichtlijnendieonsinstaatstelden
het design vandeverschillende toolsterichtenopcomplexiteit zonder ingewikkeld teworden. Onze op design gerichte onderzoeksaanpak levered specifieke inzichten op en een
diepe leerervaring. Ik wil stellen dat het richten op de diversiteit van perspectieven in een
multi-stakeholder contexteen sterkebasisbiedtvoormeeropconsensus gerichtwerk. Door
onzesamenwerkingmetkunstenaars endesignerswerdhetduidelijk datverschillendemodi
van communiceren zelf ook nieuwe ruimtes voor perspectieven kunnen inhouden. Ik raad
aan dat wetenschaps-communicators zich direct richten op de karakteristieken van complexe systemen, en dat er gericht wordt op het combineren van analytische en experientiele vormen van communicatie maar ook van communicatie die zich richt op praktische
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en conceptuele niveaus van content. Beperkingen door de noodzaak tot toegankelijkheid,
flexibiliteit en haalbaarheid moeten in sterktepunten worden veranderd. Wetenschappers
en kunstenaars zouden moeten samenwerken aan communicatie over complexe systemen;
daarvoor moeten kunst en designgemeenschappen worden geïnformeerd en geïnspireerd.
Daarbij moet de communicator zich bewust zijn van zijn of haar rol en doelstellingen.
Als laatste moeten mogelijkheden worden gezocht om communicatievormen die bewustzijn over complexiteit en onzekerheid bevorden te institutionaliseren en hun impact op te
schalen.
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tools we designed together and for the many discussions and plans that we came up with
as we went along. Thanks especially for your patience with my constant requests for last
minutechanges! TimBakker,itwasgreatworkingonthescenariomaterialtogether you've
got great skill at interpreting and synthesizing information into strong imagery, and that is
a rare gift. Lucas Rutting, it's been a longjourney from 'de vibe' to 'in recent decades'!
Thanks alot for your partin the ScaleRepertoireresearch, Ihope we can continue to cook
up and experiment with new stuff for a long, long time. Richard Japenga, even though we
never found the time to take some of our on-line concepts as far as we would have liked,
thanks for alot of great machine-gun-speed chats and some key work on the design of the
interface we did end up using. Paul van der Aalst, Demian Snel, cheers for giving me
your opinions and serving as test bunnies. Thanks a lot to Larry Kendrick for providing
staggeringly good vocalsfor ourOxfordshire scenarios!
Ever since we were littlekids,Bram Spoor and Ihave shared ahunger to learn - about
science, philosophy, history, literature, music, martial arts. Our careers have brought our
expertise andinterests even closer together tothepoint wherewehavebeen ableto discuss
systems complexity, theroles ofpower and knowledge and even scenarios practice. Iknow
wewillendupdoinggreatworktogetheratsomepoint. Fantastictohaveyouasaparanymf.
Charissa de Bekker motivated me to do a Ph.D. years ago thanks for the sharing of woes
and advice! Oceans are stupid. I also spent many an evening talking with Wouter Kouwe
about new ways to view our lives,jobs and ambitions. Cheers! Karel Terlaak, you're the
walking definition of resilience. Thanks also to Jayant Makhan for some sorely needed
discussions that always quickly cut through the veneer of every day routines and hit the
weird phenomenon that isexistence. Cheers totherest of the old Vught crew (Miei, Thijs,
Gijs, Ron,Nils,Björn) and their significant others,here's tolifelong friendship.
And last but certainly not least Diederik Keuskamp. We developed the idea for the
finalchapter in this thesis together while on a fantastic trip to Japan, and turned that idea
intoareality overthenextyear. Itwas sogood todothis adventuretogether! Also,without
Diederik, thisthesiswouldprobablyhavelookedlikearag. Hetookcareoftheentirelayout
which isamammoth taskthatputshiminthehall ofparanymph fame forever.
Throughout my Ph.D., I have lived another life a life of practice sessions, gigs and
recording studios. Ihave my bandmates to thank for some of thebest moments of my life.
A fair part of this Ph.D. thesis has been written in a tour van. My first practice session
with the band that was to become Terzij de Horde was on the eve of the interview for the
Ph.D. position, and there has been a parallel progression with band and work since then.
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Thanks Demian Snel for putting up with my crap, writing awesome music and generally
for being agreat mate through the years,ithasbeen sogood tocreate stuff together. Johan
van Hattum, you king of all things literary and linguistic, thanks for being a big vitalistic
visionary emo. Stefan Hayes,may you drone on about obscure subjects into the wee hours
ofthemorningfor alongtimetocome. Richard,youhavebeenpraisedinthispiecealready,
but I'm listening to yourblastbeats right now. Cheers also tomy long-dead band Sandbox
Rebellion ( a name that originated in a scenarios training) Bram van Montfort, Mark van
derWiel,RogierJupijn, ErikBleijenberg andJayantMakhan(again). Good timesincrappy
practice rooms and fending off horny men in squats on the road to Italy! Cheers to my
bandmates from previous band incarnations and glorious but short-lived projects Stefan
Gonggrijp, Jaron vanDongen, Freek deGreef, SvenJansen andRutger Muller.
I'vebeenblessed withathoroughly awesomefamily thatsupported mytoilsthrough the
years. Mom, dad, everything you did toraise me and theexamples you set hasbrought me
here. I'm glad you prized intellectual curiosity sohighly. All your fretting during my years
of high school slacking has paid off! Anne,thanks for keeping me saneat thecrucial times
with your wonderfully wise take on life! You are amazing. Jet, it's so great that we got to
spend so much time going from work to talk about research, relationships and all the rest.
Start acoaching company. My sisters willendupruling the world.
Lies,I've spentagoodpartofmyPh.D.piningfor youwhiletryingtomakeyoujealous
with other girls (which eventually started towork). Our lives together started alittle while
beforewebothbeganourintellectualmarathons. Butdespitethemountingpressureandthe
time spent on different sides of the planet, we have been able to make a life for ourselves
thatismore wonderful than either of usbelieved possible. Inthe words of theFooFighers,
you'remy generator,firingwhenever Iquit. Whatever itis,Igooutandit's on. Iloveyou.
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